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I. INTRODUCTION AND REVIEW 
If there is one criterion that distinguishes sample 
survey theory from the rest of statistical theory, it may well 
be the degree of emphasis laid on the use of supplementary in­
formation for the purpose of increasing the precision of 
estimates. Auxiliary information is used in. practically 
every major step in a sample survey: in the formation of 
strata, construction of selection probabilities, and in the 
formula for the estimator of the population parameter of 
interest. This study pertains mainly to one such class of 
estimators, namely ratio-type estimators. 
Most surveys have as part of their objective, the esti­
mation of the total or mean of a characteristic, say y. If 
a simple random sample of size n is taken out of the N 
units in the population under study, for example, the mean 
per unit given by 
=  E  :  ? !  ( I ' D  
is an unbiased estimator of the population mean, y^. Like­
wise, Ny^ is an unbiased estimator of the population total, 
Ny^. Throughout this study, simple random sampling is defined 
as sampling without replacement with equal probability of 
selection for every possible sample. 
Frequently, we come across situations where the value 
of an auxiliary characteristic x, positively correlated 
2 
with y, can be obtained cheaply for each unit in the sample. 
If the population mean is known, then, under certain 
conditions, the ratio estimator of y^, given by 
(1.2) 
''n 
is more efficient than the mean per unit, y^. The correspond­
ing ratio estimator of the total, Ny^, is Ny^. If y 
is the rice production of villages for the current year, for 
example, the auxiliary variate x may be the rice hectarage 
of villages obtained from the past agriculture census. 
Oftentimes, x is the value of y at some previous time. 
The key to the superiority of y^^ over lies in the 
strength of the correlation, p, between y and x. 
It is well known that the variance of y^ is 
whereas an approximation to the mean square error of 
to 0(n ^) , is 
MSEi(?^) = (1.4) 
, - — /— is the population ratio of means, 
where = y/x^ 
g N « — N « 
V = ^ (Yi-Yn) /(N-1), and s/ = Z (x.-x^) V(N-l) . 
^ i i 
When is positive, (1.3) and (1.4) give the familiar 
result [3], that y^ is more precise than y^ whenever 
y N 
It should be kept in mind, however, that inequality (1.5) 
is based on an approximation, 
Very often, the problem is to estimate a ratio 
R _ r /- such as-per capita income, sex-ratio, birth rate 
and death rate, input-output ratios, or yield per hectare 
of a certain crop. With simple random sampling, it is 
natural to use the ratio of sample means, 
^n R — — (1.6) 
as an estimator of Note that in this case, 3^ need 
not be known, and that the x values are usually as recent 
as the y values. Except for these facts, the theory in­
volved in the estimation of a population mean or total through 
a sample ratio, and that in the estimation of a population 
ratio itself, is essentially the same. In general, we shall 
refer to these two modes of estimation as ratio method of 
estimation or siiiply ratio estimation. 
The estimator is usually biased. It is found to be 
unbiased in the special case where the relation between y 
and x is a straight line through the origin [3]. In general, 
an upper bound to the ratio of the bias to its standard 
deviation, due to Hartley and Ross [10], is given by 
[Bias (R )| 
Î2— < _JI = cv(x ) (1.7) 
n 
Thus, if the sample size n is sufficiently large to keep the 
coefficient of variation of to less than, say 0.1, the 
bias may be negligible compared to its standard deviation. 
Also it is well known that the bias in R^ is of 0(n ^). 
The usual approximation to the bias is given by 
2 
BUS (R„) = ^). (1.8) 
where 
Approximations to the bias and mean square error of 
R^ are obtained usually by writing the difference, 
R^-Rjj as [33] 
It is assumed then, that 
I < 1 (1.10) 
so that (1.9) can be expressed in power series form as 
R -R^ = R {[1+ [l-(5l^)+(Jl^)2 (1,11) 
The bias and MSB of R^ are then obtained by taking term by 
5 
term expectations of the right hand side of (1.11) and its 
square, respectively. Unfortunately, inequality (1.10) is 
not always satisfied by all the (^) possible samples; hence, 
the validity, if not the usefulness, of the expressions for 
Bias(R^) and MSE(R^) obtained from (1.11) is justifiably 
in question. 
In an attempt to solve this difficulty, Koop [13] proposed 
another approach to finding series approximations to the bias 
in R^, which was expected to give valid results when x is 
greater than zero for all units in the population. Surprising­
ly this approach gives the same result as expansion (1.11). 
In Chapter II, a flaw in this approach is pointed out, which 
leads eventually to the conclusion that, in general, Koop's 
approach also does not give valid expressions for the bias 
in R^. In addition, an alternative approach to finding 
series approximations to .Bias(R^) and MSE(R^) is presented, 
and bounds for the error in these approximations are derived. 
Another estimator of the population ratio is the 
"mean of ratios", defined as 
1 n Yi 
since in general, 
it follows that r is biased and is not even consistent 
n 
6 
(unless the relation between y and x is a straight line 
through the origin). However, r^ can be adjusted for bias, 
and 
y' = + a <!•"> 
is known to be an unbiased estimator of y^. The estimator 
y' is the Hartley-Ross unbiased ratio-type estimator [10]. 
Sukhatme [32] has generalized y' to multistage sampling. 
The ratio estimator ^ can be made unbiased also by a 
change in the sampling procedure. Laliiri [14] has shown that 
indeed y_ is unbiased if the sample is drawn with probability 
n 
proportional to its aggregate size, E x.. This idea has 
i 1 
been extended to the case of multistage sampling and strati­
fied sampling by Nanjamma, Mur thy and Sethi [19]. 
There are numerous other works which deal with modifi­
cations of the estimator y„ and/or of the sampling procedure, K 
for the purpose of developing ratio-type estimators that are 
free from bias or at least with smaller bias than y^. Tin 
[35] considered the estimator 
. , s s ^ 
n^n n 
which is found to be "approximately unbiased" in the sense 
that its bias is of 0(n ). Variance-wise, y^^ compares 
favorably with y^. Quenouille [21] has proposed an ingenious 
"1 -2 device for reducing estimation bias from 0 (n ) to 0 (n ), 
7 
which was later applied to ratio estimators by Durbin [5]. 
The device involves splitting of the sample at random into 
equal halves (assuming n is even) . Having the three 
When the regression of y on x is linear and the latter 
variate is normally distributed, Durbin has found that t 
actually has a smaller variance than R^. Also, the MSE of 
t is smaller than that of when the regression of y 
on X is linear and x has a gamma distribution. Tin 
[35] and Rao [2 3] have generalized Quenouille's method to 
the extent of splitting the sample at random into g groups 
each of size p, where n=pg. 
Mickey [16] and Williams [38] have proposed general 
methods of constructing unbiased ratio and regression esti­
mators, from which the Hartley-Ross unbiased ratio type esti­
mator y' comes out as a special case. Alternatively, 
Murthy and Nanjamma [18] used the technique of inter­
penetrating subs amples to develop ratio-type estimators that 
are approximately unbiased. Likewise, Beale [1] and Nieto 
de Pascual [20] give approximately unbiased ratio-type esti­
mator in single random sampling. The latter author also 
has presented a "combined" unbiased ratio estimator in the 
case of stratified sampling, based on sampling with equal 
ratios R^, R^ and R^ , Quenouille's estimator of R^ is 
(1.15) 
8 
probability and with replacement and with the same sample size 
in each stratum. 
In stratified sampling, and when the L stratum means 
are known, the use of ratio-type estimators is 
1 L 
straightforward. For example, the ratio estimator y = 
_ _ _ i 
(y /x )x^^ may be used to estimate the stratum mean 
_ i 
y^ ; hence to estimate the population mean y^, the "separate" 
ratio estimator 
L  L  ^ n .  
y% = E w.y = Z w. IT—(1.16) 
i 1 i 1 X ^i 
^i 
is used, where w^ = N^/N is the relative size or weight 
of the i-th stratum. On the other hand, when only the popu­
lation mean x^ is known, the "combined" ratio estimator 
-  J " i \ -
L _ (1.17) 
may be used to estimate y^ [8]. It is well known that y^ 
c 
R-is less subject to bias than Yi 
"s 
Most large-scale sample surveys make full use of the 
technique of stratification to the extent that the sample size 
in each stratum becomes rather small and seldom exceeds three. 
Thus ratio-type estimators based on the device involving 
splitting of the sample further into smaller subsamples, 
cannot be expected to help 'in these type of surveys. With 
9 
this in mind, some ratio-type estimators in stratified 
sampling have been studied and compared in Chapter III. The 
results of Chapter II were used to derive valid expressions 
for the biases and MSB's of these (stratified) ratio-type 
estimators. In particular, "separate" analogues of the 
Hartley-Ross estimator y', Tin's modified estimator y^ 
and Lahiri's unbiased ratio estimator, are presented 
together with the more familiar separate ratio estimator 
yj^ given in (1.16). Also, a "combined" unbiased ratio-
s 
type estimator analogous to the Hartley-Ross estimator y' 
is developed and its exact variance is derived. In addition 
combined analogues of Tin's and Lahiri's estimators are given. 
Finally, these estimators have been compared using actual 
census data. The results of these comparisons are given 
in Chapter IV. 
10 
II. ON BIAS AND MEAN SQUARE ERROR EXPANSIONS 
OF SOME RATIO-TYPE ESTIMATORS 
A. Introduction and Notation 
Let the sampled population have N units from which 
a sample of size n<N is drawn by simple random sampling. 
Denote by 
y^ the value of the characteristic under study for 
the i-th unit in the population, 
the value of the auxiliary characteristic for the 
same i-th unit, 
N 
y^ = Z y\/N the mean of the y values in the population, 
N 
Xj^ = Z x^/N the mean of the x values in the population, 
y^ = Z y\/n the sample mean of the characteristic y, 
_ n 
X = S x./n the sample mean of the characteristic x, 
n i l  
^i ~ Yi/Xi the ratio of y to x for the i-th unit, 
N 
r^^ = S r^/N the population "mean of ratios", 
_ B 
r^ = Z r\/n the sample mean of ratios, 
11 
the population "ratio of means" 
Rn = y^/x^ the sample ratio of means, 
^rs ~ i" ? the rs product-moment of 
X and y where r and s are non-negative 
integers, 
^rs 
=rs = '  <2-1' 
the so-called product-moment coefficients. 
We may note that the above definition of is identical 
to that given by De-Graft Johnson [4], whereas Tin's definition 
[35] differs somewhat in that the latter is in terms of bi-
variate cumulants. 
In general, ratio-type estimators are functions of 
or r^, or both. As mentioned previously, the theory 
involved in the use of ratio-type estimators to estimate 
either y^ or R^^ is essentially the same, except that in 
the former case, knowledge of the population mean x^ is 
presupposed, whereas x^ need not be known when is the 
parameter to be estimated. In this study therefore, we will 
not differentiate between these two types of estimators, and 
we shall use whichever is more convenient for any particular 
problem at hand. 
We shall now study the validity and/or usefulness of 
the more commonly used approaches to derive series approxi­
mations to the bias and mean square error (MSE) of ratio-
type estimators. These approaches are those by Sukhatme 
[33] and Koop [13]. In particular, a basic flaw in the logic 
of the latter approach is pointed out. Moreover, an alter­
native approach which leads to the same approximations is 
presented. Also, this last approach enables us to find 
explicit expressions for bounds to the error of such 
approximations. 
B. On Two Existing Methods of Bias 
and MSE Approximation 
We shall base our discussion on the classical or ordinary 
ratio estimator 
V r =  ^  ^  '  ( 2 - 2 1  
^n 
which is the simplest, most straightforward and commonly 
used ratio-type estimator of It is well-known that 
y^ is biased (see for example Cochran [3]), the bias being 
given by 
Bias (y^) = E(y^)-^ = -Cov(R^,x^) . (2.3) 
Expression (2.3), although compact and seemingly elegant, 
is of little use as far as the problem of studying the 
13 
magnitude of the bias in y is concerned. Hence attempts 
have been made to obtain approximate formulas for the bias 
(and MSE) in the form of series expansions in terms of the 
moment-coefficients defined in (2.1), and powers of the 
reciprocal of the sample size, n ^. 
There are two approaches in finding series approximations 
to the bias and MSE of y^. The usual approach, employed by 
Sukhatme [33], is as follows: If we let 
\ 
and (2.4) 
then we may write as 
= ^(1+%) (1+63^)"^ , (2.5) 
where, clearly from (2.4), 
E(ôy^) = E(6x^) = 0 . (2.6) 
It is assumed of course, that 
If we assume further, that 
l%l = < 1, (2.7) 
I 
14 
then the quantity (l+Sx^) ^ can be expressed as a series 
in powers of ôx^. Thus, Equation (2.5) can be written as 
-  ( 6 x ^ ) ^  +  ( ô x ^ ) ^  -  + . . . }  ( 2 . 8 )  
By retaining terms in 6x^ and 6y^ up to and including 
degree four in (2.8) and finding expectations term by term, 
the bias of is found to be 
Bias (R^) = \^n~^So~^ll^ ^ ^  ^ ^2l"^30^ 
6 _ 30. (n-1) p 
~~3 ^'^40"^31^ 3 (^20 "'^20'^11^^ 
n n 
where 
and 
6, = ^ (2.10a) 
^2 = {MnMf 
_ (N-n) (N^+N-6Nn+Cn^) ,2 ]nr4 
®3 ~ (N-1) {N-2) (N-3) v^.iUcj 
®4 ~ ^(N-l) (N-2) (N-3) (2.10d) 
Similarly, retaining terms in 6x^ and ôy^ up to and 
including the fourth degree, the mean square error of is 
found as 
15 
MSE(RJ = <C20-2'=11+=02' + ^ <2C2I-C^2-'^30' 
30, 
^3 ^^40"^'^3l' ' '^22^ (2.11) 
30.(n-l) p ~ 
•*' ^ (3^20 ~^^20^11"^^20^02"'"^^11^^ 
Since E(y^) = E(R^)3^, E (y^) is obtained simply by re­
placing by y^ the factor on the right hand side of 
(2.9). Likewise MSE(y^) is given by (2.11) with the 
factor replaced by ^ . 
We note that, logically, expansion (2.8) and hence approxi­
mations (2.9) and (2.11), are valid only if inequality (2.7) 
is satisfied by all the (^) = N!/[n!(N-n)!] possible values 
of the saitple mean, x^. Unfortunately, although the 
probability that a sample satisfies (2.7) is usually high 
especially if n is rather large, the fact still holds that 
for some populations, some samples may violate (2.7). 
Strictly speaking, therefore, expressions for Bias(R^) and 
MSE(R^) obtained through the above approach are valid only 
for populations for which each x^ of each possible sample 
satisfies (2.7). 
In an attempt to circumvent this problem, Koop [13] 
suggested an alternative approach. This approach consists in 
expressing R^ as 
16 
R = 
n N N-n * 
pi E y. - E y. i ^ i Ny^-(N-n)y* 
n 
E x^ 
N N-n * 
E x .  -  E x .  
il il 
Nxj^-(N-n) X* 
i 
=  R  [ 1  -  ]  [ 1  -  ( N - n ) x * j - l  ( 2 . 1 2 )  
Ny^ 
where y| and x| denote the y and x values, respective­
ly, of the i-th unit not included in the sample, 
_ N-n • 
y* = E yf/(N-n) , 
i ^ 
and (2.13) 
_ N-n 
X* = E xf/(N-n) . 
i ^ 
It is assumed of course that x^^O and y^^O. If we assume 
further, that 
x^>0 V i, or Xi<0 V i (2.14) 
then clearly 
0 < < 1 (2.15) 
— -1 
and therefore [1 - iH—iii-] can be expanded validly as 
[1 -  ^ = l + f ^  +  ( f  ^ 1 ^  +  ( f  + . . .  
^  \  .  , 2 . 1 6 )  
17 
where f = (N-n)/N is the finite population correction factor. 
Hence in (2.12) can be rewritten as 
(2.17) 
Notice that neither x nor y is involved in (2.16) 
n n 
and (2.17). Also, by virtue of (2.15), and since all its 
terms are positive, it is obvious (by using D'Alembert's 
ratio test for example) that the series (2.16) is in 
fact absolutely convergent. Since we may assume (in 
real-world finite populations at least) that [1- fy*/y^] 
is finite, it follows that (2.17), when reckoned as a power 
series in x*/j^, is also absolutely convergent. Hence we 
may write 
EIÈ„) = f £IE(^, .  - E(^)] 
^ 
+  f ^ [ E ( ^ )  -  E ( ^*^y*) 3 +... 
+ f^ [E (^) - E(X*."y y * ) ]  + . . . }  ( 2 . 1 8 )  
- K - K-i-
\  N 
From the power series (2.18), Koop proceeds by taking 
expectations of the terms (x*/x^)^ and (x*/x^)^ ^(yVYjj)» 
18 
k = 1,2,3,... . For example, since 
p r f JL_Z) /fn-iE) 1 = (N-n) *^11 
^ ^ % 
where 0^ are defined in (2.1) and (2.10a), 
respectively, then 
X y 6, 
E(-n^) = 1 + _i p, . (2.19) 
% 
Since the complement of a simple random sample is also a 
simple random sample, E (^ ^ ) is obtained from (2.19) 
X y 
simply by replacing n bf ^N-n, i.e., 
= 1 + (ZxH-l) <2.20) 
Similarly, 
x*^ ^^20 
^(=^) = ^ (N-n) (N-1) '  (2.21) 
etc. Upon substituting these expectations into (2.18) and 
rearranging terms, the following expression is obtained: 
E(Ë^) = + f(l-l) + 
+  ^  n ( N - 2 n )  ( r  , - C ^ . )  ( l + 3 f + 6 f 2 + . .  . )  
(N-n)^(N-l) (N-2) 
19 
-4 g g 
5—^ [ (N^-6Nn+N+6n^) ) 
(N-n) (N-l)(N-2)(N-3) 
+ 3(n-l)N(N-n-l)(^20^-^20^11)] 
. (l+4f+10f^ + . (2.22) 
Noting that 
1 + 2f + 3f^ +... = (1-f)"^, 
1 + 3f + 6f^ +... = (l-f)~^, 
1 + 4f + lOf^ +... = (1-f) 
and that f=(N-n)/N, Koop finally obtained 
^ "=20-=u' + % IC2I-C30I 
n (2.23) 
0 o 38.(n-1) y 
"î" ~3^^40'^31^ 3 "^20^11^'*'" 
n n 
Since the representation (2.18) for E(R^) is valid for 
all (^) possible samples, it is contended implicitly in 
Koop's paper that (2.23) therefore is also a valid formula 
for E(R^). However the formula for the bias, E ( ) -R^, 
obtained from (2.23), is identical to expression (2.9) ob-
X -X 
tained under the assumption that |—^—I 1 for all 
possible samples. This, in the same author's words, 
seems to be a paradox requiring attention. 
20 
We now present what could well be the answer to this 
paradox. 
Koop's approach can be reconstructed as follows: 
y y 
R = JL = a 
^ (N-n)x*] 
[1-f 
t l + f  
"Si 
(2.24) 
Equations (2.24) and (2.17) are equivalent, hence (2.24) 
is also absolutely convergent. This is also evident from 
the fact that the sign of each term in (2.24) is the 
same and that from (2.15), 
l^-l < I (2.25) 
Since the sum of an absolutely convergent series is inde­
pendent of the order of its terms, the value of (2.24) there­
fore remains unchanged by any rearrangement of the terms 
.k x*^ f —r- inside the square brackets. This is true also for 
the term by term expectation of (2.24). 
It is not true, however, that the sum of (2.24) remains 
X* 
unchanged if — is equated to a polynomial, e.g., by the 
2 1  
linear relation ^ = 1 + Sx* where Sx* = 
and the resulting series is arranged in powers of ôx*. 
To illustrate this fact, consider the following example 
2 k (from Bromwich [2], pages 73-74). The series 1 + E (2u-u ) 
k=l 
converges to (1-u) ^ when |2u-u^j < 1. This inequality 
is satisfied by any value (except 1) of u between 1-/2" 
and 1+/2, and in particular by u=3/2 since then 
2 2u-u = 3/4. But if the series is arranged in powers of u, 
2 k 2 3 1 + E (2u-u'^) = 1 + 2u + 3u + 4u-^ +... 
k=l 
which clearly diverges if u=3/2. 
Now, from (2.18), the steps that led to (2,22) and 
eventually to (2.2 3), are equivalent to replacing x*/x^ 
in the expectation of (2.24) by 
^ = 1 + 6x* , (2.26) 
and rearranging the result as a series in powers of ôx*, 
where 5x* = (x*-x^)/x^, as follows : 
E(R ) = -^ E{y tl + f(l+6x*) + f^(l+6x*)^ 
+ f^(l+6x*)^+...]} (2.27) 
= [(l+f+f^+.. .) 
22 
+ (f6x*) (1 + 2f + 3f^ +...) 
+ (fôx*)^(l' + 3f + 6f^ +...) 
+  ( f â x * ) ^ ( l  + 4f + 10f2 +...) 
+ . 
~ E{y^[(l-f)"^+{f6x*) (l-f)~^+(f(Sx*)^ (1-f)"^ 
+ (fôx*)^(l-f)"^+. ..]} 
+  ( ^ ) ^ ( 5 x * ) ^  + . . . ] }  ( 2 . 2 8 )  
since f = (N-n)/N. On taking term by term expectations in 
(2.2 8), we get (2.23). However, the condition (2.25) is 
not sufficient to claim that the series (2.27) and (2.28) are 
equal; the two are equal only if they both converge (see 
e.g. Bromwich [2]). But the latter series evidently con­
verges only if 6x |  <1, and 
tmi .7» .  (N-n)K«-(M-n)x„ _ 
Therefore, (2.2 8) and hence (2.2 3), still are valid in the 
strict mathematical sense, only if [ < 1 for all (^) 
23 
possible values of the saitple mean, x^. 
It is clear now that, like the first approach, Koop's 
approach also does not lead to an expression for Bias(R^) 
that is always valid. The same conclusion is reached if 
an attempt is made to use the latter approach to find a 
series approximation to MSE(R^). 
C. An Alternative Approach 
Mathematically we have seen that approximation formulas 
for the bias and MSB of R obtained from existing methods 
n 
are not always valid. This does not mean, however, that 
these approximations are not reasonable to use in practice. 
Indeed we shall show that, regardless of inequality (2.7), 
these approximations are useful or reasonable in the sense 
that, for some appropriately chosen sample size n, the error 
incurred in using such approximations become much smaller 
relative to the values of the approximations themselves. 
First we state a lemma, for which the following set-up is 
implicitly assumed: A sequence of finite populations S^ySg,..., 
S ^ , . . .  o f  s i z e  N ^ , N 2  , . . . , N ^ , .  . .  i s  d r a w n  b y  r a n d o m  s a m p l i n g  
from a bivariate superpopulation S = {(Uj^,V^), . 
The sequence of sizes is strictly increasing so that 
n=t^N , lim t =t, 0<t<l and 0<t^<l for all n. Assume further 
n^oo 
that for some fixed nonnegative integers r and s, the 
(r+s)-th and lower moments of the 8^'s remain bounded. A 
simple random sample of size n is drawn from S^, from which 
24 
we get the sample means and v^. 
In practice, of course, we only have one finite popula­
tion of size N from which we draw a simple random sample 
of size n. Also, r+s will seldom exceed six. In the ensuing 
discussion, we shall write N instead of N^, with the under­
standing that the former represents an element in the se­
quence N^yNg,... . We assume for expediency., that the means 
Lemma 2.1; = 0{n if r+s is even, 
= if r+s is odd. ^  
The proof of the Lemma is siitplified considerably if we make 
use of Tukey's abbreviated notation for symmetric means 
[36], extended later to the case of multivariate symmetric 
means by Robson [29]. With this notation, we may write 
the bivariate (sample) symmetric mean 
'5'...-:: v".~. 
in the 2n sample variates ,...,^^n'^n^' 
<(3ll&12)' (^21^22^ (^r^^rg^^ 
—  < ( a ^ ) , ( a 2 ) / • • • / ( a ^ ) >  ( 2 . 3 0 b )  
where ai,a_,...,a is a set of vectors with a.= (a. a. ), 
1 2 
and a. ,a. generally are non-negative integers. Further, 
12 
a partition of the set of vectors {aj^,.t.,a^} into k 
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non-eirpty subsets a .  ,a , k£r, is denoted by ot. .  
Furthermore, the partition may in turn be used to define 
a new symmetric mean, given by 
<(a^)> = < (aj) , .  . . ,  (aj^) > > 
where a* is the two-dimensional vector 
a *  =  (  Z  a .  ,  %  a .  )  
jla^ea^^^ ^ jja^ca^^^ ^ 
Hence, the symmetric mean (2.30a) or (2.30b) may also be 
written as <(a^)>. 
The symmetric means for the population (U^^ ,7^^) , .  . . ,  
(UN^V J^) are denoted similarly but with primes; i .e.,  
1 N A, ^ A^ P' A.. AP2 
<(a^)>' = <(a^),. . .Xa^)>' = \  ^ 
*r2 
•.  • (u- -*V' ) • 
r  r  
Robson [29] gives a concise formula for finding the product 
of two symmetric means, <(a^)><(Bg)> = <(a^^) , .  . . ,  Ca^)> 
< (b^) , . . . ,  (bg)> ,  r£s, as follows: 
Let 
P., = {(a. +b .  ) , . . . ,  (a. +b , ) ,  (a. ,-i ) ,  
v r  s 11 ]i  \  
• • • » (  a.  ) ,  (b • 4-1 ^ ,  «.. ,  (b , )} 
r  •'s 
denote a typical set obtained from a reduction of the set 
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. . .  ,bg by pairing and adding v of the a^'s 
and V of the b. 's,  and let R (a ,3_) = {p (a ,0 )} be X V X s  V JT S 
the collection of all v! (^) (^.) such sets. Then 
"V-'V = (CT-,I ""r.s-v .  .  <(P,(«,-63))> 
(2.31) 
Thus, in particular, on repeated application of (2.31) 
and after some simplification, we get 
-  r- s r s 1 r+s 
= <(10)>r<(01)>s = Z (n), E <(%.)> (2.32) 
^ ^ n^^ k=l ^ A. 
where Aj^ = {a^} denotes the collection of all possible 
partitions of the set (10),. . .  (10)(01), . . . ,  (01)^ into k 
nonempty subsets. Clearly the cardinality of Aj^ depends 
on r ,  s and k but not on the sample size n and obviously 
not on N. Further, i t  is well known that, by virtue of the 
symmetry of the symmetric mean (2.30a) and the fact that the 
variates (u^,v^),. . . ,(u^,v^) represent a simple random 
sample from (u^,Vj^),. . . ,  (Uj^, v^^), the expectation of the sample 
symmetric mean, <(oi^)>, is equal to the corresponding 
population value, <(a^)>'.  Hence i t  follows from (2.32) 
that 
-  r- s (n)k 
E(U^\®) = E —E <(%.)>' (2.33) 
^ ^ k=l n^^® ^ 
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It remains to find the order of (2.33). We shall use 
the following definitions: We say that is reducible 
whenever one or more of i ts entries is (10) or (01) .  
For example, <(r-l ,s),(10)>' and <(r-l,s-l),(10),(01)>' 
are reducible. We call <(a^)>* nonreducible if none of 
i ts entries is equal to (10) or (01). For example, 
<(r-2,s), (20)>' and <(r-4 ,s-l),(30), (11)>' are non­
reducible .  
Since <(10)>' = = <(01)>' = ^ = 0 by hypothesis, 
a reducible symmetric mean can always be resolved into a 
linear combination of nonreducible symmetric means. For 
example, 
< (r-l,s),  (10) > '  = -  < (rs) > '  
In general, if  <(a^)>' is reducible and has m<k entries 
that are (10) or (01), and if m2 denotes m/2 if m is 
even and (m-l)/2 if m is odd, then <(a^)>' can be 
expressed as 
0 =<(10)>'<(r-l,s)>' = [(N)_<(r-l,s),  (10)> 
N^(N-l) 
+(N)2<(rs)>'] 
by (2.31); hence 
(N) 
<(ou )>' = Z ^(-1) 
h=k-m 
k-m+m-
(2.34a) 
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where A = {a, |<(a, )>' is nonreducible} is the collection 
\ ,h 
of all possible partitions of a^,. . . ,a^ into h nonempty 
subsets such that <(a^)>' is nonreducible. When m=k, i .e.,  
when the entries in <(a^)>' are all (10) and (01), (which 
happens only if m=k=r+s), then 
(N) 
<(a.)>' = Z (-1)^ % <(a.)>'.  (2.34b) 
^ h=k-m+l h 
Note that the upper limit of h in both (2.34a) and (2.34b) 
is (r+s)/2 or (r+s-l)/2 depending on whether r+s is even or 
odd, respectively. 
Suppose now that r+s is even. When k £ (r+s)/2 in 
(2.33), i t  is obvious that 
n Aj^ n 
When k = (r+s)/2, the symmetric means of the form <(ab), 
(cd),, . . ,(pq)>' where a+b=c+d=...=p+q=2 are nonreducible; 
hence the sum 
r+s 
2 
„r+s .  Af+s 
• — 2 
When k > (r+s)/2, <(a^)>' is necessarily reducible. Hence 
by (2.34a) and (2.34b), <(a^) >' in (2.33) has coefficients 
in n and N of the form 
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^r+s (N)j^ • '•^r+s-h^ -  ^ ^ U - ^ s ) / 2  
since the upper limit of h is Cr+s)/2. Thus the order of 
is n-'r»sl/2_ 
Suppose r+s is odd, i .e.,  either r  is odd and s 
is even or r  is even and s is odd. For k £ (r+s-l)/2 
in (2.33), 
(n), 1 
^ I <(«,)>•< 0{-7—XTT7Ô> .  
^r+s k ^(r+s+l)/2 
When k = (r+s-l)/2, the symmetric means of the form 
< (21), (ab),. . . ,(pq)>' where a+b=...=p+q=2, are nonreducible 
when r  is odd, and tliose of the form < (12) ,  (ab),.  . . ,  (pq) > '  
where a+b=...=p+q=2 ,  are nonreducible when i t  is s that 
is odd. In either case, i t  follows that the sum 
r+s-1 
" ' 'r+s-l -2— 
When k > (r+s-1)/2, <(a^)>' is reducible and by (2.34a) 
and (2.34b), <(a^)>' in (2.33) has coefficients in n and 
N of the form 
(n)^ (N) 
r+s-h'- (r+s+11/2) „r+s (N)^ n- -  " r, '  
since the upper limit of h in this case is (r+s-l)/2, 
30 
Therefore, when r+s is odd, the order of E(u^^v^^) is 
n ^ Thus the proof of Lemma 2.1 is complete. 
Corollary; 
E(u^^) = 0{n if r  is even, 
=  0 { n  ( }  i f r  i s  o d d .  
Now by definition, we may write 
Bias (R^) = E{R^-R^} = E{ (Ôy^-Ôx^) • (2.37) 
^n 
where 
and 
as before. As mentioned previously, the series 
— = 1 - ÔX + (SX ^ - ÔX ^ +... 
- n n n 
n 
converges only when 163^ |  < 1. Nevertheless, consider the 
following approximations to the true bias (2.37): 
B,(R, ) = R E{t5y -Sî ][l-6x +(6Î )^-(65" )^1) 2n N nn nn n 
- (ôx^)^^'^]} (2.38) 
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Observe that since E(ôx^) = E((Sy^) = 0, i t  follows from 
Lemma 2.1 that the terms of highest order in 
are of 0(n ^). 
Theorem 2.1; If > a for all units in the population, 
where a is some positive constant, then 
|Bias(R^)-Bj^(R^) 1 < 0(-^), k = 1,2,. . .  
Proof; On taking the difference between (2.37) and 
(2 .  38), and since 
7 -X [l-6x + (ÔX )2-.. .+ {6x )2^~2- (6x 
N n n n n n 
= x!^{l-[l+ôx^] [l-6x^+(ôx^)^-.. .+(6x^)^'^ (6x^)^^ ^] } 
= '  
we get 
*n 
Since x\>0 V i ,  we may replace x^ by a positive lower 
bound, say by x = min{x :  i=l, .  . . ,  (^)}, and get 
no i  
lBias{R.)-B, (R ) 1 < E{(65E )2k(6y )-(6x )2k+l}| (2.39) 
XI is. il • ^ — n n n 
"o 
= "'"FT' 
n 
by Lemma 2,1. 
Therefore, for populations in which the auxiliary variate 
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X is positive, i t  may be said that (R^) provides a 
useful approximation to Bias(R^) in the sense that, for 
some n sufficiently large, the remainder, Bias (R^)-Bj^ (R^) ,  
becomes very small relative to Bj^{R^). 
B^(R^) is the familiar first order approximation to 
Bias(R^), which is 
=l 'V = ^ "=20-=ll '  '  <2-'" ') 
from which we see that the leading terms in the bias are 
-1  — 
of 0 (n ) .  B^(R^_^) ,  when expressed in terms of the moment-
coefficients of X and y is actually the approximation 
formula given in (2.9). 
Note that B^(R^) is the result when terms of up to 
and including degree four in 6x^ and 6y^ (or order n ^ 
by Lemma 2.1) are included in the approximation formula 
BrCR^). When expressed in terms of the moment-coefficients, 
however, we see from (2.9) that (^) involves terms of 
0(n ^). Thus, since |Bias (^) -B^ (^) |  _< 0(n ^), i t  is 
perfectly legitimate to ignore the 0 (n ^) terms in 
(2.9) and use 
B*(R^) = (CgQ-C^^) + ^(Cgi-Cgg) 
3^4 2 
+ —J (Cgo -C20C11)} (2.41) 
n 
as a second order approximation to Bias(R^). 
Also, the inequality (2.39) gives us concise and useful 
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bounds for the exact remainder term, Bias (R^) (R^) .  In 
particular/ when k=l, we get 
_ _ R X 9_ 
I Bias (R^)-B^(R^) I < 1-^  • (Cgl-Cgo)! (2.42) 
X " 
When k=2, we have 
|Bias(R ) - B ,(R ) |  < 
S 
o 
(2.43) 
We turn now to the mean square error. Again, by defi­
nition we write 
MSE(R^) = E{R^-R^}^ = R^^E{ (6^-65^)^ (^r)^} (2.44) 
^n 
Consider the following approximations to (2.44): 
MSEi(R^) = R^^E{[6y^-6x^]^} 
MSEg (^) = ^^E{[Ôy^-ôx^]^ [1-26x^+3(6x^)^1 } 
MSEj^(R^) = I^^E{[6y^-6x^]^ [1-26x^+3 (Ôx^)^ - . . .  
-(2k-2) (6^)^^"^+(2k-l) (6x^)^^"^]} (2.45) 
Note that by Lemma 2.1, the terms of highest order in 
MSE, (R") are of 0(n'^). K n 
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Theorem 2.2; If x^>a for all units in the population, 
where a is some positive constant, then 
)mse(r^)-msEj^(r^) I < 0{~j:j), k = 1,2,... 
The proof is similar to that of the previous theorem. On 
taking the difference between (2.44) and (2.45), and since 
[1-263^+3 (6x^) .-(2k-2) (5^)^^"^ 
+ (2k-l)(ôx^)^^'^] 
^N^{l-[l+6x^]^ [1-25x^+3 (5x^)^-..  .-(2k-2) (5x^)^^"^ 
+ (2k-l) (6x^)^^'^]} 
= -Xj^^{2k(ôx^)^^"V(2k-l) (6x^)^^} ,  
we obtain 
MSE(R^)-MSEj^(R^) = -Rj^^Xj^^E{ [ôy^-6x^]  ^  [2k (6x^) 
+ (2k-l) (ôx^)^^] .  
\ 
Thus, with 0<x = min{x :  i=l,. . . ,  (^^)} ,  we may replace 
% i  '^i_ ^ 
x^ in the denominator by x^ and get 
o 
R 2- 2 
|MSE(R^)-MSEj^(R^) 1 < E{ [Ôy^-Ôx^]  ^  • 
• \ 
t2k(ôx^)^^"V(2k-l) (6x^)^^]}| = 0(-^) (2.46) 
n 
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by Lemma 2.1. This completes the proof the the theorem. 
We see therefore, that when the x values in the popu­
lation are positive, MSEj^(R^) provides a useful approxi­
mation to MSE(R^), in the sense that, the remainder, 
MSE(R )-MSE, (R ) ,  becomes very small relative to MSE, (R ) 
n ic n Jv n 
i tself for some n sufficiently large. 
The approximation MSE^(R^) is the usual large sample 
approximation to the MSE, or variance, of R^, given by 
which is more familiarly written as 
'  (2.47) 
where = Ny2o/(N-1), S^^=NiiQ2/(N-1) and S = Nn^^/(N-1) 
as before. The approximation MSEgfR^), when expressed in 
terms of the moment coefficients is of course equal to 
(2.11). Similarly as in the case of ^2 ^^n^ '  we may ignore 
the terms of 0 (n ^) in (2.11) and use 
0 2 0 
MSSz'iRnI = -4'2C2r=12-'=3o' 
^^4 2 2 
+ 2 (^20 ~^^20^1l"^^20^02'*"^^ll ^ ^ (2.48) 
n 
as a second order approximation to MSE(R^). 
Finally, we notice that inequality (2.46) can be used 
also to obtain useful bounds for the exact remainder term, 
MSE (R )-MSE, (R ) .  In particular, for MSE, (R ) and 
n ic n J. n 
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MSEg (R^) ^ we get 
^ 2 - 2  X. 
|MSE(R^)-MSE^(R^) I < ^ 2 |2E{ (6x^)^-2 (ôx^)^(6y^) 
,2 
+ (ÔX ) (ÔX ) } 
n n 
+ E{ (6x^)^-26 (x^)^(ôy^) + (ôx^)^{ôy^)^}| 
,282 
(C,,.-2C_+C, J  
and 
-  2 I 2^"30 ""21 "12' 
"o 
®4 (^"'1) 2 2 
^  (3^20 "^'^2Q^ll '^^2 0^02' '"^^ll ) 
4"^40-2S i+S2'I '2.49) 
n 
R 2- 2 |MSE(Ë^ )-MSE^  (^ 1 I <  ^^ |E( («y^ -«x^ )^ (4+3«x^ ) («x^ l | 
'"o 
= =-7 |E{(RHVy„)2(4+3«J„) (6x^)^)1 (2.50) 
''"o 
Some remarks are in order at this point: Using 
Schwarz's inequality/ Hansen, Hurwitz and Madow [9] obtained 
a result somewhat similar to (2.46) when k=l. Des Raj [22] 
gives the following bounds to MSE(R^)-MSE^(R^): 
A+B+C^  < MSE(R^ )-MSEj_(R^ ) < A+B+C^  
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where 
N 
Ci = - :^E[(X^-X^)3(y^-I^x^)2j, 
and 
CG = -4E[ 
It can be seen that the above bounds involve ratios of sample 
means again and hence they may be only of l i ttle practical 
use. 
We may note also that theorems 2.1 and 2.2 still  hold 
when the hypotliesis x^>0 for all i  is replaced by (the 
perhaps trivial case) x\<0 for all i .  Lastly, note that 
the expressions we used for the expectations of the terms 
eluding k equal to four are given in Sukhatme and Sukhatme 
[34]. 
Aside from providing information on the magnitude of 
the error involved in the use of series approximations for 
the bias and/or MSE of the ratio estimate R^, Theorems 2.1 
and 2.2 can have other applications. Once the sample size n 
is fixed, for example, Theorem 2.2 or the corresponding bounds 
(6x^)^, (6x^)^ (^y^) and (5x^)^ up to and in-
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enables us to determine the value of k (i .e.,  how far the 
order of approximation should be carried out) such that 
MSE (R^)-MSEj^ (R^) should not exceed M in absolute value, 
where M is some predetermined positive number. Conversely, 
not some other approximation formula of higher order, we can 
find through Theorem 2.2 or i ts corresponding bounds a minimum 
sample size n_ such that, for n>n ,  MSE(R )-MSE, (R ) will 
o o n K n 
be less than M in absolute value. 
We conclude this section by evaluating bounds for 
MSE(R^)-MSE T  (R^) when the relation between y^ and x^ 
is a straight line through the origin. Suppose that N is 
large and 
if for some ,practical reason we have to use MSEj^(R^) and 
Yi = ^^i + ®i (2.51) 
where E(e. |x. ) = 0, E(e.^|x. ) = and E (e .e .  |x. ,x. ) = 0 
x J L  i X  X J X J  
for i?^j. I t  can be shown easily that 
20 
and 
so that, from (2.49), 
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2 
|MSE(R )-MSE, (R ) I < -ô-^= [0CV(x)]2 (2.52) 
^ ^ -  n^x 2 nx 
"•Q 
Thus we see that the accuracy of MSE^(R^) is inversely 
related to a and CV(x), and directly related to n and 
X .  One possible use of (2.52) is the following. If we 
o 
decide beforehand to approximate MSE(R^) by MSE^(R^), and 
we are willing to take the risk of having an error no larger 
than some fixed positive constant M, i .e.,  |MSE(R^)  -
MSE^(R^)  I _< M,  then the sample size should not be less than 
n^, where 
aCV(x) ,  
[_ = M 
or 
n = .  (2.53) 
° X /M 
"o 
That is,  regardless of any other criterion we use to determine 
n, e.g. by the condition that MSE^^(R^) <_ where is 
some predetermined value, the minimum sample size should be n 
D. On Some Unbiased and Approximately 
Unbiased Ratio-Type Estimators 
Given an estimate of ^^ (R^) ,  say Est. Bj^(R^), i t  is 
intuitively appealing, as a direct attempt to reduce the bias 
in R^, to consider the difference 
40 
Rn -  Est. 
as an estimator of When k is equal to one and 
Est. B,(Ë^) = 
n n^n 
.  n. 
where f = (N-n)/N, s = Z (x.-x )/(n-l) 
X ^ 1 n 
and 
the resulting estimator is 
& = ^  - ^>> • (2-54) % ==„ 
When Xj^ is known, the corresponding estimator of is 
~ [35] first proposed and called i t  a 
modified ratio estimator. The same author gives series 
approximations to E(Rj^) and Var (R^) to terms of 0 (n ^), 
subject to the assumption that |  (x^-x^) /xj^ |  < 1. We can 
now use the approach described in the previous section and 
derive similar approximations without making such assumption; 
we only require that the x\ 's are all positive (or all  
negative). We shall not, however, derive bounds for such 
approximations because such bounds will unnecessarily be 
too wide to be of any practical importance. 
From (2.54), we get 
E 
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f „ /^xVv f „z^n^x (y = E(E„) + -E(^) - -E(-i^) (2.55) 
E(R^) can be obtained from (3.41). It  remains therefore 
to find approximations to 0(n ^) for the last two terms 
in (2.55). For this purpose, we need the following four 
relations which can be easily verified: 
^®xy'^xy^^ n(N-l)^(N-2) ^21 (2.56a) 
" n(N-l)(N-2) ^30 (2.56b) 
(=xy-^xy)^ = nm-î)(N-2) ^'12 
E{(yn-yi;,) )} n(N-l)(N-2) ^21 (2.56d) 
Note from (2.55) that to approximate E(R^) to terms of 
0(n ^), i t  suffices to approximate E(s^^/x^^) and 
E (y^^s^^/x^^) to terms of 0 (n ^). 
Now, we may write 
S -  ^  -  2 
"S," xy xy xy ^ 
= S E{ [6s -6x (2+5x ) ]2^} (2.57a) 
xy xy il 11 ^ ^ 
n 
g 
= E{ [6s^^-ôxj^(2+ôx^)] tl+Ôx^]"^} (2.57b) 
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where ôs = (s -S )/S .  .  Equation (2.57b) suggests 
xy xy xy xy ^ 
that as an approximation to (2.77a) we may consider the 
quantity A given by 
S 
A = E{ [5s -6x^ (2+6x^) ] [l-25x^] } (2.58) 
which, by Lemma 2.1, involves terms of 0(n ^) and 0 (n ^). 
The difference between the true value (2.57a) and A is 
-  A = E{ (2+6Î ) 1 
^n ^ 
• [l-d+ôx,)^ (l-2ôx„)]-\} 
n n -  ^ 
*n 
= E{[6(ôx^)^+7(6x^)^-3(ôx^)^(6s^y) 
-2(ôx^)^(6s^y)+2(6x^)^] 2^} (2.59) 
If the x's are positive and 0 < x < min {x :  i=l,. . . ,  (î?) } 
% -  i "i ^ 
as before, then as before, then 
|E{^ - - A| < 1^ E{6(6x^)\7(ô? )^ 
-  3(ôx^)2(6s^)-2(6x^)^(6s^^)+2(6x^)^}| (2.60) 
= 0(n ^) 
by Lemma 2.1. Then i t  may be said that A, or more accurately 
the 0(n ^) terms in A, provides a reasonable approximation 
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s S 
to -  2^} in the sense that, for some n sufficiently 
large, %he difference (2.59) becomes very small relative to 
A i tself.  
On evaluating A, we obtain 
E ^  1 A 
_ ®xy r^®l^ ^21 ^®1^20 282C30 
— 2  —P Solving for } and dropping terms of 0 (n ) ,  we 
get 
n *N xy 
which implies that 
36,2 26, (N-n) 
i =11 + 4- =20=11 - -2%-;- =21' 
n n (N-2) 
Similarly, we may write 
n ^ X N n 
= y^S^^E{ [ (l+5y^) (l+6s^^)- (l+6x^) (2.62) 
"n 
2 2 2 2 
where 6s^ = (s^ -S^ )/S^ .  Consider the quantity B given ' 
by 
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_ 9 _ o 3 l-35x 
B = 'E{ [ (l+5y^) (l+5s/) -(l+5x^) ""l [  _ 3 "]> 
Subtracting B from (2.62) we get 
— 2 — g 2 
E{%^ - %-§-} -  B = ^S^^E{[(l+8^) (l+ôs^2) 
-  (l+ôiT)^] [l-(l+6x^)^(l-36x^)]-^} 
^n 
= [ (6^) (6s^^) -3(65^) 2- (55^) 3] [g 
+ 8(ÔX„)^+3(ÔX„)^]::^} .  (2.63) 
n "  V 
n 
— 3 — 3 . On taking absolute values and replacing x^ by x^ in 
o 
the denominator, we obtain, 
— 2 — 2 — 2 
|E{%^ - %^}- B| < |^^E{[(6? )(«s^^)-3(«x^)2 
-(63^)^] [6(65^)2+8(6^)3+3(6x^)4]}! 
= 0(n 2) (2.54) 
by Lemma 2.1. On the other hand, 
B = (<5s^2)-3(6x^) (6s^2)+6(6x^)2-3(6x^) (6y^) 
+ 8(6x )3-3(6x )(6y )(ÔS 2)+3(6x )4} (2.65) il n n X il 
-1 -2 
consists of terms of 0(n ) and 0 (n ) .  Thus, by virtue 
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of (2.64), the sum of the 0 (n ^) terms in B provide a 
useful approximation to (2.62), i .e.,  to terms of 0 (n ^), 
y s ^ ^ R:,S ^ . 
E{-^ = -^E{(ôy^)(ôs^^)-3(6x^)(6s^2) 
^'n "S, 
+ 6 (6x^)^-3(6^) (6y^) } 
\^x r®l^ ( ^21 3^30 
+ ir '«=20-3Cii" 
Solving for E{y^s^ /x^ } in the above relation and multi­
plying by f/n, we get 
.  y s ^ _ 01 e/  .  
# E{-^} = 
^n ^ 
0, (N-n) 
+ 4 (C,,-3C,„)} (2.66) 
n/(N-2) 
Finally, on substituting (2.61), (2.66) and E(R^) 
into (2.55), we get, to 0 (n ^), 
.  36 (N-n) 
~ ^  ^ ^ (îF2l ®2^^^21~^30^ 
+ 3[20j_ -04HC2O "'^20'"11^^ (2.67) 
Hence we see that the bias in is of 0 (n ^). When N 
is much larger than n so that 8^, 8^ and 0^ are 
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approximately equal to unity, (2.67) simplifies into 
• ^2(C21-C30'"<=20^-S0CII" <2-«8) 
The same approach is used to find MSE(Rj^). We note 
first that since MSB (R^) = Var(R^) + {Bias(I^)}^, and 
since Bias (Rj^) = 0 (n ^), i t  follows that MSB (R^) = 
Var(^) + 0(n ^) .  Hence for our purpose, i .e.,  to 0 (n ^), 
we could just as well work with the variance of R^. 
Now, by definition, 
_ 2 _ , 
Var(R^) = E{R^ } -  {E(R^)}^ (2.69) 
where by Equation (2.67) we have 
_ 9 _ 0 _ 2 1 38. (N-n) .  
= V - • h <' (N-2) -  «2 
+ 3[2ej^2-e^HC2(,^-C2(|Cj^j^l} + 0(n"^) (2.70) 
On squaring Rj^ and taking expectations, we get 
— — 2 2 
2i _ r./n 2v ^ ^ T,/n^xy _ ^n ^x E{R^^} = E(R/) 
+ (2.71) 
From MSB2 (R^) in (2.4 8) and (R^) in (3.41) ,  we 
can get 
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6 6 
^ (3=20-^=11+^2' + 4 <GC2i-2Ci2-4C3,) 
+ 3 ^ (5C2O^-8C2GC^^+C2GCG2+2C]^/,} +0(N-3, (2.721 
To find similar approximations for the other terms in (2.71), 
we employ the same method used for E (R^) ;  i .e.,  for each 
term we find an approximation with the property that, for 
some n sufficiently large, the exact difference between 
such term and i ts approximation becomes very small compared 
to the approximation itself.  Upon doing so, we obtain the 
following results: 
y  s  O M  6 , N  -
^ ^ "^11 n(N-l) ^^^20^1l"^^ll ^ 
^n 
n(N-2) (Cl2"3C2i)} (2.73) 
^ {(N-1) ^20 n(N-l) ^20 ^ ^°'^20"®^ll ' ' ' '^02^ 
e^N 
+ Hllqrr (2=21-4=30)} ^'74) 
12.75) 
°  <2-761 
^n 
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(2.77) 
On substituting (2 .72 ) -  (2 .77) into (2.71), we get, to 
0(n"2), 
8 (N-n) 
4— (10C21-8C3 O-2C^2) 
n (N-2) 
+ 4 <15=20^-2«=20<=U^^SO=02-^8=U^' 
6 ^ 
-  4- '"'=20^-26=20'=11+2C2jC„2+5C^/)) (2.78) 
n 
On subtracting {E(R^)given in (2.70) from (2.78), we 
-2 get, to 0 (n ) ,  
MSE(R^) = Var{R^) = R/{^ 
o 8 (N-n) 
"'• JT^®2 (N-2) '  ^ ^Sl"^12"'^30^ 
+ 4<64-®/' ( 'C2o'-"=20 V2C25C„2+5C^j^2, 
n 
0 
"T^^^20^"^^20^1l"^^20^02"' '^ll ) ^ (2.79) 
n 
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Observe that/ to 0(n ^), and have the same MSE. 
When N>>n so that 0^^, and 0^ are approximately 
equal to one, (2.79) simplifies considerably into 
Var(^) = 5i,^{j!C2o-2Cii+Co2)a + 
+  4  < 2 . 8 0 )  
Notice that the third moment-coefficients ,  ^21' ^12 
are missing in (2.80). 
We have seen that, by modifying into the 
bias has been reduced from 0(n ^) to 0(n ^). Similarly, 
_ _ _ 2 n 
by adjusting r where r  = -  E(y./x. ) ,  Hartley and 
n IN) II  n 1 1 
Ross [10] obtained 
which is an unbiased ratio-type estimator of y^^. For 
infinite populations, the variance of y'  is given by 
Goodman and Hartley [7], as 
v a r ( f )  =  
2 2 2 
where a ,  a and a are population variances, a and y X r  xy 
are population covariances, and r^^ = Z r^/N is the 
population mean of ratios. Note that (2.82) is not an 
approximation but is the exact variance. When N is finite, 
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- Var(y') is given by Robson [29] in symmetric means 
notation. 
In exchange for the reduction or elimination of the 
bias, the estimators and y'  inevitably become more 
coirplicated in form than and r^x^, respectively. 
An alternative approach to eliminating the bias is to change 
the sampling procedure so that, y^ = R^x^ for example, 
becomes unbiased. Lahiri [14] has shown that if the sampling 
procedure consists in selecting the sample with probability 
n 
proportional to its size, Z x.,  then the classical ratio 
i  ^ 
estimator y^ becomes an unbiased estimator of We 
denote this estimator by 
^n 
so that we can differentiate i t  from the biased y^ = R x.. .  K n JN 
The simplest way to select a sample with probability 
proportional to its size is through a method given by 
Midzuno [17], as follows: Select the first unit with 
probability proportional to x, and select n-1 units 
from the remaining N-1 units using simple random sampling. 
Thus the probability of getting a particular sample k, 
k = l , «  «  « , ) ,  i s  
X 
"  ^ ik /N-1,-1 ,N,-l \  
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Hence 
(2.85) 
i .e.,  is unbiased. Also 
( 2 . 8 6 )  
by definition. Although an unbiased estimator of Var(y^) 
exists (see for example, Des Raj [22]), an explicit formu­
lation of Var(y^ ) beyond (2.86) has proved difficult to 
obtain. Here we derive a series approximation to Var(y^). 
On substituting the formula for P, into (2.86), 
where E in the above equation now signifies expectation 
with respect to simple random sampling. Continuing, we have 
we get 
(2.87) 
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Var(7j = 7/ E{[^ - % 
= Y./ E{[(l+5y^)^-(l+6x^)] % 
= E{[26y^-ôx^+(6y^)^ (2.88) 
Consider the quantity 
°k ~ E{ [2ôy^-ôx^+(6y^)^] [l-6x^+.. .+ {ôx^)^^ ^ 
-  (6x^)2'^"^]} (2.89) 
The term of highest order in Dj^ is -y^^ E[ (ôy^)^ (ôx^) 
which is of 0 [n ] .  Thus if we let 
Var^(y^) = + y/ E[ (Sy^)^ (ôx^)2k-lj (2.90) 
then the terms of highest order in Var^(y^) are of 
0 (n ^) .  Now, the difference between (2.88) and is 
Var(y^)-D^ = y^^ E{^[2(6y^)-(6x^)+(6y^)^] (6x^)^^}. 
(2.91) 
Hence _ 
Var(yj^)-Var j^(y^)=y^^ E{^[2(6^)-(6x^)+(6^)^] (6x^)^^} 
^n 
-  y^^ E{ (67^)2 (âx^)^"""^} (2.92) 
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If the x^'s are positive for all  units in the population 
and if  X > 0 is  a lower bound for x as before, then, 
o 
Y |Var (^)-Var^ |  ^  1 £{2(5x^)^^^(67^) 
% 
- (ôx^)^^^^+(ôx^)^^(ôF^)^}l 
+ y^2|E{(ôx^)^'^ '^(6y^)2}| (2.93a) 
= 0(-^) .  (2.93b) 
by Lemma 2.1. Thus, since the terms of highest order in 
Var^ (y^) are of 0 (n ^) ,  we see that by a proper choice of 
n,  the remainder,  Var(^)-Varj^(y^) ,  can be made much smaller 
compared to Varj^(yj^).  In this sense i t  is reasonable to use 
Var^ (y^^) to approximate the true Var(^) .  
Taking k equal to one, we get the first  order approxi­
mation to Var (y, ) ,  ij 
Varj_(y^) = E{ (ôj^)^ (6x^)} 
= E{ (ôy^)^-2 (6x^) (6y^)+(6x^)^} 
fr '^^02~^'^ll"*' '^20^ • (2.94) 
Hence we see that,  to 0(n ^) MSE(y^), MSE(y^) and 
Var(y^) are equal.  From (2.9 3a) we get 
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y |VAR(^)-VAR^^(^) | ^ { |E[2 (ôx^)^ (ôy^) ] 
-  E[ôx^]^ + E[(6Xj^)^(ô7n)^]|  
+ |E[(ôx^)(ôy^)^]|} 
n 
0, (n-1) p 69 
+ 3 (^20^02'*'^^11 ) I " ' '  I t  *^12!^ (2.95) 
n n 
Taking k equal to two, we get 
V='=^2<?L> = °2 + y/  E{(«?„)^6X,)^} 
+ ( '5X„)^(67 -6? )^} (2.96a) 
n n n 
~ % ^fT "^20"^'^U' ' ' '^02'  •*• ^  '^'^21"'^12"'^3O' 
+ 7  '=40-^=31+=22) 
n 
6  » (n-1) 2 2  
•*• T (^^20 "®^20Sl'*'''20^02'^^^ll ) ^ 
Bounds to Var (y^)-Var2 (y^^) can also be obtained from (2.93a).  
Also, since |Var(^) -Var^(y^) |  £ 0(n ^) ,  we may st i l l  ignore 
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t i le C(n~^) terms in (2.96b); i .e. ,  in practice we 
may use 
var^cy^) = ((=20-^^11+^02) + 4  (2C21-C12-C30) 
+ — (3C2Q "6C2QC^J_+C2qCQ2+2CJ^^ )} (2.97) 
n 
as a second order approximation to Var(y^).  
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III.  ON SOME RATIO-TYPE ESTIMATORS IN 
STRATIFIED SAMPLING 
A. Introduction and Notation 
I t  is perhaps not an exaggeration to state that most 
surveys are stratified sample surveys. The reasons for 
stratification are varied and well-known; reduced variance 
of estimates, administrative convenience, the need for 
separate estimates for certain subdivisions of the population, 
and last but not least,  the nature of the data or population 
sometimes suggests some inherent stratification. In this 
chapter we shall  present and discuss some of the properties 
of some ratio-type estimators in stratified sampling. 
Let N-,N„ , . .  .  ,N. , . . .  ,N T .  be the (known) sizes of the 12 L 
L strata,  with ^ ^ N^ as the population size. Also, 
L 
let  n^fn^ , . .  .  . . .  ,n^ be the sample sizes,  with n = Z n^ 
as the total sample size. Further,  denote by 
y^. the y value of the j-th unit  in the i-th 
^ stratum, i=l, . . . ,N^, i  = 1, . . . ,L; 
Wi=Ni/N the relative size or weight of the i-th 
stratum; 
"i  
y„ = Z y.  . /N. the mean of the y values in the i-th 
^i j  ^  ^ stratum; 
y =2 y. . /n.  the mean of the y sample values in the 
"i  j  ^  i-th stratum; 
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L 
= E E y^./N the population mean of the y values; 
i  j  
L _ 
y , = E w.y the weighted mean of the y sample 
i  " "1 values; 
X. .  fX..  ,x ,x^^ and x .  are defined similarly for the 
13 ig. n.  -N s t  ^ values; 
R..  = y„ /x__ the "ratio of means" of the i-th 
"i  ^1 stratum, 
Rjj = y^/x^ the population ratio of means; 
R = y /x the sample ratio of means in the i-th 
^i ^i ""i stratum; 
N. 
. 1  1 
r» = ^  E y. . /x.• the "mean of ratios" of the i-th 
"i  j  stratum, 
L H. 
— 1 ^ 
r» = » E E y. . /x. .  the population mean of ratios; 
i j  ] 
_ 1 ^i 
r  = — E y. . /x. .  the sample mean of ratios in the i-th 
"i  ^i j  stratum; 
L _ 
r  , = E w.r the weighted mean of ratios for the entire 
i  ^ ^i  sample; 
N. 
the product-moments in the i-th stratum; 
^rs.  
(3.2) 
1  1  
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the product-moment coefficients in the i-th stratum; 
y. 
* rs.  
= =-5  ^ , (3.3) 
r.  2 ^i  2 
^ix ~ (Nj^-1) ^20^ ~ (N^-1) ^ix '  
Ni 
^ixy ~ (N^-l) ^11^ ~ (N^-l) ^ixy '  
"i  
and 
n. 
=ixy = • 
B. Separate Ratio-Type Estimators 
Since the sampling in a stratified population is done 
independently in each stratum, one has a choice on the type 
of estimator to use to estimate the mean y^ in any given 
stratum. In particular,  ratio-type estimators may be 
used in each stratum, provided the stratum means 
x^ , . . . ,  jL are known. 
1 
We consider here estimators based on the four ratio-
type estimators discussed in the preceding chapter.  For a 
particular stratum, say i ,  and assuming simple random 
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sampling/ recall  from Chapter II  that we can estimate the 
mean, ^  , by 
1 1 1 X^_ 1 
s.  s.  ^ 
% = -  y (3.4b) 
or by 
(N.-l)n. _ 
^i '  = + N.(n.-l)  (3.4c) 
On the other hand, if  the sample is  drawn with probability 
proportional to i ts size nx^, then 
_ _ _ ^n. _ 
% = ^  =S,. 
1 1 1 X^_ 1 
estimates y^ unbiasedly. Correspondingly, the "separate" 
ratio-type estimators for the population mean y^ are,  
respectively, 
_ L _ L _ _ 
ÏR = ? %. = :  %/N. '3.5a) 
SI 11 11 
SI 1 
2 
= J 1  - k  ' ¥ f -  '  
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Yg' = Z w.y.• 
and 
L _ (N.-l)n. 
- L  ^  J .  « L  J L  J . J . J L  
H  " Vl.  = "i^nA. "•=' ' '  
SX 11 i l  
The estimator y is the classical separate ratio esti-
^s 
mator discussed in most textbooks; y^" is  the separate 
Hartley-Ross unbiased ratio-type estimator discussed by 
Nie to de Pascual [20] and Ross [30] .  
For brevity, we write Z to denote summation through 
i  L L 
all  the L strata,  and I  to denote E .  On using 
i  i  (T^i) 
(2.41) we obtain, to terms of 0 (n^ ^) ,  
^1. 
E(yRj = ^ ((=20^-^11 J  
^2. ^^4. 2 
2 (^21. '" '"30. ^ ~2~ ^^20. ~^20. '^11.^^ 
n ^  1  1  n ^  1 1 1  
where 6, ,6,0 and 0. are coefficients per-
i  i  i  i  
taining to the i-th stratum, as defined in (2.10a)- (2.lOd) 
Also, from (2.67),  we obtain, to terms of 0 (n^ ^),  
E(yj,  ) = -  £ 2 "  (N,-2) ®2 , '  "^21." '^30j '  
S X Î  1 X X 
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Lastly/ y '  and y. are unbiased; i .e. ,  
E (Fg '  ) = E(y^ ) = y^ (3. 8) 
s  
Obviously, y^^ is more biased than except when 
the relation between y^^j and is a straight l ine 
through the origin in each stratum; in this case, the former 
becomes unbiased. In addition, when the variance of y^^j 
about this l ine is proportional to x^j,  y^^ is  best l inear 
unbiased [3],  in the sense that i t  possesses the smallest 
variance among all  the unbiased estimators of y^ that are 
l inear functions of the y^j 's.  
We now consider the MSB's,  or variances as the case 
may be, up to and including terms of 0 (n^ ^).  We have, 
®E(Ye3) = E(Z 
= E w.^ MSE(y„ ) + E w.w.{Bias(y )}{Bias(y_ )} 
IL R. I^J 1 3 RJ 
Hence 
1 11 1 11 
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364. 
4 (3C^„ -6C^, C,,  +2C, 2 "^^20. 20. 11. 20. 02. 11. 1  1 1 1 1  1  
l /  2 "iW 2 (C,„ -0, ,  ) } + {Ï i—- (C,„ )} (3.9a) 
n/  "i  Ï "i  '"i  "i  
by virtue of relations (2.41) and (2.48).  When the 
are much larger compared to the n^'s {N^>>nj^) so that 
0. ,  and 0. can be assumed to be equal to unity, 
i  i  i  
we get,  from (3.9a),  
«==2<yEs' = ^ -57-^<'=20.-2=U.^S2 ' '1 + -IT^'  
1 1  1 1 1  
"1%, 2 
+ - îf  (=20,-<^n. '> • " .W 
Using (2.79),  we get 
MSE.(yM,) = Z <=20 .2  , >
®1. ^^i~^i^ 
iïT^ ^^^i ^^^21^"'^12^"^30^^ (3.10a) 
38/ 2 2 
+ -T 13=20. -6=20 +=20 =02 +2=11 '  
IÏ 1 X X 1 1 X 
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2 
#-(7C^^ C,,  +2C^^ +5C,, ^)}, 2 '  ""20. -^"20. 11. 20. 02. 11. 
n • X 1  1 1 X X 
"AN.'  <^20. 
I  —57- '«=2072011.^=02. '  <=• + —' 
+ k r  K2o,-X' ' '  
when N^>>n^ for all  i .  Also, for infinite stratum sizes 
and by (2.82),  we get 
2 
w. 9? 7  
' J H— °ix 
* (n\l)  (3.11a) 
2 — 2 — — 
"i ^N. "^N. 2 '^N, 
2 
^n. (n^-1) ^^ir^^ix^'^^irx ^ (3.11b) 
Lastly, from (2.96b), we obtain 
@1 
'Sof^Cii.+Cjj.)  
®2i 
+ —T (2C_, -C, _ "Coo ) (3.12a) 
'21. -12. -30. 
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2 2 
2 '^^20. '^"^20. '^11 . '" ' '^20. '^02. '" '^^11. 1  1 1 1 1  1  
2 - 2  
"i %. °20. 
J -T^<<=20f2Cii,«o2. )<! + —) 
^ k :  '2C 2 I .-C , 2 , - C 3 „ , )  
+ "^11 ) } (3.12b) 
i  i  
when N^>>n^ for all  i .  
We may note that,  since 0^ = (N.-n. ) /  (N.-1) is  a 11 1 
common factor of 0,  and 0.  ,  the approximations (3.9b),  
i  i  
(3.10b) and (3.12b) can be improved by multiplying each 
term by 0, .  Note also that (3.11a) and (3.11b) are exact 
i  
formulas. 
Many difficulties are encountered when one tries to 
compare various ratio-type estimators on the basis of their 
variances or MSB's.  These difficulties stem mainly from 
the absence, in general,  of simple, exact expressions for 
such quantities.  In such situations, one often is forced 
to make simplifying, hopefully justifiable assumptions. 
Tin [35],  for example, used series expansions to 0(n ^) 
of variances in comparing y^, y^^ and two other ratio-type 
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estimators.  Durbin [5],  and consequently a number of other 
writers (Rao [23, 25], Rao and Webster [21], and Rao [28]),  
assumed a l inear relation between y and x along with a 
suitable distribution for x. Rao and Beegle [26],  Lauh and 
Williams [15] and Johnson [11] have made Monte Carlo studies,  
with model assumptions, of the small sample properties of 
some ratio as well as regression-type estimators.  Frauendorfer 
[6],  Rao [24] and De-Graft Johnson [4] have carried out similar 
investigations using actual populations. We note, however, 
that all  the studies mentioned above pertain to ratio (and 
regression) estimators in an unstratified population. 
1.  Comparisons with no model assumptions 
To terms of 0 (n^^ )  ,  
The corresponding large sample formula for Var(y^')  is  
Following Goodman and Hartley [7] ,  the difference between 
(3.13) and (3.14) can be expressed as 
MSE(yRs) = MSE (y^g) = Var(y^g) 
^-2r_ S. +S. ,^).  (3.14) ixy iy 
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MSE (Yj^g)-Var (Yg '  ) = MSB -Var (y^ '  ) = Var(y^g) -Varfy^ '  ) 
2 (N • "H • )  n ~ n 
= = N.l  V'l&.-Gi) 
1 1 1  1  1  
2 
where 3j^ = the regression coefficient of y 
on X in the i-th stratum. Hence, each one of MSE(y^g) ,  
MSE(yj^g) and Var (y^^) will  be larger than Var (y^ '  ) 
i f  6^ is closer to r^ than to in each stratum. 
In particular the four MSB's and variances agree if  
= rj^ for each i ,  which happens if  E(y^jx^) = 6j,x^. 
Moreover,  some writers (Goodman and Hartley [7],  Nie to de 
Pascual [20]) have expressed the opinion that in actual 
survey populations, 3^ is  often closer to than to 
r^ ;  in such cases, expression (3.15) shows that y^'  
is  less efficient than either ,  y^^^ or y^^. 
_2 When the n^'s are small so that terms of 0 (n^^ ) 
cannot be ignored, i t  does not seem possible to derive simple 
criteria for the comparison of Var(y^')  on the one hand, 
and MSE (y^) ,  MSE(yj^g) and Var (F|^g) on the other.  
Prom the approximations (3.9a)-(3.10b) ,  (3.12a) and 
(3.12b), we obtain the following differences to terms of 
0 (n."^) ;  
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_ _ (N.-n.) 
MSE(yj^g)-MSE(y^^) = 2E g t(N.-2) ^^^2r^l2-^30^ 
1 Hi 1 
1 1 1  1 1  1 1 1  
2 + {I ^ (c -c )r  (3.16a) 
i  "i  
-  2 1  2  ^ ( ^ ^ 2 1 .  " ^ 1 2 .  " ^ 3 0  . ^ " ^ ^ 2 0 .  ^ ^ 2 0 . ' " ^ ^ 1 1 . ' * ' ^ 0 2 .  ^  i n ^  1 1 1 1 1 1 1  
2 2 
*  ^ >  + (Ï (3.16b) 
MSE(yj,^)-Var(y^^) = I  j— <82 . .  "=30 .  '  
1 ^ 1 ^ 1 1 
•*• ^^4.^20. (^20. "^^11/^02.  ^  1 1 1  1 1  
+ ("4.-®l/ '<'=20.- '^u/ '  
% . « ! ,  2  
" ? 2 ^ ^^^21."^12.~'^30. ^"*"^^20. ^^20."^*^ll . '^^02. ^ 1  n 1 1 1  1 1 1 1  
2 2 
+ 3 (=20,-=11/) + - ï ï^ "=20,-=11,)) 
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26, W.-nj) 
Var(yj,^)-MSE(y„3) = î  "2. '  
^ ^®1. "®4. ^ ^^^20. ^^20. "^*^11/^02. ^• '"^^'^20. "^11.^ ^ 1  1 .  J L X  1  1  X X  
«1/ '=20.-^11.1^'  "-"a) 
= ? 2-t  <2=21. <12.-=30. '^ '=20.- '^11. '  '  (3.18b) 
X  n  •  X X X  X X  
Now note that 
= Var(e. .)  >0 (3.19a) 
1] — 
where e .  .  = y.  .-Rl,  x.  (3.19b) 
xj X J iN^ X J 
- 2  - 2  " " i f X  
^N. ^^^21. '*^12 .  "*^30 .  ^  "%. ^ ^ 1 1 1 1  1  
^ij-^.  ^ij"%i o, 1 2 ( -)  } = — Cov{x. e,  .  } (3.20) 
^N. 
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11 1 
^i % ^N. 
= {— Cov(x. . ,  e.  .)}^ (3.21) 
Y  1] IJ 
and 
%. ^20. ^^20."^^11. '* 'S2.^ ~ -  2 Var(Xj^j)Var(G^j).  
1 11 1 1 Xj^_ 
^ (3.22) 
By inspection of relations (3.16a),  (3.17a) and (3.18a),  
we see that a sufficient condition for 
MSB (y^) < Var(y^g) < MSB (y^^) (3.2 3) 
is  that 
> 0 ^ i  • <3-24) 
By virtue cf (3.20) and (3.21),  condition (3.24) can be 
rewritten as 
Cov(x. e.  .)  > 2:^ Cov{x. V i  ,  (3.25) 
When Nj^>>nj^, i t  is clear from (3.18b) that (3.25) is  an 
if  and only relation for MSB (y^^^) and Var(yj^g); i .e.  
MSE(yj^) > Var(y^) 
according as 
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{-i—Cov(x. . ,  e. .)}^ < 2~Cov(x. G .  ) (3.26) 
V  ID I j  Y  % 
From {3.16b) we see that 
MSE(y^g) < MSE(y^) 
^20. ^^20. "^*^11. " '"^02.^"' '^ ^*^20. "^11.^ ^ •^^'^21." '^12.~'^30. 1 1  1 1  1 1  1 1 1  
or if  
3{—^ Cov(x. . ,  e .  .)  }^ > -i— Cov(x. . ,  e. .^) Vi.  (3.27) 
V ID 1] 7 1] 1] 
Similarly from (3.17b) 
Var(FLs) < MSE(y^g) 
if  
^ "^^^21."^12."^30. 1 1 1  
or if  
5{~~ Cov (x.. /  E .  .  ) } > Zr~ CoV(x..j  G .  .  ) V i  (3.28) 
V  iJ i j  V  
We see therefore that the efficiencies of y^^ and y^^^ 
relative to y^^ depend, among other things, on the magnitude 
of Xj^ and the strength of the correlation between x^^ 
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and the square of the residuals,  ^ij* this correlation 
is near zero, and will  very l ikely be more 
efficient than y^^. 
Recall  that y^ and y^^ have the same form, but 
the latter is unbiased on account of a difference in the 
sampling procedures. I t  is therefore interesting and 
desirable to have an exact comparison between MSE(y^^) 
and Var(y^g). In a particular stratum, say i ,  we 
have, from Equation (2.87),  
°  )- <3.29) 
where E denotes expectation with respect to simple random 
sampling. Also, by definition 
Hence 
MSE(yg^)-Var(?' j .^) = } 
+2yH^fyN.-®'^n.=Sl." 
= -jL Cov(R ^,x )+2y Cov(R ,x ) (3.31) 
i  i  i  i  i  i  
Therefore, 
MSE (y_ ) = Var(yT ) (3.32a) 
Ri < L. 
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according as 
Cov(R ^,x ) = Cov(R ,x ) (3.32b) 
ni n. > -N^ n^ n.  
In particular/  (3.32b) becomes 
Cov(R ^,x ) = 0 (3.32c) 
Hi n^ > 
in cases where y„ is unbiased. 
i  
Lastly, we note that when *^21. "^12 .  "^30 .  ~ "^^ch 
is true when y. .  and x. .  have bivariate normal distribu-
1J  X J  
t ion for example, then 
MSE(yj^s) < Var(y^g) < MSB (y^).  
2. Comparisons under a l inear model 
Suppose that the stratum sizes are large and that in 
each stratum, 
y .  j  =  0 . 1  +  S j x .  .  +  e i j  ( 3 . 3 3 )  
where E(e. . |x.  .)  = 0,  E(e. .  [x. .)  = a.x. a.  > 0,  
I J i J  X J  I J  ± i j  X  
g ^ 0, x^j > 0 V j ,  and l^ij^ij  ' )  = 0 for jT^j '  • 
Under this model we have 
= «i + 
*021 = ^1^*20, + 
^^1^ ^ ^^^20^ (3.34) 
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and 
*21; = 
"12. = 
Hence 
01^20 
(3-35*) 
So.-2=11.+=02. = (3-35b I 
1 1 1 1 
^^21. "^12. "^30. C30. X X I  
+a^E[x^j^(x^j-x^ )/j^_]} (3.35c) 
To terms of 0(n^ ^),  we f irst  have the following dif­
ferences between the variabilit ies of and 
obtained from (3.16b), (3.17b) and (3.18b) after sui^stitution 
of (3.35a)-(3.35c) :  
2 
MSE(yjj^)-MSE(?y^) = 2Ï \  («i^(3C20/-=30. '  
W. n  
+ {Z - i  a.C,n } (3.36) 
i  Hi 1 
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2 2 MSE(YJ,^)-VAR(YL3) = : (5=20. '=30.' 
+ a.E[2Cjj^x, ,9-x. ,5(x. ) )  
w. 
+ {S -— a.C^» } (3.37) 
Uj^ 1  
2 
W « g ^ 
Var(fL,)-MSE(7„^) = Ï  t»i (^20. -=30. '  
-  a.Elx. .«(x. (3.38) 
Now, note that we may write 
)/5^ ] = Cov(x^j,x^j '^)>0,g>0 ,  (3.39) 
i  i  ^N. 
and 
EIC20.Xii*-Xi:*(Xi-%l/\] 
W2O1 GtXii*) Cov(x. . ,x.  .9) 
Var(x. .)var(x. .^) 1/2 CV(x. .)  
= { ^^ (3.40) 
Xn.2 CV(X..9) Xij 'Xij 
where in general,  for any variates .u and v, 
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cv(u) = 
and p is  the correlation coefficient between u and v.  
u,v 
Thus, by (3.38) and (3.39),  
var(7j^^) < MSE(y„^) if  Cj^, > Vi (3.41a) 
and 
Var(y^^) < MSE(yj^g) i f  = 0 V i  and g > 0 (3.41b) 
In particular,  Var(y^^) and MSB(y^g) agree when g = 0 
and 0^ = 0 for all  i .  By (3.36) and (3.40),  
CV(x..)  
< MSE,F,,) IF 
and 
=30i •= i  '  <3-«a) 
and 
MSEt?„,) I MSE(?jj^) 
according as 
< CV(x. .)  
p g = -  and a.  = 0 V i  .  (3.42b) 
"  CV(x. .5) 1 
Also, by (3.37) and (3.40),  
and 
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2CV(x. .)  
Var(y ) < MSE (y ) i f  p g < ^  
Ls Rs Xij 'Xij CV(x.j^) 
=30. < 5=20.' " ' l3-43a) 
and 
according as 
< 
2CV(x. .  )  
P ^ and = 0 V i  .  (3.43b) 
1 
From (3.41b), (3.42b) and (3.43b), 
CV(x..)  
Var(y ) < MSE (y ) < MSE (y ) i f  p < ^  
x,.,x.,9 CV(x,.î)  
g > 0 and = 0 V i  (3.44) 
2 Note that is  {CV(x. ,)} and is less 
6 V 1J Î  
than, equal to or greater than zero if  the distribution of 
Xji^j is  negatively skewed, symmetric or positively skewed, 
respectively. Hence we notice from (3.41a) for instance, 
that the unbiased estimator y^^ is comparatively well suited 
for populations wherein the distribution of x^^j is  posi­
tively skewed. We may note also that CV(x^j^) is  likely to 
be less or greater than CV(x^j) for values of g less or 
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greater than one, respectively. 
We next compare the Hartley-Ross estimator y^'  with the 
other three estimators y^^, y^^^ and .  To terms of 
0(n^ and with model (3.33),  i t  can be shown that the 
former estimator is at  most as efficient as the last three 
estimators.  We note that 
\ - h '  '3-45:' 
X 1J  
and 
Hence by the inequality 
i  égr '  
it  follows that 
1 1 1 1 ]  
Therefore, on applying (3.47) to the difference (3.15),  we 
see that 
MSE (yj^g)=MSE (yj^g)=Var(y^g) Varty^')  (3.48) 
The last  quantity is equal to the first  three if  aw=0 
for all  i .  
_i __ 
Comparisons beyond terms of 0 (n^ ) of Var(yg') on 
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the one hand, and MSE ) ,  MSE(yj^g) and Var(^g) on 
the other,  are not amenable to easy interpretation especially 
when some of the intercepts in model (3.33) are different 
from zero. When the a^'s are all  equal to zero, i .e. ,  
when the relation between y.• and x. .  is a straight l ine 
Ij  J-J 
through the origin in every stratum, we get to terms of 
0(n."^),  
w ^a 
Var(y^)-Var(yg') = Z \  ^  E(x.^^) 
i  "^i ^i  20i i j  
-  |-E[Xij9(Xij-x^ ,)/x^ ] 
.-1) ^20.*N. ^ (3.49a) (Hi " i  -1 
2 
w. a.  Var(x..)  
i  n.^ /  ,x. (Var(x. A)^/^ CV(x. .^"^) 
J- ^ J J 
n  CV ( X . . )  
+ ——[ '  a ~ 9^2 (3.49b) 
CV(x. .9) X. . ,x.  .9 
where (3.49b) is  subject to the approximation 
{ni(ni-l)}"^ = n^"^. Thus, 
CV(x..)  
Var(y^')  < Var(y^) if  p „ < —;—^ , g > 2 
^ij '^ij^ CV(x^j^) 
and = 0 V i  .  (3.49c) 
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Also, 
Var(yM3)-Var(yg') = Ï  E{x. .S'^) 
,  (3.50a) 
"i *1=20, , „ , 
= Z 5 {Cov(x. .  ,x.  .9 ) 
i  n/  
+  V a r ( x ^ j ) E }  ( 3 . 5 0 b )  
assuming {n^(n^-l)} ^ = n^ Since Cov(x^,x^") is 
greater than zero when g is greater than two i t  follows 
from (2.50b) that 
Var(yg') < Var(y^^^) if  g > 2 and a^ = 0 V i .  (3.50c) 
In particular,  by (3.50a) and since 
E|-Ly) = E(1^)E(^)^ > [E(i)]^ > [— ]2 
Xij2 ' ' i j  ~ ==1] ~ Etx..)  
by Sdiwarz's inequality,  i t  follows that 
Var (yj^g) £ Varfy^')  if  g = 0 and = 0 V i  .  (3.50d) 
By inequality (3.46) we see that (3.50d) also holds if  g = 1 
and = 0 V i .  Lastly 
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Var(yj^) < Var(yg') if  g = 2 and = 0 V i  .  (3.50e) 
Finally, 2 
_ _ w. a.  1 
Var(y^^).var(y/) = !  .9 
-Xij9(Xij-j^^)/^^l -  ^)} 
2 
- I (=20.B 
-  Cov(x^j,x^j^)/j^ } (3.51a) 
assuming {n^(nj^-l)} ^ = n^ ^ and = 0 for all  i .  Hence 
Var(y^g) < Varty^')  if  g = 0,  1 or 2 (and = 0 V i)  
(3.51b) 
We close this section with the following exact comparison 
between Var(yp^) and Var(y^^).  Suppose that in model 
(3.33) = 0 and g = 1; i .e,  suppose that the relation 
between y^j and x^^j is  a straight line through the origin 
and the variance of y^^ j  about this l ine is proportional to 
x^j.  With simple random sampling i t  is known [3],  that the 
classical ratio estimator y^ = (y /x )x.^ of y is  
i  "i  '^i ^i  ^i 
best l inear unbiased in the sense that i t  possesses the 
smallest variance among all  the unbiased estimators (of 
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) that are l inear functions of the y^^'s.  
Now, under the above model assumption, i t  can be shown 
easily that 
Cov{R ,  X ) = 0 (3.52) 
"i  *i 
and 
since 
Cov(R X ) = ~ {1 -  x^ E(-i-)} 
"i ^i "i ^i X 
"i 
= -  E(i )E(—)] < 0 (3.53) 
"i "i X 
"i 
E(x ^) > [E(x )]  ^.  Hence i t  follows from relations 
ni -  n. 
(3.32a) and (3.32c) that 
Var(yp ) > Var(y ) ;  (3.54) 
^i  ~ ^i 
i .e. ,  the estimator y_ is  sti l l  at  least as efficient 
_ i  
as y^ in this case. Of course, if  (3.54) holds in every 
stratum, then Var(y^g) ^ Var(y^^).  
3.  Comparisons under Durbin's model 
Assume now that the stratum sizes are large and that 
in each stratum, 
^ij  = o'i  ^i^ij  ®ij (3.55a) 
where EXe^jjx^j) = 0,  E(e^j^|x^j) = a^x^j^, a^^ > 0,  
g ^ 0, E(e. .e.  . /  |x.  . ,x.  . ' )  = 0 for j=j ' ,  and x. .  has a 
IJ i j  IJ IJ XJ 
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gamma distribution with parameter h^; i .e. ,  
X. ."i" e ' l j  
f(x. . jdx.j  = iThTl ax.j ,  X..  > 0,  h. > 0 
(3.55b) 
= 0 otherwise. 
Durbin [5] f irst  used the above model in comparing some ratio-
type estimators in an unstratified population. 
With this model,  we have 
C = L. 
20i ' 
c,„ = -K , 
3°! h. 
a r  (h.+g) 
°  r ( h . )  
Cov(x^j,  X\j9) = gE(x^j^) 
2  g^[E(x..^)]^ 
p = 3 
*ij '*ij^ h^Var(x^j^) 
and so 
CV(x..)  .  [E(x..9)]2 
i i — =  i J  [ cr 
CV(x..^) h.  Var(x..9) 1J 1 1J 
Hence, 
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< CV(Xi4) < 
p = "L—- according as g = 1 (3.56) 
Xij 'Xij CV(x..3) 
Therefore, i t  follows from (3.42a) and (3,42b) respectively, 
that 
MSE(^g) < MSE(y^g) if  0 < g < 1,  (3.57a) 
and 
MSE(yj^g) I  MSE (y^g) according as g = 1,  
when = 0 V i  .  (3.57b) 
From (3.43a) and (3.43b), respectively, i t  follows that,  
Var(y g^) < MSE(y^^) i f  g < 2, (3.58a) 
and 
Var (y^g) = MSE(y ) according as g = 2 when 
= 0 V i  (3.58b) 
Also since ^"*^30 ~ ^ < Of i t  is clear from (3.38) 
that 
Var(yj^g) < MSE (^^) for g > 0.  (3.59) 
Hence from (3.57a),  (3.58a) and (3.59),  
Var(^g) < MSE(y^g) < MSE(y^^) if  0 < g < 1.  (3.60) 
For the following comparisons involving Var(yg'),  we 
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assume further that =h^ > 2 and = 0 for all  i .  
From (3.50b) we know that Var(^g) > VarCy^') according as 
Cov(x. ,x.  ^) + Var(x. .)E (x.> 0 V i .  1 J 1J 1J 1J 
The left  hand side of this inequality can be expressed as 
E(x. (h.+l)E(x. j^"^)+h^E(x. 
r (h.+g-2) p 
= )—{g -gC3-2h^) + (2-3h.)} (3.61) 
Solving for g in the quadratic equation 
g^-g(3-2hj^)+ (2-3h^) = 0,  g 2 0'  ^^>2 
3 2 1 1/2 
we get g = j  -  h^ + (h^ +j) '  ; hence when = 0 and 
h^ > 2 for all  i ,  
Var(yj^g) > Var(y^')  according as (g+h^-|-)^> V i  
(3.62) 
If  = 0 and h^ > 2 for all  i ,  and assuming 
{ni(ni-l)} ^ = n^^, i t  can be seen from (3.49a) that 
Var (^g) > Var(yg') according as 
2Cov(x../X. .^) ,  _ 
3C20.::(: ' i i^) ^ -  CgQ E(x.j9- ) > 0 V i .  
We may rewrite the left  hand side of the above inequality as 
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3r(h^+g) 2gr(h^+g) h^r(h .+g-2) 
h.r(h^) "  hpiHp nnp 
r (h.+g-2) .  
= r(h.+i) {(3-2g) (h.+g-l) (h.+g-2)-h/} 
Thus 
Var(yg^) > Varty^')  according as 
(3-2g) (h^+g-1) (h^+g-2)-h^^ > 0 V i  (3.63) 
The left  hand side of (3.63) is  cubic in g and is less than 
zero for g ^ 1 and h^ > 2,  whereas i t  is greater than zero 
when g < 1/2 and h^ ^ 4 for all  i .  For values of g 
between 1/2 and 1,  the left  hand side of (3.63) is  less than 
or equal to zero depending on the value of h^^. 
Similarly, if  h^ > 2 and = 0 for all  i ,  we 
see from (3.51a) that Var(y^g) < Var(y^')  
if  
11 
r (h.+g-2) p 
= +1) {(1-g) (h.+g-l) (h.+g-2)-h/} <0 V i .  
Obviously, this inequality is always true for g ^ 0; hence 
Var(y-^)<Var(y^'  ) i f  g > 0,  a.  = 0 and h. > 2 V i  
JJS S — X X 
(3.64) 
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C. Combined Estimators 
The use of separate ratio-type estimators such as those 
described in the previous section is subject to the rather 
stringent condition that all  the stratum means x 
1 L 
should be known. In many cases, however, only the population 
mean is  known, which is usually obtained from past 
censuses, administrative records, l ist  of certified voters 
in a district  and the l ike. Ratio-type estimators which re­
quire the knowledge of only are commonly called "combined" 
ratio-type estimators.  Also, i t  is well-known that such esti­
mators are less subject to bias and asymptotic expansions of 
their biases and MSB's converge faster than those of the 
corresponding separate estimators.  On the other hand, the 
price for these advantages is that,  usually, but not surely 
as will  be seen later,  combined estimators are less efficient 
than their separate counterparts.  
1.  The combined ratio estimator 
Hansen, Hurwitz and Gurney [8] f irst  proposed what is  now 
known as the combined ratio estimator for the population ratio 
given by 
Z w, y -
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The corresponding estimator for the population mean 
is  
Yrc = (3.68) 
Note that the separate counterpart of y^^ is y^ defined 
in (3.5a).  Approximations to the bias and MSE of y^ 
"*1 ^ to terms of 0(n^ ) are given in most sampling textbooks. 
Here we apply the approach described in Section C of Chapter 
II  to derive approximation formulas for such quantities up 
to and including terms of 0(n^ ^).  
We may write 
Bias (R^) = = B^E{(5yg^-5Xg^)^} (3.69) 
^st 
where 65^^ = 
Consider as approximations to Bias (R^), 
Bi(R^) = y( 
-(6Xg^)2^"^]} (3.70) 
Since E (ôx^^)=E (6y^^) =0, i t  follows from Lemma 2.1 that 
• «  ""k 
the terms of highest order in (R^) are of 0(n^ ) .  
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On the other hand, 
Bias(R^)-Bj^(R^) = R^x^E{ — ^ — } (3.71) 
^st 
If  X > 0 for all  units in the population, and if  
Ni 
X .  > 0  i s  a  l o w e r  b o u n d  f o r  a l l  I T  ( „  )  p o s s i b l e  
sto i  i  
stratified sample means, we get,  from (3.71),  
|Bias(R^)-Bj^(R^) I < 1^  E{ (gy-g^ ) (5Xg^ )^ -^(5Xg^ )^ +^^ }| 
^sto 
(3.72) 
By Lemma 2.1, the right hand side of (3.72) consists of terms 
of 0 [n^ (k+1) J ^ Hence for some n^'s sufficiently large, 
I Bias (R )-B, (R ) |  becomes very small compared to B, (R ) .  
C iC C iC o 
When n^^ = nw. for each i ,  for example, then the terms of 
highest order in B^^ (R^) are of 0 (n ) whereas 
|Bias(R^)-B|^(Ê^)|  < 0 [«-*+!), .  
When k equals one, we have as a f irst  order 
approximation to Bias(R^), 
= "SJ ^ '3.73) 
with 
|Bias(R^)-B^(R^) I < E{(5Xg^)^(5y^^)-(5Xg^)^}| 
^sto 2 
R JC "^i ^2 
= '  CjJ ) |  ,3.74) 
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where C is  as defined in (3.3).  When k equals two 
rs^ 
we get,  from (3.70),  
"i 'Sj ^ ^ 
= B^IR,)+Ê^{: <=2Î,-SoV 
•^i ,  * * > 
?  3~^^40."^31.  ^  1  n^ 1  
w/e. (n.-l)  
^ ^ ,  * 2 * * .  
+ 3E 3 (^^20. "*^20.*^11.^ 
1  n ^  1 1 1  
w^^wj^e^ 6 _ 
"•  SJ^'=20.So.-=20.=ll .>'  
^  ( = 2 0 - 1 ^ '  
w.^02 W.^0 
+ E 2" (^21." '^30 .  3" ^^40. "^31. 
1 n 1 1 1 n^ 11 
X 1. X * 2 * * _ 
+ 3Z 3 (C2Q_ -CgQ ) 
1  n .  I l l  
Wi^ 2 
• Î  i c  0  *  *  
3S 2 (^20. "^20."^11. ^ ^ 
i n .  1  1 1  
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From (2.73) we get the remainder term 
|Bias(R^)-B2 (R^)|  < 1^ E{(5Xg^)^(5yg^)-(6Xg^)h| 
^sto 
(3.76) 
Since the right hand side of (3.76) consists of terms of 
0 (n^ ^) ,  we can ignore the 0 (n^ ^) terms in (3.75) and use 
^i^®l * * ^i  ®li^20. 
+ z ^ (c * -C * ) (3.77a) 
i  n.^ ^^i ^"i 
i  i  * 2 * * > ,  
+ 3E __ (^20^ "^20^^11^^^ 
as a second order approximation to Bias (R^). When 
N. >>n. so that 6, ,  0» and 9. are approximately 
IX i i  i  
equal to unity for each i, 
_ » * "i  *^20. 
= V: 5^ <=20.-=11.1 (1+3 ? —ÏÏ—' 
11 11 1 1 
3 
w. * * 
+ E —•J (C_, -C_« )} (3.77b) 
i  n^ i  i  
We now turn to the MSB. We may write 
- 2 
MSE(R^)=E{R^-R^}^ = (Ôy^^-ÔXg^)^ ~^] (3.78) 
^st 
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Consider approximating (3.78) by 
-(2k-2) (ÔXg^)^^"^+(2k-l) (3.79) 
The amount in MSE(R^) unaccounted for by MSE^ (R^) is  
MSE(R^)-MSE^(R^)= 
*st 
• [2k(6Xg^)^^"^+(2k-l) (5Xg^)^^]} (3.80) 
Hence if  x > 0 for all  units in the population and 
L N. 
X >0 is a lower bound of all  n (^) stratified sample 
S  t o  n  
means as before, then 
_ _ , 
^sto 
.  [2k(ÔXg^)^^'^+(2k-l) (6Xg^)^^]}|  (3.81) 
I t  is seen that while the terms of highest order in 
MSEj^(R^) are of 0 (nj_ ^),  the right hand side of (3.81) 
consists of terms of 0 (k+1) j ^ For n^^'s sufficiently 
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large, therefore, the remainder MSE (R^) -MSE^ (R^) becomes 
very small relative to the approximation MSEj^(R^). With 
proportional allocation where for each i ,  for 
example, |MSE(R^)-MSE^(R^)|  < whereas 
— -k MSEj^(R^) consists of terms of up to and including 0(n ) .  
Now, 
MSEi(Ë^) = r  —^ 
1 ) 9 7  7  
= :& '  STN— \  h^ -^Vi^ /hy  '  ".82) 
which is the familiar large sample approximation to the MSE 
or variance of R^. Setting k equal to one in (3.81),  
we get 
R ^x. ^ 
|MSE(R^)-MSE^(R^) I < ^  I E{25Xg^(6fg^-6Xg^)^ 
^sto 
5- 2- 2 w/e 
• H-' ^ 
s to 1 
4 
"i  3. .  .  .  
+ :  r  '=40.-^=31.^22. '  
1 nj^ 1 13. 
w/e. (n.-1) 
* 2  * *  * *  * 2  
+ I  -  (^20. "^^20.^11.•*•^20.S2.• '•^^11. ) 
i n .  1  1 1 1 1 1  
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* * * * 
* * * * . I 
• * •  ^ 2 0 j ^ ^ 0 2 '  
n 2- 2 w. •^e 
zH-l 2: —r "^3Ô.-2<=2Î."<^12J 
^sto ^ "i  111 
4 
^ 83. 
+ E i  , * * * -  (C.. -2C,,  +C 
1 n. 40i 31^ 22^'  
^i^®l ' ' i  ®li^20. 
+ I -HT ( ' :20r2cn^+c,,j  E —^ 
* * 2 (3 .83)  
+ s ^  [(n.-l)e^ -n.ej/l[3C2*,2-6C2;^C * 
1 n. 1 Hi 
+ '=2:,=0:,+^=11/1 
On evaluating MSE^(R^), we obtain 
MSE2(R^) = I^^E{(«yst-«'=st '^-2«='st '«yst-«=st '^ 
+ 3(«x^^)^6y5t-«ïst)^J 
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* * * 
1 " i  1 
^ "^4 * * * 
+ 2E 2" ^^^21.~^12."^30.^ 
1  n ^  1 1 1  
4 
"i  «3, .  .  .  
+ 3E g (^40. "^^31."^^22 J  
i n .  1  1 1  
+ 3Z 
2 2 
w .  w .  0 ,  0 ,  
^ ^ i  i  * * * * 
+ G 2 ; . C o ; + 2 C * C *  ) }  
1 ] 1 ] 
- n. (^20."^^ll/^02.  ^  n.  ^ 
w.^Gl 
1 1 
* * * 
-2Cii_+CO2 
1 11 
^i ^20. 
^i^®2 
^ . * * * , 
T" ^^'^21.~*^12 ."*^30 .  ^  i n .  I l l  
1 1 
+ .3E 
4 W: 8_ 1 ^ 
-  (C,n -2C, T  +C_ ) 
i  «i  3ii  22. 
" /"li  .  .  „ 2  
4. 
"i  ®3. 
+ z 
1 * * * . 
- (C_ -2C,, +C__ ) 
i  n/ 40. -31. 22, 
(3.84) 
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w. 
4 
+  3 E  3  [ 0 4 . 3 ( 3 C 2 Q  " ^ ^ 2 0 . ^ 1 1 .  
1  11 1 11 
+ =22,=02 
From (3.81) we get,  with k equal to two, 
_ _ 2 
^sto 
[4(5Xg^)^+3(5Xg^)^]}|  (3.85) 
Ignoring terras of 0 (n^^ ^) in (3.84),  we get 
MSE|(R^) = R/(:  (C20,-2Cu,+C(,2J (1+3Z 
"i '®2i .  .  .  
.  . . . .  . 2 ,  
2 ^ ^^20. "^^20.  ^ 11. "*"^20. *^02. • ' '^^11. ^ 1  1 1 1 1 1 1  
+ 6[E —-—- (C_* -C * )]^} (3.86a) 
i  "i  '^^i -"-^i 
as a second order approximation to MSE (R^). When Nj^>>nj^ 
so that 0^,6^, and 0. are approximately equal to unity 
^i ^i ^i 
for each i .  
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2 * 2 w. 
^ « 9 i< it ic 20' 
MSE«(E^) = j i-  (=20.-20]^^ +C,2,) (1+3: -^,  
11 1 11 1 
3 
* * * 
+ 2S ^  (2C21.-Cn.-C30i '  
2 W« ^ *0 
+ 5]" ^ (3.86b) 
Lastly we may note that since 6^^ = (N^-n^i^)/(N^^-l) 
is  a common factor of 8_ and 9. ,  approximations 
i  i  
(3.77b) and (3.86b) can be improved by multiplying each term 
by 6, .  
•^i 
2.  An approximately unbiased combined ratio-type estimator 
I t  can be seen from (3.73) that an approximation to the 
— -1 bias in R^, to terms of 0 (n^^ ) ,  is 
S 2 s  
Bias (R^) = z,  w,2 (L -  |y) -  -^) . (3.87) 
Clearly, a consistent estimator of (3.87) is  given by 
? "l '  -  &7I • (3.88) 
^ ^ ^ ^st  ^st^st 
Conceivably then, if  we subtract (3.88) from R^, the dif­
ference given by 
«MO = ^ - ir' (3.891 
^ st^st ^st 
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will/  on the average, be less biased than i tself.  
Indeed i t  will  be shown presently that the leading terms 
in Bias are of 0(n^ ^),  whereas i t  is obvious from 
(3.87) that the leading terms in Bias(R^) are of 0(n^ ^).  
Thus Rjj^ may be called an approximately unbiased ratio-type 
estimator of the population ratio R^. Moreover,  R^^ 
may be viewed as a modification of the combined estimator R^ 
for the purpose of reducing the bias in the latter.  
When Xj^ is  known, the corresponding estimator of y^ 
is 
s.  s.  ^ 
= Kc'l + : "i' - Ir' 
^ 11 Xst^st ^st 
Obviously, E(y^^) = and MSE(y^^) = .  
To find the mean of R.. ,  we have Mc 
2 — 2 2 
w. f .  s .  y . w. f .  s.  
E(RJJ^)  =  E(R^)  +  E(Z E ( :^  Z ^  )  
^ ^  ^ st ^st 1 
(3.91) 
where f= (Nj^-n^)/N^. I t  remains to find approximations 
t o  t e rms  o f  0 (n^  ^ )  f o r  t he  l a s t  two  t e rms  i n  (3 .91) .  
Consider the relation 
grJL 2 ^i  ^i ^ixy 1_ y ^i ^i ^ixy. 
= Z E{[6 s- -  -6x (2+5x )]:^} (3 .92)  
i  "i  ^st^st x 
S t  
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where 
'Xst = 
as before/ and 
i  "i  ^l^'^ixy'^lxy'/"! 13.9 3) 
'"Wst" pi 'f l  Wi 
Since we can express x^^ ^ as 
_ -2 _ -? _ -p 
we may consider the approximation 
Correspondingly, we may therefore approximate (3.92) by the 
quantity D given by 
w.2f.  s  
D = E ^ ^ E{[5s- -  - Ô X  (2+ Ô X  )3[l-2ôx ]} 
i  Xst^st 
2 F  G  
= Z E{-2 (5x ) (6s- -  ) + 3(ôx )2+2(ÔX )^} 
i  n.^^ ^st^st sc 
(3.94) 
Now, 
w . ^ f .  S .  w . ^ f .  S .  
¥ . ^ f .  S ,  
'  n.  
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«i^f.  
1 1 
ixy ) }  
w . 3 f .  
1 1 
i  "i  " Ri Wi-l)(N.-2) 
( 3 . 9 5 a )  
W. f .  s.  w. f .  S. 
Z ^ i  ixy.E(5x = E ^ J 'y E{^ Z w. (x -x^ )}'  
i  *1%^ 1 "i*N i  1 1 
1 n.x^ 
"i 'Gl.Clî,  
^  -(î  
"I 'si .So. 
n 
(3.95b) 
and 
1 n. 1 ^ 1 1 
^ "iVN ^ ^ 
^i^®l.^ll .  ^i  ®2.^30. 
(3.95c) 
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We see from (3.95a)-(3.95c) that D consists of terms 
of degree two and three in the reciprocal of the sample 
sizes,  1/n^, i  = 1, . . . ,L. For brevity we, say rather 
loosely that D consists of terms of 0(n^ ^ ) and 0 (n 
In the particular case where nj^=nw£ for each i ,  
-2  -for example, D consists of terms of 0 (n ) and 0 (n 
in other words, D is  of 0(n ^).  
On the other hand, the difference between the exact 
quantity (3.92) and the approximation D is  
1 z ""i E _ D 
^st  i  
'  7 2 - 2  > >  
^  S t  
w.^f.S. 
•[l-(l+ÔXg^)^(l-26Xg^)] • 
Xst 
w . ^ f .  S, 
^sto 
x_ " i  "i  "st^st 
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- 2 ( « X s t , ^ - 6  ( « X s t I ^ + 2 ( « X s t I  = }  
(3,96) 
where denotes a fixed positive lower bound for the 
stratified sample mean x^^. By Lemma 2.1, i t  can be seen 
-3 -4 
that (3.96) consists of terms of 0(n^ ) and 0(n^ ) .  
The f irst  term, for example, is  
w , 2 f .  s .  
3E ^ \  •E{(6x )^(6s- -  )} 
i  "i  ^st^st 
.  w.v; (x^ -Xj, )(x^ )1 
x^ 1 1 1#] 1 1 ] ]  
w.^f 
• '=ixy-®ixy' > 
4 
O _ o 
^  '=ixy-®ixy" 
1 1 11 
by Lemma 2.1, 
= I  0(n."3) .  
i  1 
Similarly, i t  can be shown that the rest of the terms in 
(3.96) are either of 0(n^ ^) or 0(n^ ^).  
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Now, if  we retain the terms of 0(n^ ^) in D, that is 
to say we ignore (3.95c),  we are left  with D' given by 
"iX. <V"l '=2Î.  
D' = {-2Î 1 i  
^i ^l.^ll .  ^i  ®1.^20. 
+ 3(2 i  i)  (2 i  i.)} (3.97) 
i  ^i i  "i  
Thus we may say that D' is  a useful or reasonable approxi­
mation to the quantity (3.92) in the sense that,  the error 
involved in such approximation becomes very small relative to 
D' i tself,  as the n^'s become sufficiently large. For 
example, when n^=nw^ for each i ,  then D' is  of 0(n ^),  
whereas the remainder 
z ——-—^ - 12^ Z —— - — -  D '  ( 3 . 9 8 )  
Xst i  ' ' i  ^  i  "i 
is of 0 (n ^) .  Equating (3.98) to zero and solving for 
2 — 2 E{Z w. f .  s .  /(n.x_. )},  we obtain the approximation 1 1 ixy 1 St 
^st ^ ^ ^ ^ 
Wi 01. (N^-n^)C22__ "i  ^1.^0. 
-2Z + 3 (Z -) (Z -) } 
i  ni^(N.-2) i  "i  i  *i 
(3.99) 
10 3 
By using the same argument as above, we arrive at  a 
corresponding approximation for 
given by 
Xst 1 1 11 
w.^0 (N.-n. ) 1 1 . 1 1  *  *  
+ Z ^  (C,, -C_n ) (3.100) 
i  n.2(N.-2) ^^i ^°i 
"l  ' l .  ,  ,  
+ 4 ""l ' '=20,-=11.") 
Finally, on substituting (3.99),  (3.100) and E(R^) obtained 
from (3.77a) into (3.91),  we get,  to terms of 0(n^ ^),  
"1^81=20, .  .  
—q— -iT—CzOi-CiiJ '  
" 1 * ' 8 4 . - 8 1 , _  . 2  _  .  _  .  _  
3 38 (N,-n,) ^ ^ 
^ ^ 2 ^®2." (N.-2) ]^^21."^30.]^ (3.101a) 
X ri  XX XX 
Notice from (3.101a) that the leading terms in the bias,  
E(R^^)-Rj^, are of 0 (n^ ^).  Hence, as stated previously, we 
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expect to be subject to a smaller bias than the 
classical combined ratio estimator R .  
c 
When NU>>n^ for each i ,  (3.101a) simplifies into 
^20 W.2 * * 
ET ("20.-^11.)] 
*1^ * * 
- 21 (CL, -C__ )} (3.101b) 
i  n^ i  i  
We now consider the mean square error of R^^» Since 
the leading terms in BiasfR^^) are of 0 (n^ ^),  i t  follows 
that MSE(Rj^^) = Var(Rj^^) to terms of 0(n^ ^).  Hence, 
w e  c o u l d  j u s t  a s  w e l l  d e r i v e  V a r ( R ^ ^ )  t o  t e r m s  o f  0 ( n ^ ~ ^ ) .  
By definition, 
Var(R^^) = E{R^c^}-{E(R^^)}^ (3.102) 
and from (3.101a),  we have, to terms of 0(n^ ^) ,  
- 2 - 2  " i  ® 1 .  ,  .  
-S-^ICZO.-Cu.)] 
"®1 
<=2oV=2Ô.=Û.' 
3 36^ (N.-n.) ^ ^ 
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On squaring and taking expectations term by term, 
we get 
= EfR^) .  
^St ^ ^ 
C7i  i  " i  
2 
.  w. f .  s.  ,  
+ E{-^ a -L__(3.104) 
-St'  i  
-  2E{^ (Î "j- ( :  I )  
X./  i  "i  i  °i  
S t  
_ 2 
Since EfR^ ) can be obtained from (3.86a) and (3.77a) i t  
remains to derive appropriate approximations for the other 
terms on the right hand side of (3.104). For the sake of 
brevity and since the logic involved is the same for each 
term, we shall  show the details of the derivation only in the 
case of the term E{ (y^^^/x^^^) (E s^^^^/nj^)}. 
Consider the identity 
C7 ^  "i  i  "i  
= •? n '  -  H f 
11 1 1 *st 
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-(l+6Xg^)^]:^} (3.105) 
^st 
where 
«S J  = -2 5 
s  w . ^ f .  S . ^ V n .  
— -4 If  we approximate x^^ by 
the corresponding approximation for (3.105) is  
G = rJ Z YlAfix E{[(l+5y )^(l+5s^- )-(l+ôx 
^ i  ^st St 
[l-46Xg^]} (3.106) 
By Lemma 2.1, i t  can be seen that G consists of terms of 
-2 -3 0 (n^ ) and 0(n^ ) .  On the other hand the difference 
between the true value (3.105) and G is  
.  W,2f S. ^ n _ 4 
% I n .  I 
tXjj ( l-46Xg^) ]_ 5-} 
^st  
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2 2 
« ^ w . f . S .  «  «  *  
•  [ l-(l+5Xg^)^(l-46Xg^) J: ;^} 
^st 
*sto ^ 1 
(l+6Xgt)*] • [-10 (ÔXg^)^-20 (5Xg^) 3-15 
•4(6Xg^)^]}|  (3.107) 
where, as before, x^^^ is a positive lower bound for x^^. 
With the help of Lemma 2.1, i t  can be shown easily that (3.107) 
consists of terms of 0 (n^ ^) and 0 (n^ ^).  Thus, as before, 
the terms of 0 (n^ ^) in G comprise a useful approximation 
to (3.105). 
On evaluating G, dropping the terms of 0(n^ and 
using the result  to approximate (3.105), we get,  
sfïsl. I S i x ' .  i  J  
i  "i  V ^ 
"1^91=20. .  .  .  
^ V^f HT"^ I: -K, +c^ ), 
• i -  J L  i  JL  J .  1 1  
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w. ^0. (N.-n. ) 
i  * * 
+ 21 -± (c -2C_n )}.  
Therefore/ 
..&4. 
^st ^ ^ ^ 
"i^«l=2Ô. .  .  .  
'  i ^  'J 
w . ^ e  ( N . - n . )  1 1 . 1 1  *  *  
+ 2E 5-i  (C_ -2C__ )} (3.108) 
i  n . ^ ( N . - 2 )  
Similarly for the rest of the terms in (3.104) we obtain 
t h e  f o l l o w i n g  a p p r o x i m a t i o n  t o  t e r m s  o f  0 ( n ^  ^ ) :  
I  '  n' 
St ^ 
"i 'h .  .  .  
* 32 '2=20^=11. '  '  
-  z ^  (3C_ -Ci- )} (3.109) 
i  n.MN^-2) "=4 ^^i 
2 * 2^ _ 2 w. 6,  C, 
E{ (Z !!Lfi_!i2L-)2} z (3.110) 
^st i  i  i  i  
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w. f. s. 
^St  ^ 1 "i 
(3.111) 
E{^  (Z YlA_!iHL)(z !iAli2i_} 
Xgt i i *i 
2 
n! HE j^ ) 
1 1 1 1  
(3.112) 
On substituting (3.108)-(3.112) and E(R^^ ) into (3.104), 
we get 
w.^ e, 
:(V' "  ^(=2Ô,-2=Û,^ =02,' 
. , . . . , i ~r^  »=2ir=12.-^ =30.' 
w.^ e. (N.-n.) 
•*• -"-i  ^ * * * 
-1 -12,-«30,' 
i^ ®l.So. , i^ ®l.So. i^ ®1.^ 11. 
_4(2 -i 1)42(2 1) (Z  ^ 1) 
i i^ i i^ i i^ 
"i'Vlli 2 "i'ei.C02. 
+ (E ± !)":+(% i l)(z i i.) 
i i^ i '^ i i i^ 
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~®1 
 ^ * 2 * * ** 
+ % 2 ^^ *^^ 20. "^ '^ '^ 20 .*^ 11.•*•^ 2^0 .*^ 02 . i n .  1  1 1 1 1  
+6C * )^} (3.113) 
Thus, on subtracting (3.103) from (3.113), we finally obtain 
"i ®1.'^ 20. 
. (1 + E i -) 
i  ^
\ K - H \  . . .  
+ 2E 2 [Gg - (N -2) ^^ ^^ 21."^ 12."^ 30.^  
X  n  1 1  1 1 1  
+  [ z  ( c  *  - c  *  ) ] ^  ( 3 .114a) 
i i^ "^i 
w  ^
-4 (64.-81.''<3=20. 
1 IÏ ^  11 1 11 
* * * 2.. 
We see that the form of Var(yj^ )^ is quite complicated and 
computationally cumbersome. However, when N^>>nj^  for all 
i, (3.114a) simplifies considerably into 
Ill 
2 * 
w. *» "i 2^0. 
= & (: + f —S" 
JL  X  1 I X  X  X  
W •  ^ dt 0 
+ [Z (C_ -0,1 )r} (3.114b) 
Notice that the third moments ' Wgi 
are missing in (3.114b). Also, in practice, especially when 
the N '^s are not too large, it may be a good policy to 
improve (3.114b) as well as (3.101b) by multiplying each 
term by the common factor 9^  ^ = (N -^n^ )/(N -^1). 
3. A combined unbiased ratio-type estimator 
Consider an estimator of y^ , T say, defined by 
where is assumed to be known. Obviously, 
L 
E(T) = S w^E(R _^)Xj^  = r^ X  ^ (3.116) 
Hence T is biased unless ~  ^~ y^ /x^ .^ we wish to 
correct T for bias so that the resulting estimator is 
unbiased and at the same time does not depend on the stratum 
means ~ ~ 
Since y.. = r..x.we may express the bias in T as 1] 1] 13 
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L _ _ L 
Bias(T) = E(T)-y^  = 2 - Z w.y^ _ 
L _ _ L w. N. 
" I ~ i  ^j 
" " N  ^  ^ j 
= -Opx , (3.117) 
i.e., the bias in T is exactly minus the covariance between 
r and x in the population. To find a suitable unbiased 
estimator for we write 
,  L  _  L N ,  
"rx = il'J "i+ I  ^ ' '"1]-%' ) 
= I + I -4r ®irx '3.118) 
where  ^
'irx " N -^1  ^
It is well known that 
E (r..-r )(x..-x_ ) 3 I = (LI \ JA • T .L J \ I/V • I J irx n^ -l j 1] n^  i] 
 ^ (y -r X ) (3.119) 
*1-1 "i i^ '^ i 
is an unbiased estimator of Also, since 
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it follows that 
= -Est.[Cov(?^  ,3?^  )1 +  ^ z 
11 11 11 
" -'ET - Ir'^ irx + '3.120) 
where Est.(z) denotes an unbiased estimate of the population 
parameter z. Likewise, since 
it follows that 
Est. (r^ x^ ) = -Est.[Cov(r^ ,^it^ )^]+r3^ Xg^  
= 'I + fst^ st (3.121) 
Thus on applying (3.119)-(3.121) in (3.118), we get an 
unbiased estimate of given by 
L _ _ 1 1 
Gst-(»rxl = S 
^ 2 1 1  ^  N ^ - 1  
pi <57 - gr'^ irx +  ^ TT- =lrx 
= " ~S~'=irx 
Since 
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L N.-l w. (1-w.) L 
^ t-V + N. ]=irx = —  ^ "iSirx " 
From (3.119) we may write 
_ _ — n.-l 
r X = y - s. 
"i i^ i^ i^ 
hence (3.122) may be rewritten as 
L _ L „ , (1-w.) n.-l 
Est.(ar^ ) = Z «.y^ , + £ «i'T; E — 
1 1 
irx 
- Zst^ st 
= s^t'^ st^ st J " ^^ ®irx . (3-123) 
Thus, adding (3.123) to T in (3.115), we obtain 
o^' = s^t + s^t<V s^t' + I '3.124) 
which is an unbiased estimator of Since y^ ' does not 
depend on the stratum means 5L ,...,x^  ^ , it is a "combined" 
1 L 
ratio-type estimator. We may also consider y^ ' as the com­
bined analogue of the Hartley-Ross separate ratio-type esti­
mator, fg'. 
Ross [30] has first found y^ ' using a different approach; 
he proved its unbiasedness by showing that the expression 
^ 2,1 1 
s^t(^ -^ st) + ! "i t " NT '^i 
1 -•! 
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estimates zero unbiasedly. The same author has given, 
using symmetric means notation, a somewhat complicated for­
mula for the variance of y^ ' in the special case where the 
strata are of equal size and sinple random samples of equal 
size are drawn from each stratum. 
We now derive a variance formula for y^ ' that is exact 
for large or infinite stratum sizes, through the following 
2 2 2 theorem; Let a. , a. and a. be the variances of y. ly IX 13. 1J 
X. . and r. . = y. ./x. • in the i-th stratum, and a. ij 1 xy 
cr- „ are the covariances of x. . and y. . and x. . and 
±jlK Ij Ij Ij 
r^ j, respectively. For infinite stratum sizes and simple random 
sampling in each stratum, the variance of y^ ' is given by 
2 
 ^ ' G 0  0  
Varlrc') ' I  S— ("ly "^ Vlxy-'S "ix ' 
w  ^
+ E —  ^ ((^ ir^ i^x^ + i^rx^ ) 3^.125) 
i n^ (^n^ -l) 
9 p 9 9 0  
Wi CT. w a. w. a. 
+ (J] _i—H_) (E _i—i2E_) + (g 
i "i i "i i i^ 
Some preliminary remarks are perhaps in order at this 
point. A less cumbersome method for finding the exact variance 
of y^ ' would be through the application of multivariate 
symmetric functions notation similar to what was done by 
Robson [29] for the unstratified Hartley-Ross ratio-type 
estimator. However, the resulting variance will then be in 
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terms of symmetric means which makes comparison with other 
variance formulas difficult. Consequently we keep the use of 
multivariate symmetric functions notation to a minimum in 
the following derivation, in favor of the straightforward 
algebraic method. When the use of multivariate symmetric 
means is unavoidable, the end results are transformed into 
the usual product moments of x.y.. and r.. = y../x... Ij Ij ij Ij Ij 
We may add also that the exact variance of y^ ' for finite 
stratum sizes can be obtained directly from the following 
proof, but such variance cannot be expressed in a simple 
form. 
We write y^ ' as 
L 
L L 
(3.126) 
where 
Wi(N.-n.) 
and (3.127a) 
Bi = w [^l + 
Note that as ML * 
(3.127b) 
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Henceforth we use the symbol to devote the limit as the 
N '^s tend to infinity simultaneously. From (3.126), the 
variance of y^ ' is 
Var(y^ ') = Ï 
+ Var{ E w.w.r x } 
1 3 "l "j 
• 2Cov{ï 
1  1  1 1 1  
Z w.w.r X } 
i^ j 1 ] n. n. 
Z w.^ {Var(A.y^  )+Var(B.r x )+Var(r x ) irx^  n^ iM 
+ 2Cov(A.y_^ ,^r^ x^^ )-2Cov(A,y„^ ,B.r_^ x^^ )^ 
11 1 
+ Var( Z w.w.r^  x_ )-2Cov(E w.A.y , 
i^ j 1 3 Hi nj i 1 1 "i 
+ 2Cov{E w.B.r X , E w.w.r x ) 
i 1 1 "i "i i^ y 1 : "i "j 
L 
- 2Cov(E w.r X.,, E w.w.r x ) (3.128) 
i  ^ "i  ^ ij^ j  ^ "i 
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Let the sampled population be structured as 
{(x. . ,y. .,r. .): i = 1,...,L: j = 1,...,N.} 
I j  X j  X j  X  
(3.129) 
where r. . = y.-/x. . and define the joint moments ij XJ X] aoCj^  
of the i-th stratum as 
Ni 
fabo. =  ^  ^
Where a ,  b and c are nonnegative integers. 
Following established notations [29], we denote the 
trivariate symmetric function 
(Xii^  Vii^  (3.131a) 
iJk 
where (NL)^  = (N -^1)...(N -^k+1), by the trivariate symmetric 
mean 
^^ 1^1^ 12^ 13' ' (^ 21^ 22^ 23^  \^l^ k2\3^ i^* (3.131b) 
As before, the corresponding symmetric mean based on a 
sample of size n^  will be denoted similarly as in (3.131b) 
but without the prime ('). Thus for example, <(100)>i' = 
«100),(001».• = ^ 
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etc. Note that since y.• = x..r.it follows, for example, 
13 13 
that <(101)>. = <(010)>. = y 
We are now in a position to evaluate each term in (3.12 8) 
2 
i^ 1^.^ 020. w. , 0^20. 
(a) Var(A,?„^ ) =  . (1 + ' 
(b) Var(B.r x ) = B.^ {E(r x^ )^-[E(r x )]^ } 
1 ni ni 1 ni ni ni ni 
®i "^n" ^^ 200.^ N. ••'^ 1^01.^ . ^ N. "^ 0^02.^ .  ^J -  1  1  1 1 1  1  1  
2^ (^ 201i^ Ni'^ 1^02i^ i^  
®4i 
3 2^02. 3 ^^ 00.^ 002. 
n. 1 n. 11 
1 1 
28. (n.-l) 0.  ^
"i^  - 2 - - - 2 
~ "^i (^ 200 .^ N. •'•^ '^ 101. ^ /N.•'•^ 002.^ .  ^(n.-l) 11 11 11 
/o -  ^ - "i'I 
 ^ (^ 201.'^ 1^02.^ .'*' n. 2^00.^ 002. 1 1 X X 1 11 
i^~  ^ 2 1 
"n~ l^Oli  ^ n7 2^02i^  
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(c) Var(Xj^ r^ _) = 
 ^ ®1^ 0^02^   ^ 0^02^  
n. 1 
(d) Cov(a.y^ ,^x^ r^ )^ = 
V^ i'l.^ Oll. 
i i. 
(e) Cov(A y^^  
= A.B. {E[<(100>jL<(010)>^<(001)> ]^ 
- <(010)> '^Et<(100)>^<(001)> ]^} 
= A^B {^-^  E[< (lll)>^+(n^ -l) (< (100) , (Oil) 
"i 
+ < (110),(001)>.+<(010),(101)>^) 
+ (n^ -1)(n^ -2)<(100),(010),(001)> ]^ 
- <010> '^  ^ E[<(101)>^+(n^ -l)<(100) , (001)> ]^} 
= A.B.{-^ [<020> '^+(n^ -l) (<(100) , (011)> '^ 
+ <(110) , (001)>. ' 
+ <(010), (010)> '^)+(n.-l) (n^ -2)<(100), (010), (001)> '^] 
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-^ [<(020)>. •+(N.-1)<(010) , (010) >. ' 
i i 11 1 
+ (n^ -l) (<(110) , (001)> '^ + <(100),(011)> '^) 
+ (n^ -1) (N.-2)<(100), (010), (001)>. •]} 
A.B.{<(020>.'[Jy. -
11 
n.-l N.-l 
+ <(010),(010)>,'[^ - ] 
n.-l n.-l 
+ [<(110) (001) >. '+<(100) , (011)>/] ] ) 1 i i 
(n.-l)(n.-2) (n.-l)(N.-2) 
+ < (100) , (010) , (001) > . ' [—^ ^ % ^ ^ ]} 1 N.n. 
Ni-Ki 1 
A.B, (rri—i){^ [<(020)>. '-<(010) , (010)>.'] 1 1 1 1 
+ [1- ^ ][<(110), (001)>.'+<(100),(011)>.' 
n 1 1 
2<(100),(010),(001)>^']} 
But we can write 
1 2 
<(020)>.'-<(010), (010)>. ' = S y.. 
1 1 j -LJ 
Ni 
Z y,. y. 
4 
J I s  H. fT.PT  ^ j \ 
•N •N 
 ^ - -N ~ 
T.)(Z--N)(T--N) 
- -Z 
 ^ (Z-'N) (T-^ N)tN _ T. 
•a • -A ••X ^2 vc w,\L iv = , '<(100)'(OTO)'(OOT) > 
•N 
jZ^ _PT,[T  ^j %)1Z  ^ = 
^ ^ 'N 
= . •<(TTO) ' (00T)> 
,( CTj J9 _ FTjfTx^ z = 
 ^ 'N "• 'N 
-:r 2 ' .^ .T". 'N) 'N _ , ^< (XQO) ' (OTT) > 
/ - • OSOrt IzIN  ^
( ÇT, Tz^ N 
c N 
ZZl 
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< ( 1 1 0 )  ,  ( 0 0 1 )  > ^ ' + < ( 1 0 0 ) ,  ( 0 1 1 ) > ^ ' - 2 < ( 1 0 0 ) ,  ( 0 1 0 ) ,  ( 0 0 1 ) > .  '  
r.. Viin ) • 
~ (N -^1)(N -^2) '"i "N^^ Oll^  i 'N^^ llO. "1^ 020^  
Therefore, 
_ _ _ N. -n. 
Cov(Aiyn_,Birn^ x^ )^ = . (N -^1) 0^20^  ^
1 2 
•*• " E") (N.-l) (N.-2) (^ /OII/^ N/IIO. " îT 0^20 1  1  X  x X X X X  
®1 N.(n.-l) 
= •^ i^ i —7 ^®2.^ 020.  ^ (N.-2) (^ /Oll/^ N.'^ IIO 
r i j ^  I X  X  X  X X  X  
w. w. *^ 020. n.-l __ _ 
* (1 + nT?' 'iiT?) ' "nT * '"n^ '  ^
(£) Cov(B.r__^ x^ ,^x^ r^ )^ = Cov(r^ x^^ ,^r^ )^ 
Gl, _ ®2. 
^^ .^ 002.'^ ^N/101. 1^02,^  
X  X  X X  X  I i j ^  X  
r- - ,1 1 
nT  ^ \^/002.'^ ^N.'^ 101. n. 1^02.^  ' 
X  X  X X  X  J .  • ! •  
(g) Var( I w.w.r x ) = E{ Z w.w.r x 
i^ j 1 D n. n. 1 D n. Hj 
- {E( Z w.w.r„ ÎT )}^ . 
i j ^ j  ^  " i  
12 4 
Now 
2 
+ 2 E w. w.w, r X r x 
ifijA  ^ 3 "i -i "j "k 
i^ j^ k 
+ E w.w.w.w r^ r X X } 
i^ y^ k/1 1 ] k 1 Hj 
Z w 2^„ 2,(,ov(î^  )+x^  J[C0V(X_^  ,r_^  )+x„ r^  ) 
i f 2  1 1 1 1  ]  ]  ]  ]  
"k 
and 
125 
Therefore, after some simplification we get 
Var( Z w.w.r x ) = E w.^ w.^ [Var(r )Var(x ) 
i^ j 1 D n. Hj 1 D n. n. 
+ Var(R„ )x ^+r„  ^ Var(x ) + Cov(x ,r )Cov(x r ) 
n« N. N. n. n. n. n. n. i j i  J  1 1  j j  
+ 2Cov(x ,r 1 
1 1 J J 
+ Var(x^ )^r^ r^„^ l 
= [Z w.^ Var(r )][Z w.^ Var(x )]+[Cov(x ,r )]^  
il i  ^ i^ i^ '^ i 
+ Î w.2[x^ 2^ ar(?j^ )^+2Xj,r^ Cov(x^ ,^r_^ )^+r/var(x^ )^l 
-  2 S  
* Vn . ' •'n, " 1 1 
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- Z w. [Var (r )Var(x )+{Cov(x ,r )}^ 
il n. 
- \ar(r^  )-2Xj, r^ _Cov(x_^  ,r_^  )-r^  \ar(x^  )1 
1  1  X X  X X X  X  
^ [ I  ÎXJJJL.] + [ I  i^rxj2 
i "i i "i i 
2 
2 2 
Cov(Z w.A.y , Z w.w.r x ) 
i 1 1 1 "j 
= E{(Z w.A.y ) ( Z w.w.r x )} 
i 1 1 1 ] *i j^ 
- E{Z w.A.y }E{ Z w.w.r x } 
i 1 1 Hi 1 ] "i "j 
12 7 
s w,\w. (cov(y ,F )^  +cov(x .7 )% 1 
i r  ] 1  ^ J 1 i J 
E W \^lx^  C0V(7„ ,r„ )+r^  Cov(x ,y )1 
1 11 11 
w.  ^ w. 
->• 
1 "1 "1 
w.  ^ w. 
? H~  ^ 5T '^ (*Ni''iyr+rN.''ixy) 
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\ u  
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w.  ^ 2^01. 
? n^ -1  ^ n. 1^01^ \^ "^ '^ 200^ ^N '^ 
4 
i^ ri 
f n.-l n^. ^^ 102.^ .'"'^ 201. ^ N.  ^  ^ ^^ 10i/n.^ . 
J L X  « L  J L X  X X  X X X  
(j) Cov(Z w.F  ^ x^ , Z w.w : 
1 1  ^ 1 3 
+ E w.w.w, r r x ] 
i,% k^  ^ 3 k n. n. 
E w. 2» [Var ( ,+Cov (r^. ' =„. "^N . ' 
15^ 3 J 1 ] 113 
 ^i ~~î^ ï ^V002 /^ N 1^01j^  ^
130 
- - -
W.3 _ 
" ^N  ^ rTT'^ .^ 0^02/^ N.'^ 101.  ^ ' 1 1  1  1 1 1  
We next substitute the results (a)-(j) into the variance 
Equation (3,128). After some simplifying and grouping of 
terms, we obtain 
i^^  - 2 
Var(y^ ') -> Z 2^00^ "^ ^N 1^10j"*"'^ 020^  
w ,3 
n. (n.-l) (^ N 2^0l/^ N^N.^ 200.'*'VN.^ 10ir^ N 1^10. ^ 1 1 1  X  x J .  j - 1  X  
w. _ _ 2 
f n. (nj'-l) (^ ^N.^ Oll/^ ^N/llo/^ 1^01. 
X X J L  X  X  X  X  X  
w  ^
f ~ (^ ^N.^ 20l/^ ^N/l02."^ 101. 1 (n.-l) 1111 1 
"  L . ( n , - 1 ) 2  ' ' ^ 2 0 2 ^ " X ' " » !  
•*• 0^02."^ ^N. 2^0o/^ /^N/l01.^  
X  X X  X  X  J. X  
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1^^ 2^00. 0^02. w/ 
+ (2 h.) (Z ) - z -y 1^ 200.^ 002 
i i "i 1 ---1 - 1 
2  , 4 2  
I^ lOl. o i 1^01. 
+  ( z  1 ) 2  _  E  i _  ( 3 . 1 3 2 )  
i i 
To simplify (3.132) further we express U20I.' 1^02. 
2^02 terms of product-moments of lower order as follows: 
, N. 2 
'^ 201. " iT  ^ ^^ ij"^ N.^  
- t Aii'^ i] ^N. 
13 
by direct expansion, 
1^10^ '^ N '^^ 200^ "\. ^^ i^"^ i^ Ni^  
'^110^~^N^^200^"\^^101^ (3.133) 
132 
since 
N.-l 
"n7~  ^ " '^ 101. 
J .  X X J L  X  X X X  
Similarly, it follows that 
1^02^  0^11^ "^ ^^ 002^ "^ Nj^ l^01^  (3.134) 
Lastly we have 
2^02^   ^ iC j 
^N7  ^ i^j '^ ^N. ^N~ j i^j^ ii'^ jN.) 
^N. ^N7 I  i^j "^ . t ^ i^j^ ij"%.^ N. • 
X X J  X  X  X  J  X X  
by direct expansion and rearrangement of terms, 
0^20/^ 1^01."^ .^^ N.  ^ "^ ^N.^ lio/^ N. 2^00. 
X 1 XX X X X X 
0^20/^ 101. +2%% *^ 101. "^ ^N. 1^10 . 
X X XX X X X 
133 
0^02^  • (3.135) 
On substituting (3.133)-(3.135) into (3.132), we get 
w.^  _ 2 
Var(y^ ') -> E — (r^  2^00j^ "^ ^N 1^10/^ 020^  ^
w  ^
•*•  ^ n. (n.-l) (^ 1^01. ^^ 200.^ 002/^ .^ ^^ 002. I l l  1  X X X  X  
'^ 200^  ^
w.  ^ _ 2 _ _ 
•*" 0^02^ ''"^ 101i ) 
4 
w. 2 — — 2 
? ' 772 (^ 101. ^^ .^^ N.^ 101.'''^ ^N. '^ 200. 
1 n^ (n^-1) 1 1 1 1 
"i^ 2^00. i^ 0^02. i^ 1^01. -
2 
i n~  ^ ^^ 200^ 0^02/^ 101^   ^
2 
Wi _ 2 _ 
^  n ~  ^ 2 0 0 ^ " ^ ^ N ' ^ 1 1 0 / ^ 0 2 0 j ^ ^  
134 
^^ 200^ 0^02^ '^ '^ 101^  ) (3.136) 
Since (3.136) is identical to (3.125), the proof of the 
theorem is therefore complete. 
Of course we may also consider (3.125) as an approxi­
mation to Var(y^ ') for moderately large N '^s. Better still, 
an improved approximation can be obtained by multiplying each 
term in (3.125) by the finite population factor 
8, = (N.-n. ) /(N.-1) . When terms of order n.  ^ can be i  1 1 1  1  
ignored we have the large sample approximation 
bined ratio estimator can be made unbiased by 
modifying the sampling procedure, as follows; select one unit, 
say the j-th unit in the i-th stratum, from the whole 
population of N units with probability proportional to x; 
choose (n^ -1) units from the remaining (N -^1) in the i-th 
2^00^ ''^ ^N 1^10^ '*'^ 020^  
4. Combined unbiased ratio estimator 
Nanjamma, Murthy and Sethi [19] have shown that the com-
135 
stratum using sinple random sampling. Use simple random 
sampling for the remaining strata. Under this scheme there 
are n(^ i) possible samples and the probability of obtaining 
i ""i 
a particular sample s is 
L "i X. . N.-l T L N. ' T 
P = Z { Z I: [ n (n^')]-!} 
i jes NXj^  i i'(^ i) 
_ L N. 1 L _ 
= [X., n (nj-)] [Z W.x^  ] (3.138) 
i i i 
Consider as an estimator of R ,^ 
<3.139, Le - L 
St Z w.X 
i  ^ i^ 
which is of the same form as the biased combined estimator, 
R .^ It can be shown easily that EfR^^ ) = i.e., R^^  is 
unbiased. However, no explicit expression for Var(R|^ )^ has 
been found so far. Nanjamma, Murthy and Sethi [19] give an 
unbiased estimator of VarfR^^ )' Unfortunately, such variance 
estimator may take on negative values for some samples. 
Alternatively, we derive here a series approximation 
to Var(R^^ ), from which variance estimators which assume 
positive values only can be obtained. Also, such approximation 
is in a form useful for purposes of comparison of Rj^  ^ with 
136 
other ratio-type estimators. We may express Var(R ) as 
Ni 
n(n^ ) 
- V (3 .140)  
s 
L N Vn 
i  ^ "i 
- 2 - 2  
=  ^Et^ r^  - :~] (3.142) 
where E in (3.142) denotes expectation with respect to 
simple random sampling in each stratum. 
Further, we may express (3.142) as 
Var(Ri,^ ) = - 1^ 
^St 
= [26yg^ -6Xg^ +(6yg^ )^ ]^ } (3.143k 
*st 
Consider the quantity 
whose term of highest order is E{ (Sy^ )^  ^ (6Xg^ )^  ^ }^. 
Hence if we approximate Var(i^ )^ by 
137 
Var^ (Rj,^ ) = (3.144) 
we see that the terms of highest order in Var^ (^) 
are of 0(n  ^ )^. Also, since 
Var'BLo' 
^St 
it follows that 
2 „r^ N 
- 5^^  (3.145) 
If the x's are positive and is a positive lower bound 
for Xg ,^ we have 
R ^x. 
|Var(R^^ )-Var^ (^ )^| <  ^|E(|2«y^^ -;x^^ +(«y^^ )^ ] 
*sto 
+ |E((«yg )^^ («Xg )^^ ''"^ }| (3.146) 
By Lemma 2.1, it can be seen that the right hand side of 
(3.146) consists of terms of 0{n. , whereas 
138 
Varj^  consists of terms of up to and including 0 (n  ^ . 
Thus for n '^s sufficiently large, ••(•3.146) becomes very 
small relative to Var^ fR^^ )' 
For a first approximation to Var(R^^ ), we have 
^i\ 
= : -F— «02V • 
For a second approximation, i.e., k=2, we have 
Var; = varj(5j_ )^ + E( 12 («? 
2 » * » "i °li^ 20i 
=  ^ -1 '^=20,-2=II.-=02.''1 + I ' 
? 2 ^^ ^21.'^ 12.'^ 30.^  1  n ^ ^  1 1 1  
(C^o.-Cnjr 
W  ^
+  ^ -S"4,<"i-l>-Vl.'l'3=2Ô.' 
" "i ' 
* A * * * 2. 
"^ ^20^^ ^11/^ 20.^ 02/^ l^l^  ' 
139 
H. X r (C4Ô,-2SÎ,+=22,>> "-l"' 
X  n .  I l l  
Since I Var -Var^  I is bounded by terms of 0(n  ^ )^ , 
we may ignore 0(nu terms in (3.148) and use 
_ , ™i ®li » » » "i Cgo 
<=20,-2'=11.^ =02,> ZT > 
. . . 
•*" ? 2 ^^ ^21. "^ 12. "^ 30.^  X n • i i 1 
+ 2[î (3.149a) 
. 2 . . . . . 2,, 
"*• ? 2 (^ ^20. "^ ^20.^ 11/^ 20.^ 02 11. 
1  n ^  1  1 1 1 1 1  
as a second order approximation to Var{Rj^ )^. In practice, 
when N.>>n. for each i, we may set each of 6, , e„ , and 
i i 
0  ^ equal to one so that 
1 
w 2 2 
J L a L  < L  « i - J L X a L  JL 
3 
* * * 
+ Z —J (2C2J, -Cj^ 2."^ 30.  ^
1  n. 
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w  ^
+ 2[l (C * -CL* )]2} (3.149b) 
i "i -^ -^ i 
5. Comparisons 
To terms of 0 (n  ^ , 
MSE (y^g) = MSB (y^^ ) = Var(y^^ ) 
2 
 ^' (N- ~n • ) o o T 
= i 'i:: -2^^ ixy+"ly > 
On the other hand, the large sample approximation to 
Var(y '^) is given by (3.137). Thus 
MSE(y^^ )-Var(y '^) = MSE (y^^ )^-Var (y '^) = Var (y^^ )-Var (y '^ ) 
w.^ (N.-n.) 0—0—0 — — 
i ^^ ix ~^N "^^ i^xy  ^
w.^ (N.-n.).S  ^
= ? N^n, 
where 
"I'w.-n.jS, "i" («!-=!)Si/ 
« = =  « p q  
is a "combined" regression-type coefficient of y.. and x... 
1 J ^ J 
Equation (3.150) shows that y '^ will be more efficient than 
^Rc' ^Mc ^Lc only if 0  ^ is nearer to  ^ than 
to R .^ In particular, all four estimators are equally 
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efficient when = r^ . As mentioned before, it is the 
opinion of some writers [7, 20] that, in the single stratum 
closer to the.ratio of means than to the mean of ratios. 
As we shall see in the next chapter, it would seem that 
in actual survey populations, also is often closer to 
 ^ than to in which case y '^ is less efficient compared 
to either y„ , y,, or y  ^ . When the n. 's are small so Rc Mc Lc 1 
that terms of 0 (n  ^ in the MSB's and variances cannot be 
ignored, it does not seem possible to obtain reasonably simple 
criteria for the comparison of Var(y '^) on the one hand, 
and MSB (y^^ ), MSB and Var(^ )^ on the other. 
When N.>>n. for each i so that each of 0, , 
1 1  ^ i  i  
and 6  ^ can be assumed to be one, (3.86b), (3.114b) and 
. —2 (3.149b) give the following differences to terms of Ofn  ^ ). 
2 
case, the regression coefficient is often 
2 
* * * 
3 
* * * 
+  2 1  2 ^^ ^21 "^^ 12 "^^ 30  ^
(3.151) 
2 2 
w. 
+ E (2C 21 "^^ 12 '^^ 30  ^
* * * 
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w  ^
< = 2 0 . - = Û i " ' >  ' 3 . 1 5 2 )  
«.9 ^"i it ic it 
Var(yj,^ )-MSE(y„^ ) = y„ (? -y (2=21, "'^ 12. "=30 . ' 
1  1 1 1  
2 
+ 'l  ^<=2Ôf=Û.'l'> "-153) 
Note that we may write 
2 2 
^  W  '  A A  1  W  #  ^  
%  —  ' = 2 0 . - ^ 1 1 . )  =  -  —  —  C o v ( x . . ,  e . . }  ( 3 . 1 5 4 a )  
IX 11  ^  ^
where 
and 
'ij = 
2 2 
 ^'C2oV °^lÎi''^ 02V = J Ir '3.154b) 
3 3 
W ,  a .  X  *  1 W ,  
V : '2=21.-=12,-=30.' = - - ^ -^ Covfx , c.t } 
i n .  I l l  x „  1  n .  J  J  
(3.154c) 
From (3.151)/ (3.152) and (3.153) it is clear that a sufficient 
condition for 
MSE(y c^) < Var(^ )^ < MSE(y^^ ) is (3.115a) 
3 2 
W  •  ^  ^  ^  W .  ^  ic 0 
Z (2C_  ^ -C,, -C,_ )+[% (C__ -C,, )] > 0 (3.155b) 
i n/ ^^ i ^^ i "^i i i^ "^i ^^ i 
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This inequality is satisfied; for example, if y^^  and 
have a bivariate normal distribution for each i. Also, 
(3.155b) can be rewritten as 
2 3 
1 p 1 p 
 ^ -—  C o v ( x .  G . t ) }  > —  ^ —2  C o v ( x .  . ,  e . ^  )  
^  ^  , 3 . 1 5 5 c ,  
Inequality (3.155c) is analogous to condition (3.25) for sepa­
rate ratio-type estimators, and e.. = y, .-K. x. . and e.jj IJ IJ M 1] ij 
agree if for each i. Furthermore, if n^^  = nWj^  
for each i, then we may write (3.155c) as 
{~ Z w. Cov(x.  ^Z w. Cov(x. ., E.t^ ) 
2 
where Z w. Cov(x. E.t) and Z w. Cov(x. E.t ) may be i 1 1] ij 1 1] 1J 
viewed as "average" o r  weighted covariances. 
In particular, when n^^  = nw\, then MSE(yj^ )^ < MSE (y^^ ) 
if 
5{;^  Z w. Cov(x. ., E.%)}^  >~Zw. Cov(x. ., z.* )^ , 
Var(^ )^ < MSE(y^^ ) if 
4{^  Z w. Cov(x. ., E.t)}^  > ~  ^ Cov(x. ., E.t^ ) 
V I  ^ 3  „  J  1  1 J 1 J 
and Var (y^^ ) > MSB (^ g) according as 
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{— Z w. Cov(x.  ^s  w. Cov(x. E. f^ )  (3 .156)  
V - i  ^  1 ]  I D  V 1  I j  I J  
If in stratum i, 
y. . = 3x. . + e.. (3.157) 
• L J  X J  X J  
where E(e. . [x. .) = 0 and E(e..^ |x. .) = a.x. a.>0, 
Ij Ij Ij Ij 1 Xj X 
0 
g^O, then Cov(x j^, Ex )^ = 0 and Cov(x j^,  ^
= E{(x..-x. )e..^ }. Hence it follows from (3.156) that 
1] 1] 
Var(yj^ c) < MSE(y^^ ) if g>0 and Var(y^^ ) = MSE (y^^ ) if 
g=0. If in addition to (3.157) and that n^=nw  ^ we assume 
further that x j^ has a gamma distribution as in (3.55b), 
then, to terms of 0(n )^ 
and 
MSE(y^^ )-MSE(y^^ ) = Z w.a. E ( x . . % )  (1-g) 
n Xj^  1 
MSE(yj,^ )-Var(i?j^ c' = ? Vi E (2-9> 
n Xjj 1 
Thus 
MSE(y^g) I MSE(y^g) according as g = 1 (3.158) 
and 
MSE(y^^ ) = Var(y^^ ) according as g = 2 . (3.159) 
Further, with the above model and assuming that 
{n^^ (n -^l)}  ^ = n  ^  ^ and h^>2 for all i, 
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y  2  
MSE(y^^ )-Var(y '^) = Z w.a. E(x .^^ ) (3-2g) 
-  ij  £ w a.  E (X '-2) (n^+^ ) 
ni •" 1 
y  2  
Var(y^^ )-Var(y '^) = Z w a^^  E(x j^^ )(l-g) 
n Xjj 1 
- ij : w.a. e(x.J9-2)(„;^ +;^  ) 
ni 1 
Thus 
MSE(y^^ )<Var(y '^) if g > | (3.160) 
and 
Var(y^^ )<Var(y '^) if g > 1 (3.161) 
Finally, from (3.158), (3.159) and the fact that 
Var (^ )^ <MSE (y^g) if g > 0 , we can write 
Var (y^^ ) <MSE (y^^ ) <MSE (y^^ ) if 0 < g < 1 . 
D. Separate Versus Combined Estimators 
We shall compare each combined ratio-type estimator only 
with its separate counterpart. We know that separate ratio-
type estimators can be used only if the stratum means 
X» ,...,)L are known. Moreover, (biased) separate ratio-
1 L 
type estimators are known to be subject to the risk of larger 
bias than their combined counterparts and in the case of 
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smallish n '^s, the large sample approximations to the bias 
and MSE of the former estimators may not be satisfactory. 
In other words, the series expansions for the bias and MSE 
of combined estimators converge faster than those of 
separate estimators. In order to see this, consider the 
estimators y^^  and y^^  in the special case of proportional 
allocation, i.e., nu=nw  ^ for each i. From (3.73) and 
(3.6), we have, to 0(n )^, 
M W.S. ^ 
and 2 
Bias (Fas) = (3.162b) 
2 
where 3  ^ = ^^ jjy^^ ix the regression coefficient between 
y.•  and x. .  in the i- th stratum. Because of the extra 
•'id 1] 
coefficient w ,^ we would expect (3.162a) to be smaller than 
(3.162b). Also, if has the same sign in all the 
strata, (3.162b) may be of considerable magnitude. For 
example, if y.. and x.. are related linearly as y.. = 1J 1J  ^J 
°'i i^^ ij •*" ®ij' = 0, then _-3^=a^ /x^_ and 
"Ni 
Hence if the a^ 's are of the same sign and the coefficients 
of variation are not small, Bias(y^g) can be large. 
—k In general, it can be seen that the terms of 0(n  ^ ) k^2 
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in the expansion of Bias (y^g) involve either  ^ or 
2k — 
whereas the entire series expansion of Biasfy^g) is 
of degree unity in the stratum weights w .^ Similarly, the 
—V 
terms of Ofn  ^ ) k>_2 in the expansion of MSB (y^^ ) involve 
either  ^ or but every term in the series 
— 2 
expansion of MSB(y^g) has w  ^ as coefficient. Thus, 
the expansions of Bias (y^^ )^ and MSB (y^^ ) converge faster 
than Bias(y^g) and MSE(y^g), respectively. 
To terms of 0 (n  ^ )^, we have [3, 34] 
2 
_ _ w. (N.-n.) 9 _ _ o 
Ms=(yR0>-MSE(yR,) = : H.n. i^x 
 ^ 2 ( (Bn.-P Ay Six'> <3-1" 
where p. is the correlation coefficient between y.. and 
1 1 J 
x j^ in the i-th stratum. The differences MBEfy^^ )-
MSE(y^g) and Var(y^^ )-Var(y^^ ) are also equal to (3.163). 
In situations where ratio-type estimators are appropriate the 
last term in (3.163) is usually small, [3], vanishing in fact 
if within each stratum the relation between y.. and x.. 1J 
is a straight line through the origin. If this is so, the 
separate estimators are more efficient than their combined 
counterparts. In particular, all six ratio-type estimators 
are equally efficient if R^=I^  for all i. Also, to terms 
of 0 (n  ^ )^, 
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_ (N.—n.) 2 — ? 
Var(y ')-Var(yg') = Z S.^  
I l l  1  
+ 2(FN-^ .)(^ .-PlSiy/Si^ )} (3.164) 
Hence, y '^ could be more efficient than y '^ if the last 
term in (3.164) is small. Note however, that since Var(y '^) 
and Var(yg') given by (3.125) and (3.11a) are exact and not 
"asymptotic" expansions, the contributions of the terms of 
0(n  ^ )^ may be considerable, and comparisons based on (3.164) 
could be misleading. 
The picture changes somewhat if the relation between 
y.. and x.. does not pass through the origin. If, for 
1  J 1 3  
example, y.. = a, + B.x. . + e. . where E(e..|x, .) = 0, Ij 1 1 Ij Ij Ij Ij 
then (3.163) becomes 
2 
w • (N . —n • ) 0 _ 9 
MSE(y^^ )-MSE(y^^ ) = Î M.n. "ix <<V\' 
The last term in (3.165) may not be small compared to 
(R -^R  ^ )^ . If (R -^Rj^  ) and tend to have opposite 
signs, relation (3.165) may even have a negative value, i.e., 
the combined estimators may be more efficient than their 
separate counterparts. Surprisingly, this case is not 
rare. In two out of the nine pairs of survey data considered 
in Chapter IV, for instance, the combined estimators 
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Yr. / y., f y ' and turned out to be more efficient Rc Mc c Lc 
than y^g, Yg' and respectively. 
Suppose now that in every stratum, the relation between 
y j^ and is as given in (3.157), i.e., a straight line 
through the origin with the same slope, 
E(e. . |x. .)=0, E(e. .^ [x. .)=a.x. a. >0 , g^O , 
Xj ij ij XJ X XJ X 
and x j^ follows the gamma distribution described in (3.55b). 
It is understood of course that the stratum sizes are large. 
Assume also that n^=nw  ^ and =h^>2 for each i. To 
_2 ^ terms of 0 (n ) , we obtain 
1 ^1 MSE(y-^ )-MSE(y ) = E -i- ( - 1) (3-2g) 
. h  ^(h^+1) ... (h^+g-1) 
a '^ i^ N 
MSE(y ) -MSE(y ) =  ^Z (_  ^-1)h. (h.+1) . . . (h.+g-l) 
n i x,, NX-,  ^  ^N. N 
1 a. i^^ N  ^
Var(y- )-Var(y ) = -y I ( 1) (1-g) 
° 1 S 
'hi (h^+1). .. (h^+g-1) 
and 
Var(y '^)-Var(y '^) i  ^E «.'"iVti.' 
where, in the last relation, we used the approximation 
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 ^ = {nj^ (n -^l)} .^ Thus, since < Nx ,^ we see that 
MSE(y^^ ) = MSE(y^g) according as g =  ^ , 
MSE (y^^ ) < MSE (yjyjg) for g  ^ 0, and 
Var I Var (^ g) according as g = 1. 
Also, since is likely to be less than , we 
would expect that Var(y '^) < VarCy '^) for all possible 
values of g. 
In general, because of the inherent complexity of the 
MSE's of ratio-type estimators, especially combined ratio-
type estimators, in stratified sampling, further attempts to 
compare the efficiencies of such estimators (using MSE's to 
terms of order higher than n  ^ proved to be difficult. 
We are therefore left with two alternatives; First, we may 
perform Monte Carlo studies, i.e., draw an extremely large 
number of samples from populations (real or otherwise) and 
use the average MSE's from these samples to compare the 
efficiencies of the ratio-type estimators under study. Second, 
we may consider actual populations and compute the true MSE's 
to terms of 0(n  ^  ^ ) say, for different sample sizes. Here 
we decided to follow the latter approach for two reasons: We 
can choose data from actual survey situations where ratio-type 
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estimators can prove useful ; thus the results from such 
comparisons have immediate practical relevance. Lastly, 
this approach gives rise to actual examples or realistic 
applications of ratio-type estimators, which seem to be 
scarce in statistical literature. 
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IV. SOME NUMERICAL RESULTS 
In this chapter, data from the 1959 and 1964 censuses of 
agriculture for the state of Iowa are used to compare the 
different ratio-type estimators discussed in the previous 
chapter. With the N=99 counties as sampling units, the state 
is divided into four strata each consisting of a group of more 
or less geographically contiguous counties constructed by 
combining adjacent so-called state economic areas (see for 
example page 153 of the 1954 census of agriculture for Iowa)-
The stratification is illustrated in Figure 4.1, where it can 
be seen that there are 21, 20, 30 and 2 8 counties for strata 
1, 2, 3 and 4, respectively. The following nine pairs of 
variables with correlations ranging from .55 to .98 were 
chosen for the study: 
= acreage under corn, 1964 
= acreage under corn, 1959 
Y- = total value of farm products sold in thousand 
dollars, 1964 
X« = total value of farm products sold in thousand 
dollars, 1959 
Y  ^ = land area in farms, 1964 
Xg = number of farms, 1964 
Y  ^ = number of farm operators who are full owners, 1964 
X  ^ = number of farms, 1964 
Yg = tons of fertilizing materials used, 1964 
WIHNCAHJCKIAI WORTH KO&9UTM IwiNMCBASO DICK 1 N90H CMMCT 
HANCOCM PALO ALTO dioux ODCXASAV 
rAYtTTE CLAYTON' 
CHEROKEE. POCAHONTAS 
DCLAVARCI OUOUOtiC BLACK HAWK OOCHANA» 
MAMZLTOM %/OOOBURV CALHOUN 
Stratum ] 
MAR9HAU. MONONA CAAVPORO CARROiA. 
um 4 Stra 
lOVA 
MAHASKA 
•jfrrgaaOH I M CM MY 
union Iocs 
.um 3 Stra 
Stratification used, state of Iowa Figure 4.1 
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Xg = tons of fertilizing materials used, 1959 
= expenditure for gas and other fuel oil for farm 
business in thousand dollars, 1964 
Xg = number of farms, 1959 
= number of cattle including calves, 1964 
= number of farms reporting cattle, 1959 
Yg = soybean production in thousand bushels, 1964 
Xg = number of acres harvested with soybeans, 1954 
YQ = nonfarm income of all persons in farm households 
in thousand dollars, 1964 
Xg = number of farms, 1959 
The required parameter values of the above pairs of variables 
are given in Tables 4.1-4.9. Note that the last two rows in 
these tables are the values of 3 and a, respectively, in 
the regression equation y = a + 3x + e. 
To recapitulate, we have the following eight ratio-type 
estimators of the mean yj^  to compare: 
Separate estimators: 
Classical; y_  ^ = Z w.R" x„ Rs  ^ 1 n  ^
2 
Modified: 7^3 = S w.R [1 + (!^  -
(H.-l)n. 
Hartley-Eoss! • = E (n.-1) 
Lahiri: 7;,; = E 
Table 4.1. Parameter values: (X^,Y^) 
Parameter Stratum 1 Stratum 2 
X .156624x106 .156311x10^ 
y  .122035x10^ .123926x10® 
R .779160x10° . 792 819x10° 
r . 784611x10° .792977x10° 
Q. 
.965653x10° .994004x10° 
Prx  .744449x10"! - .699028x10*2  
a 2 
r 
. 709  888x10"!  .939 35 3x10"^ 
^rx 
.853809x10^ -.247787x10^ 
^20 .185294x10^° .133764x10^° 
^11 . 132948xlo!°  .106240x10^° 
^02 . 102296xl0!°  .854007x10^ 
^30 .505354x10^^ . 746259x10^4 
H
 
M
 
. 391869x10^4 .607807x10^4 
1^12 . 315911x10^4 .494896x10^4 
Stratum 3 Stratum 4 Population 
886095x10^ .118740x106 .12 52 35x106 
764665x10^ .996902x10^ .1022 88x10® 
862960x10° .839564x10° .816769x10° 
854873x10° .847463x10° .885369x10° 
995826x10° .928262x10° .977459x10° 
860577x10"! -.845768x10"! 
4442 79x10"! .157145x10° 
716609x10^ -.937990x10^ 
156073X10!° .782 69 3x10^ 
142266X1O!° .570499x10^ 
130769x10!° .482589x10^ 
328435X10!4 -.166359xlo!2 
319552X1O!4 .122008xl0!3 
312 292x1O!4 .276404xl0!3 
Table 4 .1 (Continued) 
Parameter Stratum 1 Stratum 2 Stratum 3 Stratum 4 Population 
^40 .9 0515 8x1019 .123855x10^0 .513430x1019 .139429x10^9 
^31 .658308x10^9 .100145x10^° .478499x10^9 .103578x10^9 
^22 .498438x10^9 .810591x10^9 .448066x10^9 .821442xlo!® 
6 .717499x10° .794235x10° .911533x10° .728893x10° 
a .965772x10^ -.221423x10^ -.430397x10^ .131411x10^ 
Table 4 .2 . Parameter values: 
Parameter Stratum 1 Stratum 2 Stratum 3 Stratum 4 Population 
X 
y  
R 
r 
. 29 70 85x10^ 
.341962x10^ 
.115105x10^ 
.114571x10^ 
.256479x10^ 
. 308324x10^ 
.120214x10^ 
.121186x10^ 
.1666647x10^ 
.188682x10^ 
. 113222x10^ 
.114214x10^ 
.231540x10^ 
.248468x10^ 
.107311xl0! 
.10 8137xl0! 
.230817x10^ 
.262275x10^ 
. 113628x lo !  
.  113979x lo !  
^xy 
'^rx 
.973693x10° 
. 393905x10"! 
.970907x10° 
-.100252x10° 
.991676x10° 
-.412260x10"! 
.97732 8x10° 
-.690490x10"! 
.978312x10° 
.167528x10° .124446x10° ,200 34 8x10° .143859x10° 
"^rx 
.158682x10^ -.2 49 317x10^ -.165371x10^ -.191265x10^ 
Table 4.2 (Continued) 
Parameter Stratum 1 Stratum 2 Stratum 3 Stratum 4 Population 
'20 
y 11 
' 0 2  
.968699x10' 
,114 618x10-
.143045x10' 
496973x10 
.5 35514x10' 
.612144x10 
803138x10 
.86 7906x10' 
.953707x10 
.533358x10 
515948x10' 
522532x10' 
y 30 
*21 
U 12 
924453x10 
,102167x10 
,116757x10 
12 
13 
13 
.30 879 8x10 
361285x10 
429588x10 
12 
12 
12 
.62 810 2x10 
629391x10 
.637830x10 
12 
12 
12 
.456448x10 
419745x10 
387265x10 
12 
12 
12 
'40 
'31 
'22 
. 300080x10 
.341723x10 
.400020x10 
17 
17 
17 
,108817x10 
,12 72 89x10 
149784x10 
17 
17 
17 
.184204x10 
.186718x10 
.191467x10 
17 
17 
17 
136690x10 
12 875 3x10 
,121828x10 
17 
17 
17 
e 
a 
.118322x10 
-.955486x10 
,10 7755x10-
.319545x10 
. 108064x10" 
.85952 7x10 
967358x10 0 
.244856x10 
Table 4.3. Parameter values: (.X^,Y^) 
Parameter Stratum 1 Stratum 2 
X .162095x10* .150060x10* 
Y .379287x10® .347519x10® 
R .233990x10^ .231586x10^ 
r .237572x10^ .233127x10^ 
^xy 
Prx 
.927472x10° .941734x10° 
-.114794x10® -.801801x10"^ 
.14 3353x10^ .689185x10* 
"^rx 
-.580576x10* -.231173x10* 
^20 .178429x10® .120616x10® 
^11 . 329927x10® .256403x10® 
^0 2 . 709199x10^° .614589x10^° 
^30 .435310x10® .391706x10® 
^21 .874506x10^° .107750x10^1 
1^12 .176535x10^3 .290382x10^3 
Stratum 3 Stratum 4 Population 
143706x10* .167857x10* .155 721x10* 
321733x10® . 32 8246x10® .34099 3x10® 
223881x10^ .195551x10^ .2189 76x10 3 
226775x10^ „19 7535xlo3 .222078x103 
895192x10° .908390x10° .865 856x10° 
102801x10° -.928746x10"! 
174921x10^ .99 32 81x10* 
415798x10* -.333064x10* 
935249x10^ .129476x10® 
154538x10® .202596x10® 
318649x10^° .384175x10^° 
12472 3x10® .950 354x10^ 
2 8139 3x10^° .159286x10^° 
548023x10^2 .272962x10^2 
Table 4.3 (Continued) 
Parameter Stratum 1 Stratum 2 Stratum 3 Stratum 4 Population 
^40 .833316x10^1 .825454x10^ .216273x10^! .406 845xl0!! 
^31 
1 d 
.152165x10^* .197044x10^4 .38520 8x10^3 .626663xlo!3 
^2 2 .297398x10^6 .473940x10^6 .727896x10^^ .101955x10^6 
B .184906x10^ .212578x10^ .165237x10^ .156474x10^ 
a . 795630x10^ .2 85244x10^ .842755x10^ .655940x10^ 
Table 4.4. Parameter values: (X^,Y^) 
Parameter Stratum 1 Stratum 2 Stratum 3 Stratum 4 Population 
X 
y 
.1620 85x10^ 
.621095x10^ 
.150060x10^ 
.500 800x10^ 
.143706x10^ 
.729200x10^ 
.167857x10^ 
.894500x10^ 
.155719x10^ 
.706 878x10^ 
R 
r 
. 383189x10° 
. 383965x10° 
.333733x10° 
.332667x10° 
.507422x10° 
.518224x10° 
.532 89 3x10° 
. 526904x10° 
..453944x10° 
.454713x10° 
p 
•^xy 
P "• 
^rx 
a 2 
r 
. 799820x10° 
.945626x10"^ 
.992776x10"! 
. 859 729x10° 
.213252x10"! 
.466547x10"! 
.674863x10° 
-.117919x10° 
.185293x10° 
.929895x10° 
.836743x10"! 
.111490x10° 
.700724x10° 
a 
rx 
.125847x10^ .1599 72x10^ -.155231x10^ .100532x10^ 
Table 4.4 (Continued) 
Parameter Stratum 1 Stratum 2 Stratum 3 Stratum 4 Population 
" 2 0  
'11 
U 02 
,178401x10' 
.663388x10-
.385613xlo' 
.120616x10 
.426198x10 
.203748x10-
.935249x10-
.239213x10-
.134 342x10-
,129476x10 
, 850545x10-
,646154x10" 
U 30 
y 21 
y 12 
435758x10 
159889x10 
.914287x10 
391706x10 
.124592x10 
,414059x10 
124723x10 
.168649x10 
,591763x10-
.950354x10 
. 64889 8x10 
.473073x10 
'40 
'31 
'22 
833469x10 
302 39 3x10 
,142296x10 
11 
11 
11 
.825454x10 
,265079x10 
85884 7x10 
11 
11 
10 
.216273x10 
.585114x10 
.20209 8x10 
11 
10 
10 
.406 845x10 11 
.264079x10 
.177641x10 
11 
11 
g  
a 
.371851x10 0 
.183776x10' 
353350x10 0 
-.294383x10" 
.255775x10 0 
.361634x10' 
. 656912x10 
-.208174x10" 
0 
Table 4.5. Parameter values: (Xg,Yg) 
Parameter Stratum 1 Stratum 2 
X .183109x10* .174675x10* 
y .105784x10^ .137927x10^ 
R .577710x10^ .78962 3x10^ 
r .589711x10^ .792907x10^ 
p 
rx 
.678618x10° .84 8469x10° 
839540x10"^ -.312405x10"^ 
a 2 
r 
.313117x10^ .220038x10^ 
*^rx 
-.219 744x10^ -.573660x10^ 
^20 .218799x10® .153241x10® 
.85 30 43x10® .116060x10? 
^02 . 722179x10? .122102x10® 
^30 .619559x10® .420993x10® 
1^21 .215741x10® .443132x10® 
^12 .790415x10® .46179 7x10^° 
Stratum 3 Stratum 4 Population 
1636 83x10* .186478x10* .176471x10* 
634623x10* . 10 39 72x10^ .989404x10* 
387714x10^ .557555x10^ .560659x10^ 
375020x10^ .572939x10^ .560959x10^ 
781121x10° .294867x10° .553095x10° 
8889 71x10"^ -.872625x10"! 
462034x10^ . 72 7145x10^ 
207780x10^ -.286887x10^ 
118238x10® .148643x10® 
80130 4x10® . 321309x10® 
890016x10? . 798819x10? 
152496x10® .205466x10® 
119 456x10® .8236 79x10® 
138807x10^° .125179x10^° 
Table 4.5 (Continued) 
Parameter Stratum 1 Stratum 2 Stratum 3 Stratum 4 Population 
^40 .128285x10^2 .1164 84x10^2 .317903x10^1 .591340x10^1 
^31 .484368x10^2 .100643x10^3 .225335x10^2 .179443x10^2 
^22 .224713x10^3 . 885973x10^3 .186099x10^3 .168134x10^3 
B .389875x10^ .757373x10^ .677701x10^ .216161xlol 
a .34 3944x10^ .563332x10^ -.474660x10^ .636626x10* 
Table 4.6. Parameter values: (Xg,Yg) 
Parameter Stratum 1 Stratum 2 Stratum 3 Stratum 4 Population 
X 
y 
R 
r 
.183109x10* 
.120285x10* 
.656905x10° 
.658616x10° 
.174675x10* 
.121995x10* 
.698411x10° 
.69762 7x10° 
.163683x10* 
. 857500xl03 
.523877x10° 
.512270x10° 
.186478x10* 
.112757x10* 
.604665x10° 
. 610907x10° 
.176471x10* 
. 1080 36x10* 
.612202x10° 
.60 8656x10° 
^xy 
'^rx 
.9 30 4 31x10° 
.207189x10"^ 
.898717x10° 
.105978x10"^ 
.908378x10° 
.112519x10° 
. 807551x10° 
-.778458x10"! 
.840316x10° 
'r' 
.104496x10° .108845x10° .241129x10° .150436x10° 
a 
rx 
.313286x10^ .136871x10^ .189990X102 -.116408xl02 
Table 4.6 (Continued) 
Parameter Stratum 1 Stratum 2 Stratum 3 Stratum 4 Population 
' 2 0  
.218799x10' 153241x10 .118238x10 148643x10 
"11 
02 
,1370 75x10' 
,991986x10-
115336x10 
,107476x10 
,937140x10-
.900152x10-
,651652x10-
4380 72x10-
'30 
'21 
U 12 
'40 
'31 
y 22 
6195 59x10' 
,372736x10' 
,2096 39x10 
12 82 85x10 
, 802344x10 
,518366x10 
12 
11 
11 
420993x10' 
,468459x10' 
,514582x10 
116484x10 
,102224x10 
,914531x10 
12 
12 
11 
.152496x10' 
.133951x10 
.148175x10' 
.31790 3x10 
.247338x10 
.213748x10 
.205466x10 
.230889x10 
-.185906x10 
11 
11 
11 
.591340x10 
.251083x10 
11 
11 
.125900x10 11 
M CTl (jO 
626490x10 752648x10 .79 2583x10 0 .438399x10 0 
a ,556937x10" -.947392x10' -.439827x10 .310049x10 
Table 4.7. Parameter values: (X^,Y^) 
Parameter Stratum 1 Stratum 2 
X .155323x10^ .130280x10 
Y .100228x10® .5880 39x10^ 
R .645287x10^ .451365x10^ 
r .636 813x10^ .458480x10^ 
"^ xy 
Prx 
.899917x10° .758821x10° 
.602071x10"^ -.902929x10" 
a 2 
r 
.288782x10^ .116057x10 4 
"^rx 
.131620x10^ -.926910x10^ 
^20 .165492x10® .908019x10^ 
^11 .128566x10^ .316777x10^ 
^02 .123331x10^0 .191925x10^ 
U 30 
"21 
y 12 
.354976x10 
.313328x10 
,237963x10 
10 
12 
.249049x10 
.132408x10 
,696416x10 
10 
11 
Stratum 3 Stratum 4 Population 
142140x10^ .157267x10^ .146819x10^ 
642 852x10^ .741238x10^ .735 848x10^ 
452267x10^ .471322x10^ .501194x10^ 
444067x10^ . 463619x10^ .493394x10^ 
844238x10° . 82 7906x10° . 79 69 31x10° 
788099x10"^ .617420x10"^ 
259350x10^ .238515x10^ 
11654 3x10 .121144x10^ 
84 3191x10^ .161409x10® 
569788x10^ . 899042x10^ 
540220x10^ , 730581x10^ 
12 89 70x10® .117093x10® 
113327x10^° .242667x10® 
109471x10^2 .2 83090x10^^ 
Table 4.7 (Continued) 
Parameter Stratum 1 Stratum 2 Stratum 3 Stratum 4 Population 
^40 .749508x10^1 .437395xlo!! .177076xl0!! .567009x10!! 
^31 .598940x10^3 .181366xlo!3 .123102X10!3 .29272 7xlo!3 
^22 .497732x10^5 .78742 3x10 .9 80 310x10 .183324xlo!5 
e .776874x10^ .348866x10^ .675 752x10^ .556994x10^ 
a -.204384x10^ .1335 36x10^ -.317662x10^ -.134734x10^ 
Table 4.8. Parameter values: (Xg,Yg) 
Parameter Stratum 1 Stratum 2 Stratum 3 Stratum 4 Population 
X 
y 
R 
r 
.438816x10^ 
.124785x10^ 
.284369x10"! 
.282565x10"! 
.800196x10^ 
.230050x10* 
.287492x10"! 
.285690x10"! 
.307090x10^ 
.850900x10^ 
.2770 84x10"! 
.271746x10"! 
.260722x10^ 
.659607x10^ 
.252991x10"! 
.259670x10"! 
.421535x10^ 
.117384x10* 
.278469x10"! 
.273443x10"! 
'^ xy 
'^ rx 
.987295x10° 
.515576x10"! 
.742903x10"* 
.989781x10° 
.607119x10"! 
.751155x10"* 
.958657x10° 
.117583x10° 
.312507x10"^ 
.939954x10° 
-.482 395x10"! 
.599015x10"^ 
.988203x10° 
'^ rx 
.791253x10^ .144200x10^ .163906x10^ -.174134x10^ 
Table 4.8 (Continued) 
Parameter  Stratum 1  Stratum 2 Stratum 3 Stratum 4 Populat ion 
y 20 
'11 
02 
.  317038x10" 
.937780x10 
,284574x10 
751023x10" 
225508x10'  
,691181x10 
.621792x10'  
.222213x10 
864110x10" 
.217532x10" 
.504254x10 
.132 301x10 
30 
'21 
y 12 
.  7852 87x10 
311024x10 
.121522x10 
12 
11 
10 
.215242x10^4 - .721076x10 11 
625622x10 
180607x10 
12 
11 
- .214305x10 
.937826x10 
- .604056x10 
- .189441x10 
12 
11 
- .445780x10" 
y 40 
'31 
'2 2 
.246066x10 
.  7415 8  8x10 
,225195x10 
18 
16 
15 
,199692x10 19 
,593509x10 
.177016x10 
17 
16 
729 789x10 
.261153x10 
.974378x10 
16 
15 
13 
.103886x10 
.257322x10 
,6586 32x10 
18 
16 
14 
3 
a 
.29579 3x10 -1 
.501329x10'  
300267x10 -1 
- .102230x10 
.  357376x10 
—.246568x10 
.231807x10 
.552329x10 
Table 4.9. Parameter values: (Xg,Yg) 
Parameter  Stratum 1  Stratum 2 
X .162085x10^ .150160x10^ 
y .430338x10'^ .400535x10* 
R .265500x10^ .266738x10^ 
r  .266054x10^ .264902x10^ 
xy 
rx  
.811241x10° .657050x10° 
- .874695x10"^ .264271x10"!  
2  
r  
.592013x10^ .901108x10^ 
rx 
- .89  8922x10^ .275710x10^ 
20 .178401x10® .120789x10® 
Ï1  .517021x10® .  319631x10® 
02 .227676x10^ .195916x10^ 
'so 
.435758x10® .388312x10® 
'21 .213555x10^ .146875x10® 
' l2  .103152x10^° - .551166x10® 
Stratum 3 Stratum 4 Populat ion 
143706x10* .16785 7x10* .155739x10* 
364610x10* .4332 89x10* .405234x10* 
253718x10^ .258129x10^ .260200x10^ 
253771x10^ .262412x10^ .261069x10^ 
727064x10° .491872x10° .684898x10° 
9  89233x10"^ - .563390x10"!  
6462 30x10^ .125771x10^ 
76905 3x10°  - .718944x10^ 
9 35249x10^ .129476x10® 
219455x10® .227260x10® 
974132x10® .164873x10^ 
12 4 72 3x10® .950354x10^ 
208925x10^ .  329674x10® 
19 7012x10® .338232x10^ 
Table 4.9 (Continued) 
Parameter  Stratum 1  Stratum 2 Stratum 3 Stratum 4 Populat ion 
.833469x10^1 .823921x10^^ .216273x10^^ .406 845x10^^ 
.255990x10^2 .148603x10^^ .404625x10^ .864204x10^ 
.101591x10^3 .317450x10^2 .109241x10^2 .407314x10^2 
B .289807x10^ .264617x10^ .234648x10^ .175522x10^ 
a  - .393989x10^ .  318552xlo2 .274041x10^ .119519x10^ 
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Combined estimators: 
:  _ 
Classical: = — ^ = «A 
L W. X 1 n. 
s. s. ^ 
Modified: = RcCl + % " gr' " =^' 
'  '  ''"i 
nnbiassd ratio-type: y^' = Y,t+?st'V^st' + [ "i^<S7 " ^ >=irx 
Lahiri: y^^ = 
In addition, we consider the "y-only" unbiased estimator 
of y^j, given by 
^st = I Vni • 
We start with the rather small total sample size n=10 
allocated as 0^=2, 0^=2, 0^=3, n^=3. Since w^=21/99, 
W2=20/99, w2=30/99 and w^=2 8/99, the above allocation is 
nearly proportionate to the relative sizes of the strata. 
For computational expediency, we limit the discussion on 
the classical ratio estimators y_ and y of y and 
_ i si 
y^, respectively. Our primary concern at the moment is to 
have exact information about the magnitude of the biases in 
y and y_ as well as to study the accuracy of MSE and/or 
i s 
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variance approximations in such a small sample. 
^i In each stratum, all the ( ) samples were generated 
"i 
and E(R ) and Var(R ) were computed, from which E (y ) 
^i ^i 1 
and Var(y ) were obtained. The values of the bias and 
^i 
relative bias, 
Bias (y ) = E(y )-y (4.1) 
Ri R. N. 
E(y )-yj^ 
Relative Bias (y^ ) = — (4.2) 
'  ^Ni 
for stratum i, and 
^"='yRs' = ^'^Rs'-^N (4.3) 
E(y )-y 
Relative Biasfy^^) = ^ (4.4) 
for the population, are given in Table 4.10. 
Certainly one may consider the strata as small popu­
lations (N^=21, N2=20, N2=30, N^=28) , from which extremely 
small samples (n^=n2=2, ng=n^=3) are taken. We see from 
Table 4.10 that fifteen out of the thirty-six biases for 
the strata are negative. What is remarkable, however, is 
the fact that the biases are relatively very small in 
magnitude. Of the thirty-six relative bias values for the 
strata, for example, only three reached .01 (or one percent 
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of the mean) in absolute value. In the case of the strati­
fied population, the highest absolute vr.lue of the relative 
bias in is .0040 8, or a mere .40 8 percent of the true 
mean, y^. Thus, although attempts to generalize from such 
limited data that we have may be dangerous, the thought 
can hardly escape notice: that the statistical literature 
probably assigns more importance to the problem of bias 
in ratio-type estimators than there really should be. 
We may note at this point that the figures in Table 
4.10 and the rest of the tables to follow pertain to ratio-
type estimators of the mean y^, although logically, we 
should be estimating instead the ratio of means in 
the case of the variables , (X^,y^) and (Xg,Yg) . 
However, this fact should not have any effect on the argu­
ments and conclusions reached since both types of estimators 
give the same relative biases and relative MSB's. 
In Table 4.11, we have the values for the exact variance, 
the first order approximation to the variance and the rela­
tive difference between these two quantities, given by 
Var(yp ) = Var(R )x ^ (4.5) 
^i '^i 
Var(y^ )-Var^(y^ ) 
Rel. Difference = ^ — (4.7) 
VarCy^ ) 
Table  4 .10 Exact  bias  and re lat ive  bias  in  Y^,  by s trata  and populat ion 
Variables  Stratum 1  n^=2 
Stratum 2 
n2=2 
Stratum 3 
*3=3 
Stratum 4 
^4-3 
Strat i f ied 
Populat ion 
n=10 
377.00^ ,  
0 .00 30 8  
5 .00 
0 .00004 
-265 .  30 
-0 .00 346 
244.80 
0 .00245 
69.686 
0 .0006 8 
-65.60 
-0 .00191 
119.40 
0 .00387 
68.70 
0 .00364 
70.10 
0  .00282 
50.850 
0 .00193 
(Xj.Ys) 2668.00 0 .00703 
918.00 
0 .00264 
1227.00 
0 .00381 
958.00 
0  .00291 
1 ,394.161 
0 .0040 8 
«4.Y4) 0 .593 0 .00095 
-0 .819 
-0 .00163 
5 .062 
0 .00694 
-3 .025 
-0  .00338 
0 .63871 
0 .00090 
105 .90  
0 .01001 
21.10 
0 .00152 
-65.41 
-0  .01030 
86.10 
0 .00 82 8  
31.256 
0 .00315 
«6-^6'  
1 .63 
0 .00135 
-1 .34 
-0 .00109 
-6  .061 
-0  .00706 
3 .97 
0  .00  352 
-0 .6387 
-0 .00059 
(X,,ï,) -648.00 
-0 .00646 
386.80 
0 .00657 
-400 .90 
-0 .00623 
-306 .  70 
-0 .00413 
-267.541 
-0 .00 36 3  
-3 .80 
-0  .00304 
-6 .29 
-0 .00273 
-5 .159 
—0.00606 
6  .634 
0 .01005 
-1 .76 3 8  
-0 .00150 
(Xg'Ygl -5  .15 
-0  .00119 
-6 .71 
-0  .00167 
2  .69 
0  .00073 
20 .66 
0  .00476 
4 .2104 
0 .00103 
^Bi  as .  
^Relative bias. 
Table 4.11. Exact Var(y ), first order approximation to Var(y^) and relative 
difference, By strata and population 
Variables  Stratum 1  n^=2 
Stratum 2 
n2=2 
Stratum. 3  
*3=3 
Stratum 4 
*4=3 
Populat ion 
n=10 
(x^,Y^) 
.374739x10 
.361516x10° J  
.352 85 8x10-1 
.509608x10.  
.483742x10 
.507566x10 -1 
.442864x10.  
.452294x10 
- .212932x10 -1 
,241092x10,  
.235623x10 
,226842x10 -1 
,422928x10,  
412421x10 
,24 84 34x10 -1 
.351768x10.  
.357541x10 
- .164113x10 -1 
.209077x10,  
.202805x10 
.299985x10 -1 
.547452x10,  
.556982x10 
- .174079x10 -1 
,909613x10,  
,907091x10 
,277260x10 -2 
.  3666 38x10,  
.  367352x10 
- .194742x10 -2 
.  757135x10-
.675117x10 
.10 8326x10 0 
.  36870 3x10;  
.350007x10 
.507074x10 -1 
.  325274x10;  
.296249x10" 
.892324x10 
,2  81657x10;  
,268318x10 
,473590x10 -1 
,101513x101 
,9  332 88x10 
.806 300x10 -1 
(Xj,?*) 
.632586x10,  
.661014x10'  
.44939 3x10 -1 
.260 300x10 
.253967x10'  
.243296x10 -1 
.  416576x10^ 
.410 844x10 
.137597x10" 
342208x10 
3312 81x10 
319 300x10 -1 
104713x10,  
104334x10 
361941x10 -2 
(Xs'Ys) 
.233884x10.  
.22172 7x10 
.519787x10 -1 
.165110x10.  
.162758x10 
.142450x10 -1 
.13765 8x10'  
, 138538x10 
,639265x10 —2 
,282578x10.  
.278583x10 
,141376x10 -1 
.525064x10,  
.516252x10 
.  167827x10 -1 
Populat ion values  are  for  separate  est imator,  y  
^Exact  variance.  
Rs ' 
'F irst  order approximation.  
Relat ive  di f ference 
Table 4.11 (Continued) 
Variables  Stratum 1  
*1=2  
Stratum 2 Stratum 3 
*3=3 
Stratum 4 
^4=3 
Populat ion 
n=10 
(^6  '^6)  
.724912x10^ 
.642419x10* 
.113797x10 
.908792x10* 
.100038x10^ 
- .100403x10 
.741326x10* 
.  753400x10*,  
- .162870x10 
.598135x10* 
.597158x10% 
.163341x10 
.185626x10* 
.186684x10 -
- .569963x10 
(X7 , Y ^ )  
. 142918x10g  
.125005x10% 
.125337x10 
.4  5819 8x10® 
.4  30 82 8x10*.  
.597340x10 
.597773x10® 
.612305x10° 
- .243102x10 
.730509x10® 
.745884x10 
- .210469x10 •*-
.196 331x10® 
.189 720x10° 
.336727x10 ^ 
'?8)  
.  355535x10a  
.360947x10 
- .152221x10 
.91789 8x10^ 
.723749x10* 
.211515x10^ 
.341390x101 
.341560x10* 
- .497964x10 
.584136xlof  
.505785x10* 
.134131x10 
.131532xlo1 
.117602x10* 
.105905x10" 
(Xg  'Yg)  
.359158x10^ 
.  374746x10° 
- .436799x10 
.517918x10^ 
-527406x10° 
- .183195x10 ^ 
. 142846x10g  
.143506x10° .  
- .462036x10" 
.407569x10^ 
.413083x10° 
- .133381x10 ^ 
.830165x10^ 
.846078x10^ 
- .191684x10"-^ 
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respectively. For the population, we have 
(4.10) 
(4.9) 
(4.8) 
It is seen from Table 4.11 that the relative difference 
(4.7) is predominantly positive, i.e., more often than not, 
Var, (y„ ) underestimates Var(y ). Moreover, the dis-
i i 
crepancy is often serious. Of the thirty-six relative 
differences for the strata, for example, eleven have abso­
lute values exceeding .05 and six of these exceed .10. Note 
that a relative difference equal to .10 means that as much 
as ten percent of Var(y^ ) is unaccounted for by Var^^ (y^ ). 
The amount of underestimation can be considerable even in 
the case of the stratified population. The relative difference 
values for the variables and (Xg,Yg) are 
.0 806 and .1059, respectively. 
mate Var(y^) when the sample size is rather small. On 
taking samples of size n=4 from three small populations 
each of size N=20, the above author noticed even more serious 
Table 4.11. Smith [31] later commented that Koop's results 
1 1 
Koop [12] warned against using Var^(y^) to approxi-
discrepancies between Var (y^) and Var^ (y^) than we have in 
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are probably not too realistic since the ratio estimator 
y^ is not appropriate to use in some of the populations 
considered by the latter author. Nevertheless, the results 
in Table 4.11 seem to indicate that, at least when sample 
sizes are small, the problem of underestimation on the part 
of Var, (y„) still is of considerable importance. i. K 
since y^ and y^^ are biased, it is more appropriate, 
especially for purposes of comparison with other estimators, 
to regard Var^(y^ ) and Var^(y^g) as first order 
approximations to MSE(y^ ) and MGEfy^g), respectively, 
i 
where 
MSE(y ) = Var(y ) + {Bias (y )}^ 
Ri R^ 
and 
MSE(yj^g) = Var(yj^g) + {Bias (y^^g) . 
For the relative difference 
MSE(y^ )-Var^(y^g) 
, (4.11) 
MSECYJ,^) 
we obtain the following values for ,...,(Xg,Yg), 
respectively; .02596, .00506, .09788, .00400, .01860, -.00547, 
.03717, .10801 and -.01895. We see that there is no 
appreciable difference between the values of (4.10) and 
(4.11), because the bias in y^g is very small for all the 
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nine pairs of variables. Hence for small samples, 
Var^(yj^g) may underestimate MSE(y^^) considerably also. 
To terms of 0(n^ we have, from (3.9a), 
MSE|(y^) = varj(y^) + Z , (ac^ ,-Cj^,^ ) 
1  n ^  1  1 1 1  
+ 3e^^(3CjD^ ) 
, , "A/i, , 
The value of the relative difference 
MSE(y^ )-MSE*(y^g) 
Ë (4.12) 
MSE(yRs) 
for (X^,Y^),...,(Xg,Yg), respectively, are .03195, .03792, 
.02905, .01377, .01159, .01430, .01619, .05004, and .01742. 
Note that these values are all positive, which seems to 
indicate that MSB* (y^ ) tends to underestimate MSE(y^g). 
s 
By comparing the above values and those of (4.11), we 
see that there is no guarantee that MSE*(y ) will actually 
be closer to MSB(y^g) than Var^ is. However, the nine 
values of (4.12) are much closer to one another than those of 
(4.11), hence MSE*(y^g) seems to be a more stable approxi­
mation to MSE(y^g). 
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In view of the above results, it is perhaps a wise 
policy in practice to use MlSE^fy^g) instead of Var^ 
as an approximation to MSB(y^g) especially when the sample 
size n is rather small. 
Because of the extremely large number of possible 
sangles, a similar exact study of the bias and MSB 
of the combined ratio estimator y^^=R^x^ is impracticable 
even with the help of modern day computers. Theoretically, 
however, y^^ should have less bias than y^^, and, more 
importantly, the MSB expansion of the former converges 
faster than that of the latter. Hence there is less danger 
of grossly underestimating MSB (y^^) . 
From this point on, the following assumptions (a) and 
(b) will be in effect: 
(a) The parameter values given in Tables 4.1-4.9 
actually describe a very large stratified population in which 
w^=21/99, W2=20/99, W2=30/99 and w^=28/99 , and each of the 
finite population coefficients 6, , 0. , 6_ and 0. defined 
i i i i 
in (3.10a)-(3.10b) is assumed to be equal to one for all 
strata. 
(b) The sample allocation is proportional to the relative 
sizes of the strata; i.e., n^=nvi^, for each i. The first 
assumption is partly for computational expediency and also 
so that we can assign large sample sizes, which in turn 
enables us to study the large sample properties of the MSB's 
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of the ratio-type estimators under consideration. With 
assumption (b) we need to specify the total sample size n 
only. 
For brevity, we refer to MSB's and variances as MSB's 
in general. We use six values for the total sample size 
n, namely 20, 30, 40, 60, 80 and 160, The MSB's to 
0 (n of the eight ratio-type estimators under study and 
— 1 2 Var(y .) = — Z w.a. are given in Tables 4.12-4.20 for 
Su i ly 
(Xi,Yi),..., (X9 ,Yg) respectively. Note that in all cases 
the ratio-type estimators have considerably smaller MSB's 
compared to the y-only estimator, Thus there is no 
doubt that for the nine pairs of variables considered here, 
ratio-type estimators should be preferred to the y-only 
estimator. 
On the basis of the MSB's to 0(n in Tables 4.12-
4.20, we rank the eight ratio-type estimators in the order 
of increasing MSB's, as follows: 
?LS' yRs' 5ms' ^Lc, ^RC'  ^c'' to n=80 
/Yg'/ '  n=160 
»2'?2)= 5ls' ^Lo' ^Eo' ÏMC' ?c'' n=20 to n=160 
«3,13): Yls, 7^0' ^ Lo' ÏRc' ?RS' yo''?s''' "=2° "=40 
?RS, ÏRo' '  to n=160 
Table 4.12. MSE's to 0(n assuming large stratum sizes and with proportional 
allocation: 
n 
Est imator 
20 30 40 60 80 160 
Separate:  
_Rs 
Ms B 
S 
.224038x10 '  .148701x10 .111279x10 .740214x10 .554543x10 ,276809x10 
,224886x10 149077x10 .111490x10 .741156x10 .555073x10 .276941x10 
332446x10 .194414x10 .136755x10 .855685x10 .621870x10 .296655x10* 
.221077x10 ,147176x10 .110421x10 736403x10 .552400x10 .276273x10 
Combined:  
ÏRC 
-^Lc 
y-only:  
^st 
244548x10 162977x10 ,122212x10 .814613x10 .610909x10 305416x10 
.245365x10 '  163340x10 '  .122416x10 '  .  815522x10 .611420x10 .  305543x10 
.273274x10 .176003x10 .129756x10 850350x10 .632322x10 312121x10 
,244302x10 .162685x10 
461140x10® .307426x10® 
,122048x10 .813882x10° .610497x10 .  305313x10 
230570x10 153713x10® .115285x10® .576425x10 
Table 4.13. MSE's to 0(n 2) 
al locat ion:(Xg/Yg)  
assuming large stratum sizes and with proportional 
20 30 40 60 80 160 
Estimator 
Separate:  
^Rs 
^Ms 
Combined:  
Yx Rc 
Mc y 
y. 
•^Lc 
y-only:  
^st 
193767x10^ .128749x10^ .964006x10^ .641597x10^ .480795x10^ .240095x10" 
197213x10° .130280x10" .972620x10" ,645425x10 .482948x10^ .240633x10" 
341804x10° .190381x10 .130344x10 .792095x10 .566799x10"^ .263836x10" 
189617x10^ .126904x10G .953631x10'  
.200170x10° .133541x10 .100191x10 
636986x10 .478201x10" 
66 8176x10 .501221x10" 
,239447x10" 
,250677x10" 
,2019 71x10°  .134 341x10" 100641x10 670177x10 .502346x10 .250958x10" 
,232115x10° .147709x10 .108242x10 .  705061x10" 522683x10 .256812x10" 
,199665x10 .133316x10 .100064x10 .667615x10 .500905x10 .250598x10 
,431942x10^ .287961x10? .215971x10? .143980x10? .107985x10? .539928x10® 
Table 4.14. MSB's to 0 (n assuming large stratum sizes and with proportional 
allocation: 
20 30 40 60 80 160 
Estimator 
-Separate  :  
^Rs 
^Ms 
•'LS 
Combined:  
^Mc 
^Lc 
y-only:  
^'st 
8 , 8  8 8 , 8  
.521453x10" .341302x10 .253601x10" .167484x10" .125019x10" .620644x10 
8 8 8 8 499814x10" .331684x10 .248191x10 .165080x10° .123667x10 .617263x10 
8 . 8  , 8  8 , 8  709887x10 .421228x10 .298699x10 .188510x10" .137619x10" .661117x10 
, 8  8 8 501405x10 .332391x10 .248589x10" .165256x10 8 123766x10® .617512x10 
506826x10 
, 502779x10 
8 8 8 336629x10 .252001x10 .167687x10 .125648x10 
8 8 8 
,8 
, 8  
627358x10 
334831x10 .250990x10 .167238x10 .125395x10 .626725x10 
8 8 8 
.560848x10" .363973x10 .269391x10" .177252x10 
.50 3061x10 8 8 , 8  
® 132074x10® .653957x10 
8 ,„8 334956x10" .251060x10" .167269x10" .125412x10" .626769x10 
.239905x10" ,159937x10^ .119952x10^ 799686x10® .599764x10® .299 882x10 
Table 4.15. MSE's to 
allocation: 
0(n-2) 
(X4 ,^4 ) 
assuming large stratum sizes and with proportional 
20 30 40 60 80 160 
Estimator 
Separate:  
_Rs 
[ms 
^Ls 
Combined:  
^Rc 
^Mc 
^Lc 
y-only  
y St 
558489x10^ .371355x10^ .278152x10 ,185192x10 .138803x10^ .693332x10'  
.560841x10- '  .372400x10 ,278740x10^ .185453x10 .138950x10 .693700x10'  
,738256x10^ .447661x10 .320930x10 .204786x10 .150333x10^ .728289x10'  
,552890x10^ .368866x10^ .276752x10^ .184570x10^ .138453x10^ .692457x10'  
.5915 75x10 394403x10^ .295810x10^ .197212x10^ .147911x10 .739570x10'  
.593233x10^ .395140x10 .296225x10^ .197396x10 .148014x10 .  739829x10'  
631760x10^ .411949x10 305621x10^ .201565x10 .150367x10^ .745856x10'  
.590831x10 .394073x10 .295624x10 .197129x10 .147864x10 .739453x10 
, 173209x10^ .115472x10^ .866046x10^ .577364x10^ .433023x10^ .216511x10  ^  
Table 4.16. MSB's to 0(n-2) 
al locat ion:  (Xg,Yg)  
assuming large stratum sizes and with proportional 
n 
Est imator 
20 30 40 60 80 160 
Separate  :  
_Rs 
[Ms 
T  '  
_s  
^Ls 
Combined:  
yRc 
•Mc 
•Lc 
y-only 
y, 
St 
.2  83391x10 188061x10° .140721x10 .935976x10 .701170x10 .  349976x10" 
,282566x10° .187695x10° .140515x10° .935060x10 :  700655x10" 349 84 7x10" 
.367554x10° .223654x10° .160620x10° .102672x10° .754388x10^ .365951x10" 
,279781x10° .186457x10° .139818x10 .931966x10" 698914x10^ .  349412x10" 
,271861x10 .181213x10° .135900x10 .905935x10 .679426x10 .  339694x10" 
.272429x10® .181466x10® .136042x10® .906566x10^ .679781x10^ .  339783x10" 
,290579x10® .189 359x10® .140440x10® .925966x10^ .690666x10^ .  342509x10" 
.271450x10® .181031x10® .135797x10® .905478x10^ .679168x10^ .339630x10" 
.447745x10 298497x10® .223872x10® ,149248x10® .111936x10® .559682x10^ 
Table  4 .17.  MSB's  to  0(n~^)  assuming large stratum s izes  and with proport ional  
/V V \ al locat ion:  (Xg,Yg)  
20 30 40 60 80 16 0 
Estimator 
Separate:  
ÏRS 
^Ms 
•Ls 
.996348x10 .664643x10 .498636x10 .332527x10 .249433x10 .124745x10 
.100927x10^ .670387x10^ .501867x10^ .333962x10^ .250241x10^ .124947x10 
.129944x10* .793025x10^ .570415x10^ .365219x10^ .268569x10^ .130448x10 
.991669x10^ .662563x10^ .497466x10^ .332006x10^ .249141x10^ .124672x10 
Combined:  
_Rc 
[mc 
ïc' 
^Lc 
.953325x10^ .636328x10.477538x10 .318554x10^ .238988x10 .119549x10 
.959229x10^ .638953x10^ .479014x10 
,102405x10^ .667494x10 ,495111x10 
.95 3871x10 636571x10^ .4776 75x10 
319210x10 .239357x10 .119641x10 
326474x10 .243525x10^ .120775x10 
318614x10^ .239022x10^ .119557x10 
y-only: 
^st .412109x10* .274739x10* .206054x10* .137369x10* .103027x10* .515136x10^ 
Table 4.18. MSE • s to 
allocation: 
0(n-2) assuming large stratum siiies and with proportional 
n 
20 30 40 60 80 160 
Estimator 
Separate:  
•MS 
•Ls 
.103260x10® .683754x10 
.102466x10® .680221x10? .509084x10 
8 
,5110 71x10'  .339551x10 '  
.33866 8x10'  
7  
,254227x10 126786x10 
.253730x10'  .126662x10 
.140044x10° .836859x10 .595554x10 .377228x10 .275891x10'  .132907x10 
.101460x10® .675753x10 .506570x10 .  337551x10 .253102x10 .126505x10 
Combined:  
Erc 
^Mc 
•Le 
,109 346x10'  72 8606x10 .546316x10'  .364118x10'  .273054x10'  .136501x10'  
109518x10" .729370x10'  .546745x10? .364309x10? .273161x10? .136528x10'  
117975x10® .768650x10? .570042x10? .375826x10? .280319x10? .139010x10 
8 
109083x10® .727436x10? .545658x10 363826x10'  .272889x10 ,136460x10 
y-only: 
^st 335358x10® .223572x10® .167679x10® .111786x10® .838397x10? .419198x10? 
Table 4.19 MSE's to 
allocation: 
0 (n"2) 
(Xg'Yg) 
assuming large stratum sizes and with proportional 
Estimator 
20 30 40 60 80 160 
Separate:  
^Rs 
^Ms 
Ls 
.677755x10-^ .441985x10" 327795x10^ .216067x10"'  .161127x10^ .798709x10'  
.657929x10^ .433174x10^ .322838x10^ .213864x10^ .159888x10^ .795611x10 
.137806x10^ .733633x10^ .488623x10^ .287631x10^ .202183x10^ .913708x10'  
.642895x10^ .426492x10^ .319080x10^ .212194x10^ .158948x10^ .793262x10'  
Combined:  
^Rc 
^Mc 
•Lc 
,726109x10- '  .481357%10^ .360030x10"'  .239321x10 ,179236x10^ .894272x10'  
720037x10 .478658x10 .358481x10 .238646x10 .178856x10^ .893323x10'  
,963271x10^ .589481x10^ .422838x10^ .269231x10^ .197224x10^ .951151x10'  
.716859x10^ .477246x10^ .357687x10^ .238293x10^ .178658x10^ .892827x10'  
y-only:  
y 
st ,131800x10- 878668x10* .659001x10'^ 439334x10^ .329500x10* .164750x10* 
Table 4.20. MSB's to 0(n ^) assuming large stratum sizes and with proportional 
allocation: (Xg,Yg) 
n 
Est imator 
20 30 40 60 80 160 
Separate:  
YT 
R s  
[Ms 
is' 
^Ls 
,451125x10^ .301715x10^ .226648x10^ .151340x10^ ,113596x10^ .568658x10^ 
,460484x10^ .305875x10^ .228988x10^ .152380x10^ .114180x10^ .570120x10^ 
,595188x10^ .361037x10^ .258942x10^ .165329x10^ .121410x10^ .588510x10^ 
,450757x10^ .301552x10^ .226556x10^ .151299x10^ .113573x10^ .568601x10^ 
Combined:  
^Rc 
^Mc 
•Lc 
,455771x10^ .304136x10^ .228211x10^ .152213x10^ .114186x10^ .571137x10^ 
,458278x10^ .305251x10^ .228837x10^ .152491x10^ .114343x10^ .571529x10^ 
,486341x10^ .317481x10^ .235673x10^ .155525x10^ .116056x10^ .575927x10^ 
.455815x10^ .304156x10^ .228222x10^ .152218x10^ .114189x10^ .571144x10^ 
y-only: 
^st ,820120x10^ .546747x10^ .410060x10'  .273373x10" 205030x10^ .102515x10^ 
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ÏLS' ^Es' ?Lc' ^Ro' ^Md' ^o'' to n=60 
(X5.Ï5): YLC YRc' Ywc' ^ Ls' 
'  '  ^ Ms 
'  '  ^Ls' ^Ms 
(Xg-ïg): ÏRc' ^Lc:' 5'MO' S'LS' ^Es' 1'MS 
-' '  ^Ms 
'  '  ^Ls' ^Ms 
«7'^7>= 5-1,3, ^Ms' ?ES' ^Lo' yRo' ^Mo 
"8'^8'= Hs' ÏMs' hs' ïls' %o' yRo 
(Xg.ïgji ÏLS' ^RS' ^Eo' ^LC' %=' ^MS 
Yc' 
•Rs 
'Rs 
^c' 
"^Rs 
'Rs 
^s' 
^c' 
^s' 
y=' 
; n=80 to n=160 
; n=20 to n=30 
; n=40 
; n=60 to n=160 
; n=20 to n=30 
; n=40 
; n=60 to n=160 
; n=20 to n=60 
; n=80 to n=160 
; n=20 to n=80 
; n=160 
Yg '  ; n=20 to n=40 
J  ^ M c '  y Ms'" -^Mc'  ; n=60 to n=160 
The unbiased estimator tends to be most efficient; 
likewise tends to be most efficient among the combined 
estimators. This superiority, plus the fact that both 
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estimators have simple forms make the Lahiri-type estimators 
very appealing. However it should be noted that such esti­
mators have one serious drawback, namely, that in multi­
purpose surveys it may not be advisable to draw the sample 
with probability proportional to its size as measured by the 
concomitant variable X, especially if some of the variables 
of interest are not substantially correlated with X. On the 
other hand, y^^ and y^^ are certainly strong competitors 
in specialized type of surveys where all the variables of 
interest are highly positively correlated with X. 
In general, the ratio-type estimators y^' and y^' are 
less efficient than the rest of the group. When n is small, 
y^' appears to be consistently considerably more efficient 
than Yg'' as can be seen from the above ranking, Var(y^')< 
Var (y^' ) in all the nine pairs of variables whenever n<60. 
Thus, in spite of its higher variance compared to the other 
estimators, y^' may be expected to help in situations where 
n is rather small so that the biases and/or accuracy of the 
approximations to the MSB's of the other estimators are in 
question. 
The estimators y^^ and y^^ appear to have about 
the same precision, y^^ and y^^ also seem to be equally 
precise. 
Another summarization of the contents of Tables 4.12-
4.20 is given in Table 4.21. Since there are six different 
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Table 4.21. Comparative precisions of eight ratio-type 
estimators in stratified sampling 
^Rs ^Ms ^s ^Ls ^Rc ^Mc ^Lc 
- 26 54 0 39 36 46 36 Rs 
2 8 54 6 36 39 46 36 
yg '  0 0 - 0 0 0 
y^g 54 48 54 - 42 42 48 42 
y^g 15 18 54 12 - 42 54 12 
y^^ 18 15 54 12 12 - 54 
y^' 8 8 48 
18 18 , 54 12 42 48 54 
sample sizes and nine pairs of variables, there are 54 
different MSE values for each estimator. The entries in 
Table 4.21 are the number of times the MSE of the estimator 
on the leftmost column is smaller than the MSE of the esti­
mator on the topmost row. For instance, 26, 54, 0, 39, 36, 
46, 36 are the number of times (out of 54) that MSE(y^g) is 
less than the MSE of y^, y^', y^^, y„^, y^' and 7^^' 
respectively. The superiority of y^^ on the one hand, and 
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the inefficiency of y^' and y^' on the other, are evident 
from this table. 
As mentioned in Chapter III, and contrary to the usual 
opinion, it is not very unlikely that combined ratio-type 
estimators will actually be more efficient than their 
separate counterparts. This is clearly the case for 
variables (Xg,Yg) and (Xg,Yg) as seen either from the 
rankings above or from Tables 4.16 and 4.17. In fact, each 
one of the combined estimators is superior to all the separate 
estimators when n>60. Moreover, most of the difference in 
the MSB's come from differences in the terms of 0 (n ^) ; 
I.e. 
y ^ 
or 
In cases where ratio-type estimators in general are deemed 
appropriate, it is surmised with good reason [3, 34], that the 
quantity R» -p.a. /a. usually will be small, vanishing in IN ^ 1 ly IX 
fact when the relation between y^j and in the i-th 
stratum is a straight line through the origin, in such cases 
therefore, we would expect just the opposite of (4.13). 
On the other hand, we have seen in Chapter III that if we 
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consider even the situation wherein the relation between 
y. . and x. . is a straight line with intercept a.^0, then Ij Ij 1 
(4.13) can be written as 
E  ,  1  '  °  < «  •  " '  
Obviously, Inequality (4.14) is realized if the value of the 
second term on the left hand side is negative and greater 
than that of the first term in absolute value. Further, 
the likelihood of occurrence of (4.14) is increased if there 
is some tendency for (Rj^-R^ ) and to have opposite 
signs. For instance, an examination of the values of R^, 
R^_ and for (Xg,Yg) in Table 4.5 shows that (R^-R^ ) 
and indeed have opposite signs in the first three 
strata; furthermore, in the fourth stratum where the signs 
agree, the value of (R^-R^ ) is relatively smaller. 
Notice that to a lesser extent, some of the combined 
estimators in the case of also are more efficient 
than the separate ratio estimator y^^. 
In order to have an indication of the rates of convergence 
of the MSB's of y_, ,  y._ ,  y^ and their combined counter-Rs Ms Ls 
parts, we compute for every MSB, the ratio of the sum of the 
-2 -1 0(n ) terms to the sum of the 0(n ) terms. These 
ratios are given in Tables 4.22-4.30. For completeness we 
also have such ratios for Var (y^ '  ) and Var(y^') although 
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no series approximation is involved in these last two 
variances. 
We see from the above mentioned tables that the ratios 
for the combined estimators are generally lower than those 
of the separate estimators. This is in complete agreement 
to the theory that the MSB expansions (as well as the bias 
expansions) of combined-type estimators converge faster than 
those of their separate counterparts. Notice that even for 
n=20, and with the exception of course of y^' and y^', only 
two ratios had values greater than 0.01 in the case of the 
combined estimators, while some values for the separate 
estimators exceeded 0.05. Thus, the first approximation 
to the MSB of y^^, and y^^ may very well be sufficient 
even for moderate values of n. Considering further, that 
combined estimators are less subject to the risk of bias 
and do not suffer much MSB-wise in comparison to the separate 
estimators, we see that the former estimators should be 
seriously considered in favor of the latter. The cibove 
discussion assumes of course, that the stratum means 
X. ,...,x^ are known; otherwise separate ratio-type esti-
1 1 
mators are not even applicable. 
From Tables 4.22-4.30, it  can be seen clearly that in 
the case of y^' and y^', the terms of 0 (n ^) contribute 
significantly to the variances. For the variables (Xg,Yg) 
and when n=20, for example, more than half of the value of 
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Table 4.22. Ratios of sum of 0 (n and sum of 0 (n 
terms in the MSE: (X^/Y^) 
n 
20 30 40 60 80 160 
Estimator 
Separate :  
^Rs .01339 .00893 .00670 .00446 .00334 .00167 
^Ms .01723 .01149 ,00861 .00574 .00430 .00215 
.46793 .28766 .20770 .13349 .09835 .04791 
^Ls • .00211 .00141 -.00106 -.00070 -.00052 -.00026 
Combined: 
^Rc .00101 .00067 .00050 .000 34 .00025 .00012 
^Mc .00435 .00290 .00217 .00145 .00109 .00054 
.10860 .07100 .05278 .03490 .02607 .01296 
o
 1 
.00169 -.00112 .00084 -.00056 -.00042 -.00021 
Table 4.2 3. Ratios of sum of 0(n"2) and sum of 0 (n"^) 
terms in the MSE:(X^,Yg) 
Estimator 
20 30 40 60 80 160 
Separate :  
^Rs .01007 .006 72 .00503 .00336 .00252 .00125 
^Ms .02803 .01869 .01402 .00934 .00700 .00350 
^s' 
.74199 .45540 .32 858 .21106 .15547 .07570 
?LS -.01155 -.00770 -.00577 -.00385 -.00289 -.00144 
Combined: 
^RC -.00211 -.00141 -.00105 -.00070 -.00053 -.00026 
^Mc .00686 .00457 .00343 .00229 .00171 .00085 
Fo' .14979 .09753 .07237 .04776 .0 3565 .01770 
^LC -.00463 -.00 309 -.00231 -.00154 -.00116 -.00058 
19 6 
-2 -1 Table 4.2 4. Ratios of sum of 0 (n ) and sum of 0 (n ) 
terms in the MSE: 
Estimator 
20 30 40 60 80 160 
Separate; 
.05781 .03854 .02891 .01927 .01445 .00722 
^Ms .01391 .00927 .00695 .00464 .00347 .00174 
^s' 
.39623 .24273 .17498 .11231 .08269 .04024 
?LS .01724 .01143 .00857 .00572 .00428 .00214 
Combined; 
yRo .01126 .00751 .00563 .00375 .00282 .00141 
^Mc .00319 .00213 .00159 .00106 .00080 .00039 
^c' 
.08250 .05377 .03992 .02635 .01967 .00977 
?LC .00375 .00250 .00188 .00125 .00094 .00047 
Table 4.25 Ratios of sum of 0(n 
terms in the MSE;(X^, 
and ! sum of 0 (n"l) 
Estimator 
20 30 40 60 80 160 
Separate :  
!H= .00728 .00525 .00394 .00262 .00197 .00098 
^Ms .01213 .00 80 8 .00606 .00404 .00 30 3 .00151 
.30696 .18877 .136 32 .0 876 3 .06457 .03145 
CO
 1 .00222 -.00148 - .00111 - .00074 -.00055 - .00028 
Combined; 
^RC " .00016 -.00010 -.00008 -, .00005 -.00004 -.00002 
^Mc .00264 .00176 . .00132 .00088 .00066 .00033 
.06723 .04386 .03258 .02151 .01607 .00798 
^LC - .00141 -.00094 -.00070 -.00047 -.00035 -.00017 
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Table 4.26. Ratios of sum of 0(n-2) and sum of O(n-l) 
terms in the MISE:(Xg,Yg) 
Estimator 
20 30 40 60 80 160 
Separate; 
^Rs .01394 .00929 .00697 .00 464 .00348 .00174 
^Ms .01099 .00732 .00549 .00366 .00274 .00137 
^s' 
.29323 .18038 .13027 .08375 .06171 .03007 
?LS .00103 .00068 .00051 .00034 .00025 .00013 
Combined: 
^RC .00044 .00029 .00022 .00014 .00011 .00005 
^Mc .00253 .00169 .00126 .00084 .00063 .00031 
^c' 
.06918 .04511 .03350 .02212 .01652 .00 820 
.00106 -.00071 -.00053 -.00035 -.00026 -.00013 
-2 -1 Table 4.2 7. Ratios of sum of 0 (n ) and sum of 0 (n ) 
terms in the MSE:(Xg,yg) 
20 30 40 60 80 160 
Estimator 
Separate: 
-.00185 -.00123 -.00092 -.00061 -.00046 -.00023 
.01109 .00739 .00554 .00369 .00277 .00138 
y '  .28094 .17260 .12459 .08006 .05898 .02873 
_s 
^Ls - '00654 -.00436 -.00327 -.00218 -.00163 -.00082 
Combined: 
y^^ -.00366 -.00244 -.00183 -.00122 -.00092 -.00045 
y» .00250 .00167 .00125 .00083 .00062 .00031 
_Mc 
y„' .06849 .04469 .03319 .02193 .01637 .00813 
o 
^Lc -*00309 -.00206 -.00154 -.00103 -.00077 -.00038 
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Table 4.28. Ratios of sum of 0 (n and sum of 0 (n 
terms in the MSE: (X^,Yy) 
Estimator 
20 30 40 60 80 160 
Separate: 
^Rs .02069 .01379 .01379 .00689 .00517 .00258 
^Ms .012 83 .00855 .00641 .00428 .00321 .00160 
^s' 
.36260 .22465 .16203 .10405 .07663 .03731 
.00289 .00193 .00145 ,00096 .00072 .00036 
Combined: 
^Rc .00152 .00101 .00076 .00051 .00038 .00019 
^Ms .00309 .00206 .00154 .00103 .00077 .00038 
lo 
.06957 .04529 .03361 .02218 .01655 .00 822 
^LC -.00089 - .00059 • - .00044 -.00029 -.00022 • - .00011 
Table 4.29 Ratios of sum of 0 (n 
terms in the MSE:(Xg, 
and sum of 
%8) 
•—
I 
O
 
Estimator" 
20 30 40 60 80 160 
Separate :  
^RS .06998 .04665 .03499 .02332 .01749 .00875 
^Ms .03868 .025 79 .01934 .012 89 .00967 .00483 
Ys' 1 .09725 .67475 .48725 .31322 .23079 .11244 
?LS .01494 .00996 .00747 .00498 .00373 .00187 
Combined: 
^Rc .01711 .01141 .00855 .00570 .00427 .00213 
^Mc .00861 .00574 .00430 .00287 .00215 .00107 
^c' 
.31380 .20598 .15341 .10161 .07597 .03781 
"^LC .00415 .00277 .00207 .00138 .00103 .00052 
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-2 -1 Table 4.30. Ratios of sum of Q (n ) and sum of 0(n ) 
terms in the MSB:(Xg,Yg) 
Estimator 
20 30 40 60 80 160 
Separate: 
^RS .00954 -.00635 -.00477 -.00318 -.00238 -.00119 
^Ms .01101 .00734 .00550 .00367 .00275 .00137 
^s' 
.30 310 .18568 .13385 .0 8591 .06325 .03078 
?LS -.010 34 -.00689 -.00517 -.00 344 -.00258 -.00129 
Combined: 
^Rc .00285 -.00189 -.00142 -.00095 -.00071 -.00035 
^Mc .00264 .00175 .00131 .00087 .00066 .00033 
.06349 .04137 .03071 .02027 .01513 .00751 
o
 1 
.00275 -.00183 -.00137 -.00091 -.00069 -.00034 
Var(yg') comes from the 0(n terms. Hence, the use of 
the "large-sample" formulas 
w ^ 
1 1 1 ~ • 
and 2 
to approximate VarCy^') and Var(y^'), respectively, can 
lead to gross underestimation even for moderately large sample 
sizes. 
Note also from the values in Tables 4.22-4.30 that, 
except for Var (y^ '  ) and Var (y^' ),  the contribution of the 
0 (n terms to the MSB can be either positive or negative. 
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From the formulas for Var (y^ '  ) and Var(y^') given by 
(3.11a) and (3.125) ,  respectively, it  is obvious that such 
contributions are positive. 
In Table 4.31 we have the ratios 
S{0(n ^) terms} 
Z{0(n ^) terms + 0 (n ^) terms} 
for each of MSB(y^g) and MSEfy^^)- Note that no single 
ratio reaches .01 in absolute value. This seems to indicate, 
at least for the type of variables considered here and for 
n>20, that inclusion of 0(n"^) terms in the approximation 
to the MSB is hardly necessary. 
We conclude with an investigation of some attempts to 
simplify the formulas for the MSB approximations of ratio-
type estimators. If we assume that y^j and x^^ have a 
bivariate normal distribution in each stratum, ~'^12 ~ 
Vi2i_=0 and hence MSB* (y^g) and MSB* (y^^^) simplify into 
®=2*<?Rs' = J J %.'<=20.-2=ll.+=02.' 
+ 4 ? =11,"<^20.^2, 
n i l  1  1 1  1 1  1  
(^20. "^11.^ ^ (4.15) 
n i  i  i  i  
and 
® E i < y R c '  '  ^  " i  ( = 2 0  . / S 2  . 1  +  " 1 = 2 0 .  >  
+ ^ [Z w.(C * -C * )]2} (4.16) 
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Table 4.31, Ratios of Z[0(n terms] and Z[0(n and 
0 (n terms], of MSE (y^g) and MSEfy^^) 
n 
Variables 
and 
estimators 
20 30 40 60 80 160 
(Xi 
'V 
^Rs 
^Rc 
<^2 
^Rs 
^Rc 
(^3 '"3) 
^RS 
^Rc 
(X4 
'I4) 
^RS 
^Rc 
(X5 'Y5) 
yRs 
^Rc 
(^6 
yRs 
yRc 
( 'y 
^RS 
^Rc 
00 
^Rs 
^Rc 
.002027 .000905 .000510 .000227 .000128 
.000008 .000003 .000002 <10"^ <10"^ 
.008098 .003611 .002034 .000905 .000509 
.000238 .000105 .000059 .000026 .000014 
-.001368 -.000619 -.000351 -.000157 -.000089 
.000046 .000021 .000012 .000005 .000003 
-.001265 -.000563 -.000317 -.000041 -.000079 
-.000090 -.000040 -.000022 -.000010 -.000005 
-.002131 -.000951 -.000536 -.000239 -.000134 
-.000082 -.000036 -.000020 -.000009 -.000005 
.000199 .000088 .000049 .000022 .000012 
.000016 .000007 .000004 .000002 .000001 
-.002369 -.000060 -.000598 -.000266 -.000150 
-.000118 -.000052 -.000029 -.000013 -.000007 
-.008992 -.004085 -.002324 -.00104 -.000591 
-.000495 -.000221 -.000124 -.000055 -.000028 
.000032 
<10-6 
.000127 
.000003 
- . 000022  
<10-6 
-.0000199 
-.0000001 
-.000033 
-.000001 
.000003 
<10"6 
.000037 
. 000002  
.000148 
.000007 
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Table 4.31 (Continued) 
n 
Variables 
and 
estimators 
20 30 40 6 0  80 160 
(Xg,Yg): 
yRs .001421 .000629 
.000011 .000005 
.000353 .000156 .000088 .000022 
,000002 .000001 <10 -6 <10 -6 
respectively. In other words, we eliminate the third moment-
coefficients from the MSE approximations. Likewise, 
Var^(yj^g) and Var* (y^^^) can be simplified accordingly. 
Note however, that the third moment-coefficients are 
not involved in MSE^ (^^) and MSE*(y^^^) when the NL's 
are assumed to be infinite. 
Table 4.32 gives the relative differences 
{MSE* (y^^g) }-{MSE| (y^^g) assuming normality} 
and 
{MSE| (yj^^) }-{MSE* (y^^i as suming normality} 
MSE« (y^^l 
Notice that the entries in Table 4.32 are mostly negative, 
which implies that (4,15) and (4.16) overestimate MSE| (y^^^) 
and MSE| (y^^^), respectively, and that more often than not, 
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^ ^N. (^"^21. "^12. "^30 J ^ ^^^21. •'^12 ."^30 J 1  1  1 1 1  1 1 1  
are both less than zero. The discrepancy does not appear 
to be serious in the case of the combined estimator, YR^' 
On the other hand, (4.15) sometimes overestimates the second 
order approximation to MSE(y^g) by a considerable margin, 
especially when n is rather small. 
Finally, we consider simplifications of Var(y^') and 
Var(y^'). From (3.11a) and (3.125), we may write 
2 
V a r ( y ^ ' )  = E — "2^^."ixy+'iy 
2 
+ ll+Pirx ) '  
and 
^i r- 2_ 2 _ 2 
var(y^') = Ï —tr„ a.^ ."ixy+^iy 
2 
+  ( Z  — — ( 4 . 1 8 )  
i  "i 
where P^j-^ is the correlation coefficient between 
r..=y../x.. and x.. in the i-th stratum. Now, from 
^ ]  
Tables 4.1-4.9 we find that the values of pare very 
2 
close to zero; hence p. and p•„?._, i^j, are even 
J-ITX ix.A J j_ A 
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doser to zero. Thus, as approximations to (4.17) and (4.18), 
we may consider 
1 1 1  1  1  
(4.19) 
2„ 2 2„ 2 w. a. w. a. 
+ (Z -i——) (Z ———) (4.20) 
i  ^i i  '^i 
The relative differences between (4.17) and (4.19), and 
(4.18) and (4.20), are given in Table 4.33. First, note 
that by assuming that Z — and 
2 
w. a. a. p. 2 
{E ——i£_i2L_i£2i} are equal to zero, we are in fact 
i  "i 
ignoring nonnegative terms. Hence (4.19) and (4.20) under­
estimate (4.17) and (4.18), respectively. However, an 
examination of the figures in Table 4.33 shows that the dis­
crepancies between the true variances and the corresponding 
approximations are extremely small even when n is small. 
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Table 4.32. (MSE-MSE assuming normality)/MSE to 0(n ^), 
of and y^^ 
n 
Variables 
and 20 30 40 60 80 160 
estimators 
(^1:^1 ): 
y^g -.04219 -.02825 -.02124 -.01419 -.01065 -.00533 
^Rc "'01212 -.00808 -.00606 -.00404 -.00303 -.00151 
(Xg^Yg): 
^Rs "'08331 -.05572 -.014186 -.02795 -.02098 -.01050 
^Rc ••02362 -.01573 -.01179 -.00786 -.00589 -.00294 
(Xg,Y^): 
y^g .00081 .00055 .00041 .00028 .00021 .00019 
y „  - . 0 0 0 0 1  < - . 0 0 0 0 1  < - . 0 0 0 0 1  < - . 0 0 0 0 1  < - . 0 0 0 0 1  < - . 0 0 0 0 1  RC 
y^g -.03172 -.02120 -.01592 -.01063 -.00797 -.00399 
^Rc "'00817 -.00544 -.00408 -.00272 -.00204 -.00102 
y^g -.02263 -.01516 -.01139 -.00761 -.00571 -.00286 
^Rc "'00729 -.00486 -.00364 -.00243 -.00182 -.00091 
(Xg^Yg): 
yRs -.03828 -.02551 -.01912 -.01274 -.00955 -.00478 
y^^ -.01127 -.00750 -.00562 -.00374 -.00281 -.00140 
(X^,Y^): 
y^g -.02189 -.01469 -.01106 -.00739 -.00556 -.00278 
y^c -•00836 -.00558 -.00418 -.00279 -.00209 -.00104 
^Rs "'05018 -.03420 -.02594 -.01749 -.01374 -.00665 
^Rc "'00912 -.00611 -.00460 -.00307 -.00231 -.00115 
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Table 4.32 (Continued) 
n 
Variables 
and 20 30 40 60 80 160 
estimators 
(XgfYg): 
-.04367 -.02902 -.02173 -.01446 -.01083 -.00541 
-.01083 -.00721 -.00541 -.00360 -.00270 -.00135 
Table 4,33. (Variance-Variance assuming p. =0)/Variance, of 
y • ana 7 • 
n 
Variables 
and 20 
estimators 
30 40 6 0  80 160 
(X^,ï^) 
(Xj.ïj) 
^c' 
y/ 
?o' 
(X^,Ï4): 
(Xj.Yj) 
l \ ' V  
Y.' 
.00198 .00139 .00107 .00074 .00056 .00029 
.00008 .00005 .00003 .00002 .00002 .00001 
.00141 
.00018 
.00301 
.00072 
.00141 
.00004 
.00103 
.00012 
. 0 0 2 0 6  
.00048 
.00097 
. 00002  
.00081 
.00009 
.00157 
.00036 
.00074 
.00001 
.00057 
.00006 
.00107 
.00024 
.00044 
.00004 
.00081 
.00018 
.00023 
.00004 
.00041 
.00009 
.00049 .00037 .00018 
. 0 0 0 0 1  < . 0 0 0 0 1  < . 0 0 0 0 1  
.00149 .00101 .00076 .00051 .00038 .00019 
.00007 .00004 .00003 .00002 .00001 .00001 
.00117 .00080 .00061 .00041 .00031 .00015 
.00003 .00002 .00001 .00001 <.00001 <.00001 
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Table 4.33 (Continued) 
Variables 
and 20 
estimators 
30 40 60 80 160 
(X^,Y^): 
^s' 
.00122 .00083 .00063 .00043 .00032 .00016 
Fc' .00014 .00009 .00007 .00005 .00003 .00002 
(Xg^Yg): 
.00190 .00146 .00119 .00087 .00068 .00037 
Yc' .00009 .00005 .00004 .00003 .00002 .00001 
(Xg,Yg): 
^s' 
.00031 .00021 .00016 .00011 .00008 .00004 
Yc' .00002 .00001 .00001 <.00001 <.00001 <.00001 
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V. SUMMARY 
This dissertation has been concerned with (a) an investi­
gation of the validity of the techniques used in deriving 
series approximations to the bias and MSE of ratio-type 
estimators, (b) development of some ratio-type estimators in 
stratified sampling and (c) comparisons of these estimators 
with some existing ratio-type estimators on the basis of 
their MSE's. In Chapter II it is pointed out that the usual 
technique used in deriving formulas for the bias and MSE 
of ratio-type estimators make use of the assumption that 
I—I < 1, which may not be satisfied by all the (^) possible 
Xjj 
samples. Koop's attempt to solve this difficulty is shown 
to be unsuccessful. Consequently,, an alternative approach is 
presented. For populations where the concomitant variable 
X takes on positive values only_and regardless of the magni-
tude of the relative deviation , it  is shown that, 
if the series approximation of the MSE is carried up to 
and including terms of order n '  where k is some positive 
integer (usually equal to one or two), then the difference 
between the true MSE and this approximation is bounded by a 
finite number of terms of order n .  Hence for n 
sufficiently large, such difference will be small relative 
to the approximation itself. A similar result is obtained 
for the bias in ratio-type estimators. It may be pointed 
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out that this approach yields bounds that are useful in 
assessing the accuracy of the usual approximation formulas 
for the bias and MSE of ratio-type estimators. This 
approach is used to derive approximation to the bias and 
MSE of some ratio-type estimators in stratified sampling. 
In Chapter III eight ratio-type estimators in strati­
fied sampling, some old, some new, are discussed and com-
_ 2  pared on the basis of their MSB's to terms of order n^ 
A "combined" unbiased ratio-type estimator analogous to the 
Hartley-Ross estimator is developed and its exact variance 
is derived. A combined analogue of Tin's approximately un­
biased ratio-type estimator is presented and approximations 
-2 to its bias and MSE to terms of order n^ are given. Two 
other combined estimators, namely, the classical and the 
Lahiri-type unbiased ratio estimators, are considered. The 
"separate" counterparts of these four combined-type esti­
mators complete the list of estimators considered. Compari­
sons are made with no model assumptions, by assuming a linear 
relation between the y and x values, by using Durbin's model, 
and finally by considering nine pairs of variables from the 
19 59 and 1964 censuses of agriculture for the state of Iowa. 
The results of these comparisons show that the Lahiri-
type unbiased ratio estimators are the most efficient in the 
group. On the other hand, the Hartley-Ross estimator and 
its combined counterpart are least efficient. The classical 
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ratio estimator and Tin's modified estimator seem to have 
about the same precision. 
When the sample size n is small, the combined unbiased 
ratio-type estimator y^' seems to be considerably more effi­
cient than its separate counterpart y^'. Thus, in spite of 
its higher variance compared to the other estimators, y^' 
may be expected to help in multi-purpose surveys where n 
is rather small so that the biases and/or accuracy of the 
approximations to the MSB's of the other estimators are in 
question. 
Contrary to the usual opinion, there are cases where 
the combined estimators y^^, y^^^ and y^^ are more efficient 
than their separate counterparts. Also, the former esti­
mators are less subject to the risk of bias and to the danger 
of gross underestimation of the MSB. 
The following observations can be gleaned from the 
results of the numerical comparisons in Chapter IV. For 
small sample sizes, the combined estimators should be con­
sidered seriously in favor of the separate estimators. In 
the case of the latter estimators, the use of the usual 
first order approximation to the MSB may result in a serious 
underestimation of the MSB. Finally, it  cannot be stressed 
too strongly that even for moderately large samples, the 
contributions of the terms of order n^^ ^ in the variances of 
the unbiased ratio-type estimators y^' and y^' should not be 
ignored. 
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